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Editor's Preface

In former years some of the research activities and seminars of

the WHOI Geophysical Fluid Dynamics program was concerned with determining

the interior structure and motions of stars and galaxies. This year we
have focused our attention downward rather than upward and have attempted
to learn something about the earth i s interior. Freeman Gilbert's lectures

on the inverse problem in siesmology discuss one aspect of the geophysi-

cist i s attempts to infer something about the earth i s interior from the
evidence which is available at the surface. Paul Roberts presented a
survey of the different attempts to attribute the. earth's magnetic field

to dynamo action. Willem Malkus, Raymond Hide and Stephen Childress sup-

plemented Roberts' lectures with seminars. A.s students of our physical
environment all of us were entertained and stimulated by this introduction
to the netherworld.

The students' notes of Roberts' lectures have been reworked by
Roberts to the point where they record much more closely what he said

rather than the students' interpretation of his lectures. In that sense
this volume departs from the records of the programs of previous years.

Mary C. Thayer has assembled and typed all of the lectures and the

participants' reports. Her unique ability to keep the program functioning smoothly continues to amaze and delight all of us who take part in it.

We are grateful to the National Science Foundation for its continued support and encouragement and to Paul M. Fye for making available
to us the facilities of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

George Veronis
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l,. A Survey of Gontinuum Mechanics
Dr. Freeman Gilbert
Univers ity of California at San Diego

References: Sedov ,1965: (two translations: Permagon, Academic Press)
Backus, 1961-l965: Course notes in continuum mechanics
at University of California at San Diego (Scripps
Institute of Oceanography)

a. Conservation Equations
Kinematics of Continua:
specified if we

Given a point mass P, it is completely

know its position at all times

~ (t) ~ Xi %¿ (f:) .
For N point masses, clearly
n =: 7) 2.) ., .) N

i/'n) (t:) ~ ;/ X (11) ( t )

For the motion of a material body, we approximate the

totality of point masses by a continuum. We specify for each
infinitesimal volume of the continuum a position vector /7

/t :: )L (X; t)
and Æ is assumed to be a continuous
function of position and time.

We define JL (~) 0) = X
Velocity is given by

u (~)t) == -it1(~)t)=k ~ (r:)t).
As !l is a continuous function of Ã and-t
X is a continuous function of it and-t

- 2 -

J: Mn~;~ F 0
Clearly J:: 1 at t:. 0 , thus T.? 0 always.
When we focus our attention on a moving volume and specify it

by FL =!J (~ ) t) , we have the Lagrangian description. Such measurements are often difficult to perform geophysically, and almost

always determine quantities of interest at a particular fixed point
rather than in a moving volume.

Le.

Eulerian description

x.::~ (C!)1:)

making Lagrangian measure-

(However in recent years we have been

ments in oceanography: neutrally buoyant floats measure temperature,
pressure, etc. moving with ocean currents.)

Suppose we have some function .11 of position and time
¿.

ø ~ ø (3) t )
ø£ == ø (1) t)
These functions are of course numerically equal at a particular

point.

J)ø

Notation:

ô ~ cPL (~ ) t)

1) t-

"Material Derivative"

Differentiate
cPL (Æ.i,t) = ø£ (n.~t)

at L 0 òni. ôt ôt

with respect to time

i cP (X. t) = -a ~f. '0 n.¿ + êJCP" _

J) (j

.Dt

Note that first term on the right-ha~d side of the above equation is
non-linear (it is often called the "advective" term).
In operator notation write

Õl

(7 t- .L

;:

.D

:Dt

:: (i + LA' \7)

(at - Ig

(1.l)
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"vanishing Integral Theorem"

Given a function of position r (13) in ~
if r Jvt(/J)=0

V/). V

v'

then G (~) =: 0 .
Also (clVo((IJ)= (J.V¡3(I2) implies eXL0:)==ß(0;).

~I )V'
Theorem
Consider a given scalar function of position and time

t(IJJt) in a volume V(t);Gl(Il¡t) is velocity normal to the

boundary d V(t) of V(t)ø

Then

d1 rdVgCrit): fa~ f(1J¡i)+ iJAGÚ?,t)/CIJ,tj (1.2)

vet) iRate
vet)
i
;av(t)
i
of Flux through 0 V (t)
change in Vet)

- 4 -

Proof.
Consider

d~L~i ~cLV¿'(~lt+Jt)- )dVl(¿i,t)JJ
v(t+ót) V(t)

,-êJv (t+Ot)
Q eft"

Now r d. Vt(I!J+Jt): fi VC t f d.Vt

v&+J~ ~ ~

and Jd.V6(r;)t)=-JdVt+ i d. V 5

v(t) 11, v~
Then
Jt rf (LVl(f1/tdt)- rd. V t (~lt) ~
V

(t:t6t) vet)

Lv. '/2 ( 'I: i

"it í )d.V f(",t Jt) - í d. V r (n"t)) t1t ( ) d. V B (i: ,t+Jt)- )/ Vt(~) t)j .

~

Taking the limit as át-70, result follows.

Dynamics of Continua

Consider a volume vet) which moves with the material. V(O) is the

initial volume. Points in the volume are denoted by either lL (~) t) ,
Lagrangian, or t: CD: it) , Eulerian, coordinates.

Let iì be the unit outward normal on õV (t).

- 5 -

'6

Then q (0;)t)::rJ. u. (~)t) where!l is on

V(-t)is the

velocity of the surface taken with respect to the moving volume Y (i).

Define l = S ~ (!J; t) cd V.
VCI:)

Then, using equation (1.2.)
1: = rd.V ~t + Jd.A~((l)t)-n, ~

vLt) ~ vet)

- (d V r - + \7. ("'
vir L ~t 't.-

LL)J by Gauss' theorem

i.e.1trdV1i(!ll)=roIv(~ .¡n.(ip~)J' (1.)

v(i=) v(t)
Conservation of Mass

Take cp=p((!)t) , density, in equation (l,3),

v~). .

Then ~~ "riivg: + 17. (p ~)J = 0 if ma,,"oneerved

By the vanishing integral theorem, thus

(1.4)

it) + V~ (I ~) == 0
ô~ ¡O ('1

Alternatively

~ot

p\l.y.+ ':''1/J

+

~
~ ~~+\7'ld.
:D't

+ ¡D\l'!d

J)t

:e T-

1: 'V. fd

:t ~7: - \1. y..

where

t---if

,

specific volume.

=

0

::

0

-= 0

:: 0

-

0

(1. 5)
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Conservation of Momentum
Newton 's second

Let I(t) be the total force exerted on V(t). Then

law gives

LQt
rfJu.dV=
- -P.
vet)

Or, using equation (l.3) and employing indicial notation

vet) L j -

F¡ :: r cI V r:t (p u.~) + ~ ( f U¡ UJ))
F is made up of body and surface forces.

Body forces act on all the matter in Vet)

£(8)r t (r)d V) I (r)

=

body force density.

v(t)
Surface forces are proportional to the area of infinitesimal surface

elements

A
Y'

D

L e . dl. ( s ) = "3 c1 A

--

r- d res)

/'/~
.
ell

~-::,acting
(ri tJ -n)
is :alledthe
the stress
across
surface,

and o;.r )t) ñ) = - oi (ri t) - ñ)
Then
F(S):: ( d. A '1 (r t ñ)

- a Vet) - -J )
and so
F:' ~ r d. V? L + J ci A o. (r)~ ñ)
V (t) '?J Vet)

We wish to convert the surface integral to one over V(t).

First we must show that

~ (r¡t, ý)) = ~. dJ CL ti Xj)

( 1.6 )
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Proof:

Consider the equilibrium of an elementary tetrahedron.

Let .J = area of slant face.
..,3
1\

n

Three other faces are parallel
to cartesian coordinate planes.

Areas of these faces are
X-2.

.J=n.,J
1 (,
where

1\ /\

rl :: Yl¿ Xi.

height of tetrahedron

For equilibrium of body and surface forces on the tetrahedron

c.Jl-tgt (puJ+ /Yjo(pu.tu¡)-~J= J lOJ(r:(~tß)~n/0(r~t);j)J .

Taking the limit as h -7 0 we obtain the required result (l. 6) .

l (-r ) t .) Xj) == 1i (r)t) is called the stress tensor.
Hence using equat ion

( 1 .~) and Gauss' theorem we have

r- =.rdn V(.i/'a+y,L T,.
+-.)J
/1:
01 j(...
.!)
'- ,

vet) ~
Putting this back into Newton's second law and using the
vanishing integral theorem, we have

. j à

ò~ (pu.¡J+ Õ ~. (f ILl-Uj) - (- a~' îij Cr.) t) = 0

or

i~ 0 ( )J d u..¿ . . 0 d f d-,
L at + ô~. fUj +t Tt +fLLj õr-i U¡ = (J¿ + a ~' ¿j'
If mass is conserved, the first term vanishes, and we obtain

- 8-

D' d d Cl- ...

t ~::f
-LL'
- I,
1) t- ~0 .,
t (J.o./X
Ô '(1.
.L -- DP t¡õ+r-j'
~ d'('í
-) ;I t) (L7)
Conservation of Angular Momentum

Allowing for intrinsic angular momentum f

, the total angular

momentum in dV is

(rx(pu)+"o-tJdV.
Equate the time rate of change of angular momentum to!:, the
sum of the torques of the forces for the moving volume V(t):

v~ i

1 cL V fgt tCE: ~'I,~ u.~;- e.ù + a~ 0Cf'jk~' Ltl,+ ()tLtt J ~ M, ·

Allowing for body torques ~ and surface torques !:cr) t) n )

we hav"ivi: ) ~ V f rr,:i ~,p, "W) Tl dA L M i (r,t-ñ T E: tj k ~ T.rn i- J '

V~) dV(~

In a manner analogous to the proof of equation (l. 6), it may

be shown
/V¿ (r) tJ ñ)= Yìj' M~ (r¡ tlXJ )'

and

lVi(r.Jtl~s) =M~CrJt) the surface torque tensoro

Then using Gauss i s theorem

on the surface integral, have

vk) t J

M¡ = r d. Vfl'i + t.iJ'h ,ry ~ ~ + k (f¿~ + E: 'i~ r-j T~~ ) ì. .
Hence, using the above in the angular momentum equation and the
vanishing integral theorem, have

êl~ Hf¡jk !''()k T eJ) + ~r f (E':j k Yj' Uk ;- ei )u.'bl =

= m, + élW'iè ~~i (.¡~ + Eljlo ~ -ii)'
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Finally

P:C .( = 'm¡ + ;rj.M~r 6iJIi T.J

(1.8)

In the case where internal angular momentum, torque stresses

and body torques vanish, we obtain the usual result

GijA ihj :: 0
l

/..e.

(1. 9)

1; . = i¡~

J

These notes submitted by
Wayne R. Thatcher

2. A Survey of Continuum

Mechanics

(continued)

Dr. Freeman Gilbert
University of California at San Diego

Conservation of Energy
Unlike mass, linear momentum or angular momentum, energy is

always conse:ived in the universe. But energy can exist under different
forms, and so the equation which expresses conservation of energy may

also take several special forms. Here we shall be concerned only with
the procedure of deriving such an energy equation.

We define the work performed in unit time by a force field
a volume Vet) by the quantity
f C~) t) in

Wl=:(rlV~.t
Vl-t:)
In an analogous manner we define the work done in unit time .by surface

- 10 -

(V(t) as

stresses 1 (l2)tJ)) on the boundary d V (t) of the volume

'WòV :: J. olA!d.i.
êl V Ct)

As

'J(C2)t-n)=

- ..
/ . 'n

.?

the divergence theorem allows us to transform the surface

integral W-Ð'Ý into a volume integral, getting

ôVd (I:)
- -II (l:)
) - ==

w = ~ d Au.' T . ~ ~ ( d V \1. (u.. T. ).
Therefore, the total work performed in unit time in the volume

Vet) . is

w:: VVv ,. Wav = r oJ V ( ~ .f + \J. (~ ' r )) .
II l-t)
Considering now the kinetic energy

K:= r cl V 1: t ~ · lA ;
V (T:)
we see

at once that

~tW.
d. t.

To be somewhat general, we must also consider radiative trans-

fer as well as heat conduction by molecular processes. To include these
effects in our problem, we define the change in unit time in the radiation energy content

of the volume V(t) as
11 = r cL II A (~) t) ,

Vet)
and the heat flow through the surface n V(t) as

J- = r dA /-1 ( '1) t Ç¡ ) .

Introducing the

ø V(t)
heat flow vector -H(-)
n t), the latter expression becomes
J-;: r riA ~ · t! = ~ cl V \1- H .

òv(t) 11(+:). -

- 11 -

Generally, we still have

d k_ .. vÝ + 11 - H .
d..t .. .
energy"

We are thus obliged to define a quantity U called "internal

that gives us

-A(K +U) == W+1A- J- .
The quantity K -+ Ll being the total energy per unit volume.

Le t E .~ .. U"4 + U

.:
be the total energy per unit mass (U -= ,*). Then
~ ) d.Vp E = rd. V(!1 .r +n.(g. D+ t, -';. H) .
V(t) vLt)
Vet) being any volume, this relation must hold locally, Le.

~(,o E)+ 'i- Ct £ ~+ ~ - LL'T) = g..t + ~ (10 10)
(Total Energy Equation)

General Form of Conservation Equations

Let cp and k be two scalars, K a vector, assuming

~ ;:

q, (ll.J t)

j¿ ~

*- ('1) 1:)

K ::

J-( (IJJ t) .

All conservation equations take the general form

caø -t v. k .; h (1. 11)

'dt -

Consider a volume V fixed in space and integrate equation (l. ll)

over this volume, obtaining J cL V (~% + \/. k - ~ :: O.
V

- l2 -

The fact that V is fixed in space implies that the operators

d

at

commute.

and

i

Applying this and the divergence theorem, we may finally

write equation (l. 11) in the following integral form:

(1. l2)

it rdVq,,,
V V)cLV*-)d.AnoK
'dV

The latter integral equation clearly shows that the rate of change of

the "phi-stuff" S cL V ~ is equal to the rate of production of "phiV

stuff" in the volume V minus the rate at which "phi-stuff" escapes

from V through the surface 0 V

Thus ~ is the physical quantity

being conserved, -Æ is the local production rate often called "source

function", and ~ is the local transport vector.
The following table gives a sumary of the principal conserva-

tion equations of continuum mechanics. The k -parts of the form ~ u.
are called "advective" terms.

"phi-stuff"
mass

p

-

linear

momentum

pU.¡

._---------f-momentum

total energy
___..h_~.___...__.______.~_._..___.__,~__._______~_._____._.~._~_."._._._

internal energy

J

0

PLLJ
.t;i LJ
fU.u.'--T.
---------_..

-----_.-----_..~._~.__.---_..._-_.,._-....~ "'

angular

k

K.

~

pt¡

f¿
~------_._-_..,.

r(LLJ -M',4.J

p£'

P~~i~~i-,~TiJ .

pU

p U U.i +

Hi

j

-_.--~-,--~

ij

1ï¿ +6¿j~
.._--,'----

l1¿ 12 +

~

___ ___._~_m__.___

T..
t.J

êl u¡
'aJi L

t Pi
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b. Boundary Conditions

Introduction.
Until now we always considered a single unspecified continuum

of infinite extent. But owing to specific internal structure or
finite extent, any real body always possesses some boundary, i. e, a
very thin region where

we pass f~om a given continuum into another

given continuum. In all the problems of interest to us, we shall
only be concerned with simple interfaces between two different continua 0

At such a boundary both continua are supposed to be always and everywhere in contact (no cavitations) and completely immiscible (the
boundary is a surface with no mass and no individual properties).

It is clear that generally some physical quantities cannot experience

any change when passing through such an interface; they must actually
fulfill some definite conditions" which we call "boundary conditions" 0

Kinematic Boundary Conditions

Let the boundary surface between two continua land 2 be described
by the equation

lt(ChJt)=O

As this boundary moves, all the particles which initially are on the
boundary, will always remain on the boundary; so we have

1)

-1f==O.
IJt
The particles are assumed to move in the first medium with velocity

1., , in the second medium with velocity Y". On the boundary,
supposed to be a simple interface, the latter equation allows us then
to write

- l4 -

~ + LA .\/41 == 2.+ u '\1 r/= 0

òt -1 at - 2 T

From this we easily deduce the kinematic boundary conditions:

-c A
_1 -

H . ~1 :: n. y: '-

for a simp le surface
for a r1we ldecl" surface

u. .: U. 2-

(1.13)

slip may occur
no slip

is possible

( 1. 14 )

Dynamic Boundary ConditiQns
two media as illustrated by the

Consider a small pillbox across

figure :

following schematic

rt
A
ýÌ.å (1)

AIJ
A
'h A.

v, .
/'/////////-'/LLe
"'---"' ..~~"''''-'
~~~~("
V.
J,

A",

-i

AA. (2)

a

From the linear momentum and the continuity equations applied to the
whole volume of this pillbox it follows that

d.~ r (LVpr,: f cLA T-n + J cl vf ·
V,(t)+~(t) f\1+A.i+A~ V, (t)+ \.(t)
Letting now the height p. of the pillbox go to zero, \. (-1), V2.it) as

we 11 as A,ò go to zero; Ai and A2 tend to a part A of the boundary surface. Assuming now that all the body forces i are continuous and that
no chànge of linear momentum is occurring, we are left with
A

SolA
;Ai +A,2

l,n:=o

- l5 -

( ((1 ~) 1\

)olA T -1)'n~O.

or

A

The surface A being any part of the boundary, we must have

(l. l4)

i (~n = T(2.~ Ýì
or, in components

--1.
('2)
n"(1)
==lJ
T" nJ,
.li
j

(l.14a)

(t"d = ~ 2) 3)

The dynamical boundary conditions thus simply state that the normal
stress vector is continuous at a boundary surface.

c. Constitutive Relations
There is some simple relation between stress and strain, which
we shall establish now.

",

Consider a point mass X == X~ XL. ' the position of which at

any time t

will be characterized by the position vector /1
- .(X
-J t) 0

With this notation, we have

at time t=-O ; !J (~ ) O):= X

-

at time L= cSt: h.C!)Jt)= X + ç.
This means that during the time Je the particle labelled x has been
moved over a

distance ç in the t direction. During the same time

eft , the point mass initially at

ll(x+~,O)::X+~
has moved to a position

ri (~+E)Jt).

- l6 -

time of

We shall study the evolution during

!+~

n.C1-ls.lt)

the relative position of particles labelled

X. and ~ + Z 0 For this purpose it is
c

~

most convenient to introduce the displace-

ment vector

!l(~)ói:)

X.

f: = 0

-r(t)~ß (25+g/)-a('t¡t).

te. cf t

We have of course

- -

£ (0);: 1f t r- X :: ,

If we assume that £t.(o( 1 , we may expand the function n.(t: + ~) cSt)
to the first order in time and get

ßCt+ ~lt)= D:(~ + ~ )0)+ J'tff ß l'! + f\ 0) + o

(6t2)

~ ~ t ~+ crt ~ (e -+ l)O)
Expanding the displacement vector ~ == ~ (ót) also to the first
order in time, we have

'-1

£ = r (d t) ~ r (0) + cS t -i 1(0)
;: f + ót:t ~ (~+ i)O)-~L~~ o)J
:: ~ -t ót (~(~ + ~ ) c) - ~ (~l o)J

(a)

Expanding then LJ 0 +5) 0) to the first order in , (~ assumed

to be very small):

u (x.
~ 0\ J
= u.-(x.-l
0\ 'tïd~'Ox.
("l:, 0) .e_
- +-)

(b)
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and putting the expansion (b) into (a), we get finally
r = ~ ,. ift°Y:ê/"¿)OJ · i

rn oomponent notation

ç i. = L + â~:~~,O) 'i ót .

(1. 15)

-a~(?f) 0)
repre sentB a Be cond aider tensor that be longs to

ô it
particle X at time r:= O. It is called distortion rate tensor.
A second order tensor has in general 32 = 9 independent entries,

and may be decomposed into two irreducible tensors, one symetric (at

most 6 distinct entries), the other antisymetric (at most 3 distinct

entries). We shall put

òu.g = E. ' . + W. ,

Ox.'
Lj .l~
J

(L l6)

with

£,. =- .~t
I (ò u.'
/.J :: 0 X-a'

ou. d' ~
Õ )( "

(Lll)

W¡J = 1- õx.; - ô:J¡J

(aLL . Ô u. ' ~

Introducing the Kronecker symbol

ó..t~.

, equation (l.l5) may

be written now

ç¿ = (J.j + ¿ tWlj + dtE-g ') l/. (USa)
The term 6lij'1 clearly corresponds to a translation of the initial

displacement vector ~ , the term órcJ.i' e i corresponds to a rotation;
J J

so the term 6t 6¿J e j must be associàted with a symetric deformation.
Indeed,

the antisymetric tensor (WLJ) has necessarily the

- l8 -

following matrix representation

( úJlj) _

o

W3

W,j

o

W.i

-w

i

w, 0
to which we can associate the dual vector
'"

l: :: Wi. X ¿ = (Wp W,. ? W3) .
Thu$

Wij Ej= (WKl)¡
From this it follows at once that

W=.Li1XU.
- :iV_"

(1. 1 6a )

i. e. the curl vector equals half the vorticity.
The

tensor ~ = (r:1.j) is

ca lled

the strain rate tensor, and

:: (f¡j )Jt is

ca lled

the sti;ain tensor.

-e
De fine

If = ei.j ( 'j - ct

then

dlJ - ~. . e · == "I... .

ai;L -rwt.j J- 1,(.,
which is the

¿ -component of the strained part J! of the displacement

-

vector ç

In any frame we have

v; = en e, + ei~ ç2. + e'J ç,
ì. :: e:¿1 ~ +
i

~ :; e.gi ç, +

e.12 ç + e~~ ç,
t.

ej2. ~,. + e'JJ ~3 .

/'
Let us now define three new mutually orthogonal axes

YL parallel
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the matrix (e.ij)

to the principal directions of

In tnese new axes,

the matrix (elj) takes then the diagonal form
,

e.il '
i

(e~J) =

i

The eigenvalues eii)

strains.

Let

,i

e~2
,

eJ3
.0 e of this matrix are called the principal
Ço2:L l 33

I/J f '; I). I ..

'l¿ be the correspondingeigenfunctions; then we have
í :: en 1;1 + e.u ~). + e:i3 Y3 .

We have also
(I :: (1 + e~l) 1l 1

C ~:. (7 +e~~)~~
ç,J = (1 + e.'33 )1#3

The fractional change of volume of any body becomes then (to the first

order)

, I I I

vrA(Jt)-Vq- (0)

== eii +- e:i,z + e~i = el " .

vof (ót)
But the trace of any matrix is àn invariant; so we have
eit' == e¿J = r;..y. £t:.

Energy Considerations
From the total energy equation

ô~ (eE)+ :l4j & E Uj +HJ - U¡ ì;j) = UA.t. + h

where
f :: t Ui u.,¿ l U ,

it follows that

D D1:
-iU= LJ
T;. 'dILl
~ +ßi - /L¿'
'd ~
i
e. -au.' 'dH' )

- 20 -

Note that the latter equation implies that mass and linear momentum
are conserved.

Following the motion the change in interanl energy of a particle

during time Ó-t

, and per unit volume, is
'èH,' ) cSt.

.tJ ~u.¿
ci/ti + Æ f. Ó U = (T.

(3 )1.i

Assuming that

T¿j :: Tji: ,
the former equation may be written

FóU=(1JËlj-lh- ~~JJrrt.
rate of

change in
elastic energy

But the First Law of Thermodynamics states that

á'U = *T~j6'elj + J'Q ,

where
) 1:, Jetd,

l'Q

is the total work performed in a unit mass

during time eft ;

is the change in heat in a unit mass during

time Ót: .

If 5 denotes the entropy per unit mass, and e the actual temperature,
we have of course

erQ;: e óS ,

so that finally

Ju= j i;ich¿i+ eJ'S.
If the superscript

then

o

(1. l8)

denotes a quantity at time t = 0 , we may write

- 21 -

u= UÖ+ a..ij (ei) -e;j)+~ blj~i(e¿i -e.()ij) (eke-e~e) +

+ c(S-SØ)++ (5-Stt)\
+ ~9 (s -5Q)

(1.l9)

( e¿j - eLi)+

Equation (lo l8) states that

(~~Js :: -T.'
f' A.d
i

~e"-t

::

(ó U 1

0

) (L20)

We get therefore from (l.l9)
~ TLj :: a¡j -+ b":Jo~e ~It- e~e.) + ~ii Cs - Sd)

e = c + f (5-5°) + ~lj (e¡J' -e¿i) .

Finally
Tj :: 11 + C.tJ~e óelfe,. Wq ó 5
o

:; 1j + 'Ci

(1. 21)

J

The most general tensor of rank 4 would have in the physical
space 34 = 8l entries. However, it is easy to show that (C .¿j;q.e ) must

be symetric with respect to the two groups of indices (J.d) i (A .¿), as
well as inside each group. From this it follows that C C¡/A.¿ )can at
most have 2l distinct entries.

Furthermore, if the continuum is completely isotropic and cannot

support shear stress, the tensor (C'¿i A.e ) reduces to
Cid ~e :: k t¿i ~.e ;

(L 22)

where K. is the incompressibility.

Many elastic processes behave adiabatically, i.e 0
H.

i

h = 0,

0, S = canst. or 65 = O. In the latter case, the term

W,ó'S=O
tJ

- 22 -

and we are left with the usual stress-strain relation
J 1¡j = C.¿jl¿e cf e*.e

In fact there must always be small changes in entropy, because elastic

waves are damped, and any dissipation process is associated with a

change in energy. However, this damping occurs usually only over great
the entrqpy effects are quite negligible with

distances, and locally

respect to the strain effects, Le. 1'i~cfS\'(c(l CijkeÓe~¿I.

2. The Earth's Normal Modes
Linearized Equations

First of all, we have to consider some Earth model. The
assumptions we shall make throughout

these lectures are the following:

The Earth is a perfect sphere of constant dens ity,
in hydrostatic equilibrium,

not rotating, and

perfectly elastic.
All these assumptions do not hold rigorously of course, but the main
deviatory effect, which comes from rotation, is about 4xiO-2.

From the foregoing assumptions we may conclude at once that all

equilibrium quantities (specified by the subscript 0 ) are radially

distributed. In particular, we have

go = 0

~ó :: q, (n)
q = i ck (It) =Q Cn)

()" ôn. 0 ()O
/\

- (L 9ø

.f = :"'7~T :: Vlo

_() =0 10

or
:)1 Pd :: -t;(n) 30 (11).

no motion
gravitational potential

gravity

gravitational field
hydrostatic equilibrium

(2.1)
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To this we must add the Poisson equation, which takes here the
following form

( -A + % ) 9/ ri) ~ 't 1j tS Pa")

(202)

Let us now disturb slightly thd.s equilibrium state by dis-

placing locally some material over a small distance defined by the

initial displacement vector S (r:) 0 )

A motion of small amplitude

which we can characterize by the instantaneous local velocity

sets in,

u.=U('1)t)= ft s C,:)t).
The effect of this motion will be a variation of the physical
parameters like

the density f and the pressure r as well in space

as in time; we assume that we may write

¡O('1Jt):: f? (ft) + ft (tj¡t)

1ï (l1)t):: n0)+ 1, C0:¡t)

(2,3 )

~ CI1¡t): ~0)+~1 (~¡t:) ~
where the disturbed quantities £) 1t "" are very small compared to

f-l ',r-)llI

~ )r~)
Ao'lo~ respectively.
fò
Because we focus our attention on what happens at a fixed point
in space, all the disturbed quantities are Eulerian variations, and

therefore the Eulerian description is convenient. Limiting ourselves
to the first order in these perturbations, the cont.inuity equation

takes the form

Ii " - - 0

-l :. - ~ \l~ 5 - S. \If!

)

whereas the linearized momentum. equation becomes

(2.4)
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-¿ £

fa "òt2. S, = - ~ \7 ~ - P, n ~ + \7. ~
E

where i is defined by

(2.5)

J

t ¡;

T.: -i'P-¡~'

Now, we know only the Lagrangian stress tensor

=

'(L.

defined by the

stress-strain relation

(r,t.) = (C~j1a eke) J

where the superscript ilL" refers to the Lagrangian description. As
1: L ~ (1 + S . \7) it ~

we find at once

£ L
~:c;+-rS'\lfo'

Introducing this into the linearized momentum equation (2.5),

the latter takes finally the form

J: "ò..òt:'
S =_b'\'+
\7cp-- ,oV'(5l\7~)
If)
_ +-.0
Iò 'V-'t 5to
Ð 1(, +\7.
- (lløL.=. l

(2.6)

To this we must add the Poisson equation for the perturbed part ~

'l

of the potential, i.e.
v'J~\ =- -If i( G¡ \J. (A 9. )

Assuming that all

(2.7)

the equilibrium values are known, we have thus a

system of 4 linear differential equations for the 4 unknown quantit ie s S l' S 2' S 3' ~ 1 .

We shall try to solve this linear system in two special cases.
(i) Radial Oscillations of a Homogeneous Sphere

We shall here try to find a solution to the former system (2.6)(2.7) for a homogeneous, compressible,

self-gravitating spherical mass

- 25 -

that the equilibrium state is

of radius a. We shall further assume

only perturbed radially, and that the mass is completely isotropic and

does not support any shear, We have seen that under the latter cirassumes the simple form

cumstances the stress tensor

=- r r --.

~':; 1c'V # É 1 :; - Ao11,

(2.8)

where k is a scalar called incompressibility.
We have also to take into account the boundary conditions which

arise at the surface )1:: a. of the sphere. Indeed, let us recall that
at the surface the following quantities must be continuous:

A A '71. d A
n. ~ ? lL . ~ ' cP, ? oil cP¡ + (ll.. S )4 if G PfJ

(2,9)

Let us now simplify our fundamental equations, knowing that all
A
motions occur radially, that is, along the unit radius vector lL
Introducing the radial displacement U(ri) by

§.= ñ U ,
recalling that for a homogeneous sphere

~ = canst.,

I( :: canst"

the momentum equation (2.6) reduces to

':
it ò~~- U.í= fi (- ¡; ~ cP1+ ~ 80 \) # S.)-¡g \1 (s-. A 30) + /( QV. S

with

(2 ,6a )

d ~ U

V . S :: 'Ott U + -i .

The Poisson equation takes the radial form

().. d

~ cP¡ + ~ ~Ji ~1 ~ - If íl G irQ · §.
.'

(2,7a)
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Defining the quantity

==:: eP + 4 It. 6ì f) U )
UOJ I
0/1 r (õ
we have seen that this quantity must be continuous at the boundary,

Assuming the radial displacement U is determined everywhere, then the

disturbed potential 'fl
,.

is also uniquely determined everywhere.

As ~ is cons tant, we have
Gi r lJ cLJ'
'1(11)

~o :;

11 ..

i. -r

::3IL~A,;i,

(2.10)

Introducing the constant

ç:=~ = ~ ílG;~ J
and separating out the time dependence by a factor

-LWt'

e , we are

finally left with the following momentum equation

(; (W"+ i- ê,) 5 + 1(\7 V'" S ;. 0 ,
the divergence of which takes the form

~ (Gv'+ 4')G" -s + ic \7" \1- S :; 0 .

Putting

f=\J-S- L
*.'" ~ C w2.+ ~ ç ) ~ J

we have

\7~f + ~~f

with

\J

-i

-

:: 0 ~

cC"

cLrt~ +

::

/1

oL
oL ;i

(2,11)
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center Jt=,b is

The only solution of this equation which is regular at the

the spherical Bessel function of zero order

= c' ~Æ)1 .,

(krt)

do

therefore

tCn.):: C ßi!/L
At the surface, the displacement ~ must vanish, implying

fea.): 0 ?

or
*2. ct :: n1 77 '". ("h inte ger)

(2. l2)

Us ing (2.11) in (2. l2), we conclude then that W" satisfies the

equation

J1TlG.o .

'V! It. i 1/
W-i=,/
It
(; ~A

The form of the time factor e

w-i

? 0

W"

-

W .. c(

(2.13)

'3 /0

-iwt

shows that

stability;
0 corresponds to marginal stability;
0 carre sponds to instability.
corresponds to

We may put the instability criterion into the following form: instability.

occurs if
,ftoG

~ ':a.:i

3T(

n'2)(

?¡.

(2, l4)

From this we may argue that radial oscillations tend to be unstable for

low mode values ñ. , for small incompressibility k , for high density
and for great dimensions of the sphere (radius a).

These notes submitted by
Charles Louis Denis
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3. A Survey of Continuum Mechanics (continued)
Dr. Freeman Gilbert

University of California at San Diego

(ii) More General Solutions in Spherical Coordinates

Vector and Tensor Representation Theorem

Reference:

Backus, G.E. (l966)

Arch.Rat .Mech .Anal.

" "" (1967) Geophys.J. of R.A.S.,
l4.
What follows is an attempt to represent a vector in spherical
algebra . Details and rationale

coordinates with a minimum of gruesome

are mostly omitted, and those who are interested are urged to refer to
the papers of Backus.

(,.. are a set of curvilinear coordinates and -P,: are the scale
factors for the coordinate system.

Define the following vector functions:
""
l:: ¿I U (ei' e.,. l EJ

C = \7 X L êi /C ( ~ I ? ç,.) ~ ~ ') J

8 =~)(\)Xf~l;(ÇI~~~IÇ)J
In spherical

coordinates
~I

::

C,~=-

~3 =

Then

Y"

fi ,;;

e

h.i :: l'

cp

+i3: y-tÚe

p ,f.
/3

r U ("t; e i rp)

f ê d~ $ d"c J
- y--I 4Ù
e ~ - ôq;
.: 'r~l (ê -afr + -L ô fr J
Bè tP e õcp
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Here put

Use the notation

""= rW) 1;:=rV

. A 3 ep"

v, == e () + Mm e

d
òcp

Then in this notation, represent any vector Jl as

y ~ r U ('G 6) cp)t ~ V (r: G) Cf)- ?x \7 we -r e) qJ)

(2.l5)

The following useful relations are.then immediate:

- 0'( '( - VI

\7.v = i- U+ .2 U,. r-' t7~ V

\7XJl= -r 'r-\V~W+\7it~r Wt ~,W J-rx\li rIU-y-IV-l,. VJ

(r-:V)Y+ '(-I

\j

(2.16)

(!oY:)-: P 2 'Ôo¡ U+?, t~r V-r-l V-r-lWJ-rxV', Lr"'U-y-"'V- .òd'( V J

Non-radial Free Oscillations

Ò'i ;l

Consider the linearized momentum equation (2.6) for harmonic

motion ~ôt2. :: - W ),
..

Then

p adt? S, = -p7~\ tt\7. § V ~o - pV (s. \7 ~o) + iJ (X \7 o.§)

becomes
p W :i j - f\l ~ + t ~ ! \,. 5 - t ç n ~ (c · 2. ) + X \7 '7 0 §. .

Call (i:: '7- §.

Take, in turn, the divergence and the curl of the momentum equation and

obtain

fw'2e-t\j~~-pç\7'(r~)-pen~(t.~)+)(\7"G3 :. 0
pLt)~\7X§. -+ p''\'l(rC5)=O
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Performing the algebraic manipulations we obtain
f C ul' + 4 ~ ) + f 1: v:.t æD + )( ~"'6) ,\ 0

Now expand Gj in, spherical harmonics
.

I..e.

&J = f 1; e $~ ( r) tli (s¡ cp) ,
e::o m-- to t

we find

Using n:~. y;+€ (t+ I)Y~ = 0

~ . i J ()

t(w~+4 ~) ß; -t (t+ ÙP ~ e; +k \1; ~; = 0

., cL't r cL., r'-

where t./,':; -- + ~ _ _ .e lot i

This ordinary differential equation is of the form

-i fV g.. 't

\l r 8t + I't ~t :: 0

')

with hi.= (W~+4~-~(t~l) !~ J ç.
Solutions regular at the origin are jt (-I r).
Boundary condition at 'i:: a. gives
k() :: X -L m

where XR."N are zeros of the spherical Bessel function j.e

Then

'3 ,.

w'3 +4 ,-l (e+i) ~z = ~ .~:i =vv ~
and W:; 0 , as all zeros are rea1.
Schematically then, we have the following:

(2.l7)
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w

, . ,.:
/'VV

That is, there are an infinite number of positive and negative

values of W~. Thus there are an infinite number of stable and
unstable modes.

These notes submitted by
Wayne R, Thatcher
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4. The Momuntum Equation in Spherical Coordinates
and the Inverse Eigenvalue Problem

We now return to the linearized momentum equation,

-i~

(l)

ii òo:~ =: - j'°v rPi + p"tl. 52 ~ _pOG (~u)- çrp

where s:: r u+ \/,\ v~ ç X \11 W,

and consider its solution for a sphere with variable K (r), lJ (r).
Now,
\7(~ u)= ~\7 U+ ~ U (4

Tj

G/ - 2 y--I~)

(2)

The equation for li is

n'lcp, =4TíGi¡:/
which, in spherical coordinates becomes

- - + - v If:= 4 1\ G D
r r'1 ,.
I I- /I
(-'òd+ r'"
.2 y-Ò'0'n:iJ

(3)

From the linearized continuity equation we have for ~

Õ i 0 -".. ø

i

ôtP-+'\!'u.+u..'Vp; 0
which in terms of the displacement S (Li:: ~l) becomes

I ö....
¡; := - J' \/. 5 - S · 'V"p" .

In spherical coordinates we have

i '(êJU ~ i, rtV) U?L
~ :: -I ~ r -+": G ,. ~ - G1 r

(4)

Substituting (4) into (3) we have

.-cn':i
+ i- - r+ d- \lr l+:=
+ - t7
+ U.:
r:i -i ~'tíTG
~ aDl-- +r -Y"
¡Õ
r

L J .2 d i :l) G il( d LJ 2. U I '2 V) ,d f) oJ

(5)
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Let

dcA 4-G 0 LJ
(5) becomes

01"
3I=:
~ + ii.p and then

rri

~= _ ~Q _ -l \71.rf _

,4TjGi rl n',.V

() I" l' ,J i l":i i 'f,

The radial component of (1) cånbe written in terms of ~ /

'd-l _ r_ ê) ~U - + ~ U ~. ~VJ

o'r- - ~ L at'" ~'r 1- r 'V,

(6)
, as

(7)

and the angular component of (l) is

n, L l' - to (- ri - CP, - ~ U ) J = 0

and

(8)

( A ).=0.
où _a"-yx\J,W

,/ ât"

~

Now, p:: - K. \J . s
or

'dU =-~U-\¡')JL- K~il',

dr \" i r

(9)

Now, expand everything in spherical harmonics.

Equation (9) then becomes

-au

dr

= _ ~ + f.(t+i)

r r

P
K

(10)

~'2 ~

For (7) and (8) we have (writing -nt = - W )

;: =-/(w'+ *)u-e~+i) f:~ V-pO()1
..o W 'J V:: 'po ~ U + P + fJe lpi

For ~I

(11)

(12)

we have (from the definition of

-::
ôr

'dcP,

d i )

-4iiG'pèlU+dl

(13)
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and for 31 we have from (6)

~=-4
ta rÎ\G/ö
r )-,..(e-t/)Vt
i r cJlfitJ)cP..
i .~ Cl (l4)
Thus we have four ordinary differential equations (lO), (ll),

(13), (l4) in the four unknowns U) ~ ~) ~ I (note that V is kno.wn in

terms of U¡ "p) ~i from (l2)). Now lJ1 'P
01 must be continuous.
) cPiandd'
The boundary conditions at the free surface Y":: a. are."P:: 0 and cp

and

d i must equal their external values.

Outside the sphere,

CPt mus t

be a solution to Laplace's equation

,lé!
-t-i
l- =C'r
,

and at 'í= Cl

-l
Externally, S =0 so

~~ must equal its internal value.

Br y- i

d cPl :: _ ce + I) cp

~, =

(l5)

and at r:: a.

- - a+i) cP

(l6)

31 - a.'
If we define

(ll)

Y; :: ()
q + ((-lI)
i r cP
i
we

see that at

because

31

and

'(:: Q,

)

CP,

If::o.

are,

lj is also

so we may

dependent variables in the

problem.

use I.
Thus

a continuous
in place

of

funct ion of
8,

r

as one of the

we have a system of coupled

linear ordinary differential equations for U) PJ ~ ) Ll which we can write as:
i
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U

((/1"

pw+qpf-~ t(t~(fJ~ -

-p
d.

d.r-

. ,.
cP

.e(t+/)IliiG

4 rr G¡i

'lp

w~r- .

0

-~1iGif

l,(lti)

l-( l-.¡)

¡iwt.'(

Ú):i ,...

~

-i +
l(

-1 y:I+ ..(f+')~

w:zr':

(ft-I) /I _ l (e+¡)~9

r

w2.y-

0

Ll

-I

p

(efl)

ø,

)-

!ß+I)J.iiG/
w2.rl.

.f-J
;-

(8)

41

There are four linearly independent ,solutions to this system of equations,

of which only two are regular at l'~ 0 ; the two boundary conditions

needed to uniquely determine the solution to within a multiplicative
constant (provided

W,. is an eigenvalue) are I.'i :: 0 and

P = 0 a t the

surface.
The method for solution of the direct problem would be to assume
'2

a value of W , and integrate up to the surface by some mirerical
scheme, such as the Runge-Kutta method. If the solution satisfies both
boundary conditions there, then we have found an eigenvalue; otherwise

a new value of W"2 must be triedo Due to the singularities in the
coefficient matrix at Y' =: 0 , the homogeneous earth solution is used to

integrate a short distance away from y= 0 , whereafter the numerical
technique is initiated.

The matrix formulation is useful because it: allows one to vary the
step size in the computer program; this is done by determining the eigen-

values of the 4x4 matrix for a given location (r) ; these eigenvalues are
the growth rates of the solution, which arè needed to determine computation

errors as a function of step size. Naturally, the step size is selected to
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keep the error within some pre-determined tolerance.

However, we want to solve the inverse problem

given the

eigenvalues what can we say about the distribution of ¡i J À and l- ?
Certainly, there are an infinite number of possible distributions

of eigenvalues. This may be seen

corresponding to any finite set

simply by counting the degrees of freedom allowed in determining a

function. Therefore we must start with some model of the earth and
allow small deviations from this model to yield the correct eigen-

values, The following is the method used to determine corrections to
the assumed model.

A variational principle is used. Consider the linearized momentum

equation

U L t J ~

) '"y;
. ø 't'
Ò r'.i~
0 ê)
.Lj
f tJ
:iSi::
D ò4ï1
-f ~ lSI
- Yj'
It'!,

(l9)

and Poisson's equation
?-

-lcl ~ -4\1 Gi lC? sÜ

'art i B~

(20)

Multiply the momentum equation by So(, and Poisson's equation by ~\ '
subtract them, integrate, and simplify by integrating by parts to obtain

VvJ

w' fps'c V" rd Vf.j ;~, +;ii~' ~ :'j t + d;j t ~,;~' -~ ;~ ) + 1SL ~~ J l +

(2l)
+ ) d V(47rGi/¡V4i, I~
Ai.1-

SPlreE

Consider changing the density by Jf find elastic parameters by Ó ì\
and Ó¡U

The solution of the equations will change, as will the
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. taking the variation of the above integral relation,
eigenvaluei.'~
\. By
we obtain a relation among the changes in the functions and parameters 0

was constructed in such a way as to force the

The integral relation

coefficients of

Js

and 6 ip

to vanish by using the momentum equation

i

and Poisson's equation after integration by parts.

s~:)) vJf s ~d.: ¿d. Vf JU+ Ó,u m -I df'dZJ

(22)

is the form of the equationo By a suitable normalization and letting
a subscript Iij" correspond to each eigenvalue,

Jl:P = ídVf H1r dp rn¿ + ~iRJ r

é ,::

J-

(23)

j V

First one assumes a "model" earth, that is, assumed initial

guesses for the functions';) À
eigenvalues

and ).

Then, one computes the

')

uVj corresponding to this mode 1 of the earth, and the

~ ~

corresponding values C.:i

UJ observed) where W

which are measures of ( W :acomputed
observed are data for the real earth 0

There are, of course, many combinations of functions Ó;J 6;; and ¿).

that give the correct values of E i when substituted into the above

equation, Hopefully, the original model is not too different from the
"real" earth, so we would Like to choose d./) d¡U..and J À to be as "small

as possibleli in some sense, provided of course they satisfy the above
'way of expressing this idea is

criterion. A mathematically convenient

to require

~ ç~d. '( ((n):(JfA)~ (6p)' J
a

(24)
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to be a m.inimum relative to all choices of d);r¡Uand €a satisfying
the set of constraints in equation (23)

Notice that the functions

are volume weighted 0 If the:re a:re N eigenvalues to be fitted, and

thus N values of £J ' we must minimize

i f~d r (Cef À)\ (6"')+ (Jpn + i, iJj L tr f tLr(J ii) Jj + (J!')mj +Co/ )Olj)J (25)
o

This expression is to be minimized for independent choices of ÓÀ i

we obtain the Euler

tp.) dj 0 Taking the variance of this expression,

oI

Lagrange equations

Ó À - :2 Vj' 1j:= 0

~f - L VjeRj :: 0 (26)
,~ - 2: ~.mj= 0
and consequently we would have the required functions Ó"'i Ó,M and ÓÀ
if the N Lagrange
)

-i. A.

j

substitute

multipliers-i j were known

0 To determine these

equations (26) into (23), iIIediately giving

d i =/ ) r LIt

E. = t ~~d.~ r 1, lJ' + YnIY'ilJ+ ~i6ZJ.,. . (27)
o

This is a system of N inhomogeneous equations (£j are given) in N
unknowns, -Vi 0 Thus the ~.:. are known, and J') Óf- and lÀ may be
calculated from (26) (except in the rare circumstance when the determinant of the relevant matrix vanishes) 0

The process is then repeated, this time with a new model designated

by the corrected values of P, Pi À ; the eigenvalue problem is solved

giving new values of W':,; and CJ ' and of course, new functions t. ¡' )
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1'¿and ót¡. Hopefully, this procedure will converge on some earth
model that possesses the correct eigenvalues. It is iinportant to note
that this method gives the mode 1 of the earth that is closest to the
initial guess and compatrble with

the imposed constraints, L e" it must

possess the correct eigenfrequencies.

These notes submitted by
Leonard E. Johnson and
Steven L. Blumsack

5. Some Numerical Results of Earth Model Studies
Dr. Freeman Gilbert
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Results
The first model used is called the Gutenberg model wherein the
quantities f ' )lp (velocity of primary

wave) , and ~ (velocity of

secondary wave) have the assumed values shown in F'igure (1), Note that

;j Vp and ~ suffice to furnish us\tJth fJ) M and À Sixteen
normal modes were used in the solving of the inverse problem, with periods

ranging from 84 seconds to 20 minutes. Letting the first number be the
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number of modes in the radial part of the (separable) wave function,
the last number being the value of ri,e" for the spherical harmonic, and

the letter denoting the type of wave(S: spheriodal; and T~ toroidal),
the following normal modes were used:

oSo

OS64

iSO

OS9

3S0

OT4

OS4

OTS

OSS

OTl6

iSS

OT32

OSl6

OT64

OS32

OT l05

The root-mean-square error of the Gutenberg model using the
frequencies associated with the sixteen normal modes being considered

is about 1 percent. Three iterations of the technique described in the
last lecture resulted in the r.m.s. error being reduced to .024 percent

(see Figure 2). Although the technique could have reduced the error
even further, the accuracy of the data is not good enough to make any
further reduction meaningful.

The technique used relies very strongly on the choice of the
initial model, since

the technique, in effect, converges on the "closest"

model (to the initial model) that possesses the eigenvalues. In order to
see ho.w, in a quantitative manner, the choice of initial model affects the

final model, a so-called quadratic-Gutenberg model was tried next; it is

shown in Figure (3). It has the same core, but a different mantle which

p

Vp

RADIUS
Fi gure 1.

Vp

RADIUS

Figure 2.

p

RADIUS

Figure 3.

Vp

RADIUS
Fi gure 4.
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is smoother than the Gutenberg model. It was chosen to see how much

structure the numerical technique puts into the modelo The initial
model has an r .m. s. error of 3 percent,which was reduced to .038
is not too sur-

percent by the third iteration (see Figure 4) 0 It

prising that the final model obtained by starting with the quadratic

Gutenberg model differed substantially from the final model evolving

from the Gutenberg model. Naturally, the l6 eigenvalues that were
used as data agreed for the two corrected models, but it turned out

that all 200 eigenfrequenciescalculated matched quite well, with the

maximum difference between them being about .2 percent. This result is
significant in the light of the dissimilarities in the models, except in
the outermost region of the mantle 0
Next, a second set of computer runs

was made, this time the data

comprised eigenfrequencies with periods 1.5 to 6 minutes, wit.h values

of ~ between 20 and LOO. Since the corresponding eigenfunct.ions are
very small

except in the mantle, the calculated eigenfrequencies would

be very insensitive to the actual model of the core. For this reason,
only a mantle model was used. The Gutenberg mantle model was used first;
beginning with a 1 percent r.mo s 0 error, the calculated corrected model

had an r.mos. error in the eigenfrequencies of .2 percent, which is small
relative t.o the expected data error of .5 percento

Another mantle model was tried, being composed of linear functions for the density and two ve locities, quite different from the Guten-

berg mode1. Although the calculated models for this second set differed
by as much as 20 percent fror the corrected Gutenburg model, the eigen-
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frequencies were, for all practical purposes, identical, differing

by only .04 percent. In addition, all four final models had the exact
same structure near the surface, each showing marked low ve locity

zones near the surface.
These notes submitted by
Leonard E. Johnson and
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6. Effects of Rotation and Dissipation
Dr. Freeman Gilbert

Thus far, all the analysis has assumed that the earth does not

rotate. This assumption is justified to lowest order whenever the
periods of the normal modes are a small fraction of a day, but the
effects of rotation should be considered not only to find the first

order correction for each eigenfrequency, but also to resolve the (2 ~ + 1 )-

fold degeneracy of the eigenfrequencies. This (2..e + i ) -fold degeneracy
arises from the fact that the index ~ in the spherical harmonic ex-

r m( 1\ ¡WI cPJ does not appear in the resulting equations.

pans ion lPe CM e) e

For the long period (low frequency) modes, the effect of rotation
will be the most significant perturbation since the perturbation due to
ellipticity is of the order of 1 part in 300, and that due to rotation
is about ten times greater.

The analysis is done with a system of IV particles, rather than
with a continuum, in order to use the results of matrix theory at the end
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the Einstein

instead of the theory of differential operators" Note that

sumation convection is not used.
Let: the N point masses have positions ~Q( and masses me; ,
The potential energy depends on the positions of the N particles:
u= V (r,~"') lN). In a rotating coordinate system one must add llpseudo-

lis and centrifugal forces if the rotation

forces" which are the Corio

is uniform. For each point mass then,

rrQl(~~-t2n)( t+:r~(.nxrO()J+vO( v= O,l~o.= 1;2)" ') N. (1)
As usual, the equations will be linearized about a state of

rest by letting
ç (t)= Rø(T 50( (t) 1M 0( :: I~~) ... J No. (2)

Since

--

..

Rex is independent of time and large compared to

So. (t) the

linearized set of equations is:

r.: ~.. ~ (.. .. J.... ..

"r~ L 50( + 2..D X Si¡ + .n X .n)( Six) t ~ \70( Va 54 :: 0 .

(3)

The last term arises from the expansion of 1L in the following

Taylor series:
~e. V (?l); qO( 1f(~ -r ~)= nøc 1J(~)+ r ~e. ~ V (~). Š¡a + . . . (4)

The equations look neater if we 'adopt the following definitions:

~
~iX

- m~S
Q( 0(

d -V, -~.. ~ U
li(;,4 = m l) 1",a \7Q( "?

f 5)
~

(6)
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Then, looking for a normal mode solution

..
- w:)q;O(-l 2iwIl '¡ 1-oi +.n X (1Lx 'i.,J + i1~~ tf? : 0

(7)

Now, assume that rotation is a small (regular) perturbation,

and expand the frequency and solution in the following asymptotic

series
W = Wo(..
1+ Wo..
Gì + \'2
(Wol 0; + . . .)
-' _ -.(0). .. ~ (i) (n)'2 ..(2.)

ioc - iQ( + We 'fo( + 0)0 'foo + .

(S)

(9)

As usual, the zeroth-order solution is the solution obtained when

=i ~

rotation is neglected.

~ (i Jø(~ - W~l u.ot,e) .1r~ = 0

(lO)

The solution of this problem yields the eigenvalues, one of which

is Wo ' and e igenfunct ions, one of wh ich is

~ (0) / )
'1il \.0( = I.) :2 i .. . ) N .

(11)

The first-order equation, obtained by equating the coefficient

of (~) in the expansion of equation (9), has the same homogeneous
operator as the zeroth order problem, i.e., equation (lO).

.. -.
(l2)
j: (f J.",- W;. 11 ""J~) = -:lcr ~~),. ;¡ i â ~ 1i(~

The necessary and sufficient condition for there to be a solution
to this problem is that the inhomogeneous terms (the right-hand side of
the equation) must be orthogonal to all solutions of the homogeneous
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problem (equation (lO)) 0 Assume that the solution to equation (10)
for a particular l. is n' th-fold degenerate, that is, there are l1

eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenfrequency Wø, denoted by
..(o)1 -a(Il)a, ~(Cl)3 qCõ)n It should

be noted that an eigenfunction

'bex , l)QC 1 'b ø(' . . . , ¡¡eX .

here consists of a column vector each element of which is a threedimensional vector, so the degenerate eigenfunctions are;

~lo)'(

":(0):J
ri,
~ (o)J.
~2.

-,(.0)1
'1,

îi)\

~I .

I

l~D)Y

i

..leV1

..(ci)1.

iN

'11v

)

(13)
~f.o)'f

~ ..

\fI

".

In mathemat,ical notation, the condition of orthogonality is

orthogonality of solutions, not orthogonality of three-dimensional

vectors.

~
..(0)) f ":(0) ./'.. (0) i ~' N
~ icx · -1.Gi icx + 1i~ X ~cx = 0) 1lY J = 1,21 .. . )

(l4)

Here, ii:? may be any linear combination of the unperturbed eigenfunctions 0

so ution
1)0( the eigen
,,w ic
Expan
d ing
. t.
h el'
Q Co)
. f unctions
. f h'
h

are

orthonormal)
...(o) _ t Q.' ~(l))k

(15)

~O( - 1Q= i J i 0(

then substituting this form into equation (l4), and rewriting we have
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~ ( I" .. Cotlf -I (ø)J J i

a¡ a.k =0(,2.
-1&. 9rQ( )( i QI ClJ .
J

subscripts j and k; calling

The term in brackets is a matrix for the

this matrix Bd'l ~

L(Oï~k -BJ~)o-J' = 0

( 16)

J

which has solutions only if cr is an eigenvalue of ~..l 0 For the

Ì' .

present case, if one considers the continuous model, by choosing the

b d L d b 'Te ( " ... el\ e i.rn n', h . B

unpertur e norma mo es to e ¡: \AIL) r t e matrix i A,
would be diagonal. This means that these modes, and not some linear
combination of them, correspond to each of the perturbed frequencies.

In other words, each line in the spectrum has a particular value of 1'
attached to it; this fact was certainly not obvious from the outset
since it was conceivable that a particular line corresponded to the

"' i I ,\ ¿tp -I ( i \ /r¡

eigenfunctïon, say, 'i ,Cò $) e .. 2 ~ Cb e¡ e- ..
Because Bdlt is diagonal, its

eigenvalues are its diagonal

elements 0 The possible choices of rs are therefore Bjj (no sumation

implied), for.

Oï ::

J = l, 2, '0, ,n. Written explicitly,

~ .A -,(o)'* ~ (d)J
-L-1J.iOf
0( J :: I) XiO(
:2,) , t. , ~ r1,

(17)

2: .. (o)~ -' iO)J

C) ~O( . (;0(

where the denominator has already been chosen to be unity by the ortho-

normality condition.
The result of the continuous model may be derived from the discrete

point-mass model by replacing the sum over mass points by an integrai over
the appropriate volume, so
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l3

6I
m

r /'~. (s;x ~m*)rl V

-:

IIOIf.me

(18)
5 f I s~ r cLV

vøllAY1e

This parameter ¡. which is independent of h1

is ca 1 led the

splitting parameter since the eigenfrequencies may be written in the

form Cù= Wo + ¡3 'Y n
integration above.

It may be calculated by performing the
I

For the toroidal modes ¡3 : ~~+i) , independent

of the model used; if the Gutenberg model is used in the calculation

of ¡. for the spheriodal modes, the following are the results for

o modes for various l, :l=
A 2.
= .3964,
1",(. ::A J= .1839,

the n

ße~4

ß

'F .09985, ß l:.S- = ,05868, and (3e:. b = ,03423. Not ice that

is diminishing in size as ¿ increases; this means that the

spacing between the lines caused by the rotating becomes finer,

eventually so fine that other perturbations must be considered, such

as ellipticity.
Naturally, one does not see lines in the spectrum, since there
is some dissipation in the earth; instead peaks are observed, the

width of which would allow the amount of dissipation to be computed if
it

were not for the splitting of these peaks due to rotation, If the

width of the individual lines is small compared to the splitting, then

the Q for each line may be determined 0 If the width is considerably
larger than the spacing between the lines, then the Q for the whole
set of lines may be found. However, for the case whère the width and the
spacing due to splitting are of the same order of magnitude, it is not

obvious that a meaningful value of Q may be calculated. This problem
arises for the values of .e between about 4 and l5. Below l ¿ 4- the
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splitting is sufficiently great to be able to determine a value of Q

for each value of rn , and for e ~ IS) the splitting is suHiciently small to allow all the lines to be treated as one.

The rotational splitting not only affects the eigenfrequencies,

but perturbs the eigenfunctions as well. An order e toroidal mode
has a perturbation which contains orders l! + / .sphe~o:hdal modes, and

an order l, spheróidal mode has perturbations which are orders l:t /

töroidal modes. This means that a gravimeter which theoretically only
measures spheróidal modes will have toroidal modes coupled in by

rotation.
For some source the motion in the absence of rotation, for a

given i? , can be written as a linear vector operation

s :; i ~ ( Cd e ~ $5"".l e ,l 8.s CD ( ~ -rls) J.4 WO t:

(19)

Using the addition theorem for apherical harmonics we can
write (19) as
S =- -1 T rr £ (f-rn)l Ryy(~ e) pY1(Ct9s)elwi (e-Gs)-I'W/lt

- - m~-e (t-+vn)! e. e

When there is rotation

(20)

we replace Wo by W" -m¡3tl and (20) is

5= .-1Iml.
(t-m))
'P'fr(et te).\~
t!f~
¡mf(a.,a)4-ß.n fJ -¿w,,t" (2l)
-m'7
(.e+~!
ee)e
l ;s
which

reduces to

5 =l ~ (CCe~e.,+lw 94les~(e-8$+ß.e.nt)J.a wot (22)
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Thus, the geographical amplitude pattern, for a given l

on

a non-rotating earth, is stationary. But, on a rotating earth the
amplitude pattern drifts to the west at the rate f3 fì radians/ sec.
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The

Dynamo Problem

Dr. Paul H. Roberts

University of Newcastle upon Tyne, England

l. Founda t ions

l. 1 Statement of the problem

The dynamo problem concerns itself with the question of
how large cosmic bodies, such as the Earth, can maintain a magnetic

field. within themselves over geological times, For example, the
science of paleomagnetism has shown that the Earth 1 s geomagnetic

field. is of the order of i09 years old. Ideas of permanent magnetism or of intrinsic magnetism due to rotation can be ruled out,

or made to look extremely unattractive (cL e.go Bullard, 1948, 1949) 0
It is virtually certain that th~ Earth i s field is maintained by

currents in the core and, perhaps, the lower regions of the mantle.
The

question is, then, how these currents are maintained. I.t is

known that in the

absence of electromotive forces, they would decay

4 5

in a time of the order of 10 to 10 years (d. equation (L2.3)
below).o Several possibilities have been suggested but the most

plausible seems to be the dynamo mechanism. Here the motion, ~
of the core of the Earth (assumed to be electrically conducting)

across the geomagnetic lines of force, ~ ' creates an electromotive

force ~ X ~

The currents, j , which result, drive the very field

by which the proce,ss started. It should be pointed out that this is

exactly how the conventional laboratory, or engineering, self-exciting

dynamo functions. The laboratory dynamo, however, is multiply connected
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and highly asymetric whereas the

Earth 's core is simply connected

and approximately spherica1. It is not clear that these differences

are not disastrous. Obviously, if the laboratory dynamo were to be
made homogeneous in structure by immersing it in a conducting fluid,

it would cease to function, The real question is whether the motions
within a homogeneous body (such as the Earth) can, by their asymmetry

in form, atone for the evident lack of asymetry in the container.
This is the problem to be examined.
The dynamo problem exists

at several levels of difficulty.

The simplest (and this is difficult enough!) is the kinematic dynamo

problem. Here we specify the velocity Jd in some reasonable way
(eog, we may suppose it is continuously differentiable and contains

no sources or sinks of mass), and ask whether it can support a field

B which does not decay to zero as the time t tends to infinity.
We would generally suppose that u. is itself time independent (the

Backus-dynamo is an exception). The search has generally been

restricted to steady solutions, Oi B /at = 0 , although really this
is a fairly severe limitation mathematically.

B .st

If we suppose _ ex e

the dynamo problem poses an eigenvalue problem for S

And, on the

face of it, we are more likely to be able to find a flow for which

ia (5) is zero than one for which both 9 ( s ) and ot (s) vanish; i 0 e 0
we are more likely to be able to construct an oscillatory dynamo field
than a steady one 0

If we find a solution to the dynamo equations we would expect

by increasing ~ everywhere by some constant factor, to obtain an
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eigenvalue S which is positive or has a positive real part. The
bound, aphy,sically unacceptable

field 73 would. then grow without

conclusion. This highlights the importance of the hydromagnetic

dynamo problem"
mass on

-

In this, we specify F , the body force per unit

the fluid, in some reasonable way, and ask

whether we can

simultaneously solve the induction equation and the Navier-Stokes

equation to obtain a flow U. and a field §. which does not die away

we would

t.o zero as t ~OO. If we start from a state of rest,

expect that as ~ increased under the action of ~ , a stray field
~ might grow, but now, even if it is inclined to grow to infinity

- -

on the kinematic dynamo 'picture, the Lorentz f~rce j )( B will grow

quadratically. This will modify and reduce u.- (Lenz' s la,w) and will
therefore bring the growth of 13 to a halt. Generally we would

suppose that ~ is time-independent.
The hydromagnetic dynamo problem is far more realistic and far

more difficult than the kinematic dynamo problem. The hope is that
by studying the kinematic dynamo problem (which is linear in B ,

for given lA) we can separate some of the difficulty" Ideally, we
might like it to be a "black boxll which will produce a B (if it exists)

when a J& is fed into it. We will confine our attention to the kine-

matic dynamo problem until further notice 0
It should be noted that a proof, that a steady fluid motion

is

capable of increasing initially the energy of a stray magnetic field,

does not establish dynamo action. It is possible to construct examples
in which the magnetic energy reaches an enormous peak through the
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motions, but for which, nevertheless, the field decays ultimately

to zero as t-- ao .
The basic equations governing the kinematic dynamo are the

assuming constant ¡f and

pre-Maxwell equatioüs (in mok. s 0 units,

E: , the permeability and dielectric constant)
.

curl

~

= )A J

div

B

::

0:

=

-,

curl E
div

E

:.

~

(1.1.l)
(1.1,2)

'dÆ

at

-'Eft

(1. 1,3)
(1. 1.4)

Here E is the electric field. Equation (1.1,4) merely defines the
volume charge ,( from E . Ohm i s law for a moving conductor (nonrelativistic approximation) is given by

j :: 0- (f + LA )( s) " (1. 1,5)_
where (T is the electrical conductivity. Generally we will suppose
the fl~id is incompressible,

dí V u :: 0 ·

(1.L6)

At any surface of discontinuity ~ , we must have (assuming here and
henceforth that (fA) :: 0 )

(~) == 0

am( h X E)
- :. 0.1

(L 1.7)
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where ~ )- denotes a jump of a quantity across S

The usual

situation we will consider is one in which S is fixed in time and
separates the conducting fluid volume,
A
A

insulator, V

In the insula tor V

VI , from a surrounding
, we will have

A

curl

ß

OJ

(L 1. l)

0)

(1.1.2)

""

div

¡¿

f

curl

"ò~

(1. L3)

at

.A

o.

div E

(1. 1.4)

A A

The fields Band E must satisfy the requirement that the field
is self-excited, Le., these fields can contain no sources "at
infinityll. The formal mathematical statement of this is
1\

B :: 0 (It -3) ~ ;i --00 ¡

(1. LS)

where ri denotes distance from some origin in V .

imply that

Equations (1.1.1), (1.1.3) and (1.1.4)

ôõ~ =. c. (~ '¡ 13 ).¡ 1 \7:t B J
where

~;

-.

(L L 9)

I

¡ucr

(1. 1. 10)

Equation (1. 1.9) is often called lithe equation of electromagnetic

induction" and ~ is termed "the magnetic diffusivity".

Also from
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equations (1.L5) and (L1.l) we have

(L L 11)

r=-u.x ê+~ cwJ B.

Let:L be a length characteristic of ~ ' and let U
be a typical fluid velocityo The dimensionless quantity

R ::

ut. :: lLa- U1.

(1.Ll2)

1 ..

is termed "the magnetic Reynolds number". The behavior of .ß
depends very much on the relative magnitude of the three terms

occurring in (1.1.9) and (1.1.11). If R is large it may be a
good approximation, particularly far from the boundary ~ , to

neglect the 1 terms, giving

~~ ~cw(~xê), am f=-~~S) jM R ~oo~

(L L 13)

the case of the perfect conductor. At the other extreme, we might

take J~ to be small, then to a first approximation

~~ ~ ~ \l~ß ~ o. f.= ~ cw B ) Pi R -- 0"

( 1. L l4 )

the case of no motion. Alternatively, the left-hand side of equa-

tion (L1.9) and (1.1.11) might be neglected if
":

R*:

1. J =- p. 0- i"JT'

(L L l5)

~

is small, where T is a typical time scale of §.

for

R7t~ .0

we have, to a first approximation

In

this case,
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O--wJ(~'i-S)+~\7~B, cv o~ -~xl1+~ cw ~J
case . We will not consider this possibility here, and

the steady

will not usually distinguish between
'\ The steady
"' and1\ï;l)t.
dynamo is, however, really a case of R* = 0 and "R;:Oll) .
Values of parameters for the Earth

It is difficult
Est imates of

0-

to be

sure of the

vary generally from

va 1 ue

of

on the Ea rtho

~

about i05 to 6xi05

mho 1m.

We will take 0- = 3.i05 mho/m giving 1= 3 m21seco
Estimates of Uare more uncertain varying from 3xlO-5 m/sec
to iO-3 ml sec. It may be seen that

u

3. iO-5 m/sec implies

~=

u

iO-3 ml sec implies

R

3. iO-5 x 3xi06
3

30,

and
iO-3 x 3 x i06
3

1000..

In both of these estimates we have taken for ;L the radius of the

core

(3.5 x 106m) 0

For reasons which may become clear later, I am mare inclined
to believe that 1\ is nearer 1000 than 30, though whethlOr this is

because () is smaller than 3 x i05 mho/m, or whether U is larger
than 3xiO-5 m/see is not obvious, nor is this question properly in the

province of kinematic dynamo theory. At all events,. it is fairly

likely that 'R;:"" 1 .
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1 0 2 The stationary conductor,. the perfect conductor and intermediate
cases.
Two features of the electromagnetic fields in solid conductors
are appreciated simply by writing (l. l. l4) in dimensionless form

B

113

;:

J

J::

T:

(1. 2 .l)

which we can rewrite either as

j'J
1: =

or as

J =. (1 7: )y~

(1.2.2)

'(

-.

The first of these d.efines lithe electromagnetic diffusion time"

Li ::

J. Q,

(1.2.3)

l

This is the characteristic time a field of scale aL will persist in
the face of ohmic decay and in the absence of applied electromotive
forces 0 For the Earth's core this would be

r~ = (3.;-~ /0.) sw = 3 X 10'~ = /OS" ~ .
(Actually this is a slight overestimate even for the largest e -folding
time for fields in this case. A precise calculation shows that the decay

modes of a sphere of radius 1. which last longest are poloidal n = 1
mode s, for wh ic h the

e - folding time is r~./7í '1 -: 101/ 'f for the

core. )
The second of (1.2.2) defines lithe electromagnetic penetration
deptN' of a solid conductor,

~

di :: (~ r) p

(1.204)
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This is the characteristic distance beneath the surface of a solid

conductor to which an applied oscillating field, of period 17
will pene.trate. This concept has little direct relevance to a fluid
conductor for which disturbances initiated at the surface can be

radiated inwards by Alfvén waves. It is, however appropriate to the

mantle. It is observed that periodicities in the secular variation
(i.e. the changes in the geomagnetic field of internal origin) of

time scale less than about 3 years are never ô'bserved oIf we supposed, as a crude model of the conductivity variations in the mantle,

that its lowest 103 km was of conductivity i02 mho/m, we would obtain

for -r =3 years iOS sec, a value of d.-i of i06 m; Le 0 periods
smaller than this will not Ii get through" the .i03 km layer 0
One feature of

the stationary state may be noted. According

to (lol.l), (l.lo4) and (l.l.5) we have, in general,

J- = E oUv S = - £ oUv (!&)( ~) ,_

(1.2.5)

i.e. the volume charge density does not vanish. In a stationary con-

ductor, however, we always have .~:: 0 In both cases, however,
free charges may be present at a discontinuity in Oi , eo g. at the

surface of V 0
In a perfect fluid conductor, it is particularly helpful to

think about flux tubes. This is appreciated when it is realized that,

by (1. 1.13),
'dB

òt =cw(~X13)4

(1. 2 06)
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Comparing this with the analogous (Helmholtz) equation for the vorticity
in a uniform fluid moving under conservative forces, we see that magnetic

move with a fluid. Actually the relationship is not one-

tubes of flux

sided: The Lorentz forces created by B may be pictured in terms of
(Maxwell) st.resses on the fluid. These comprise a tension B7:i). per
unit area acting down each flux tube, ahd a repulsion 13",/.2¡U per unit

area between a f.1ux tube and the surrounding field, The generation of

magnetic energy by a fluid motiòn can be pictured as a stretching and
crowding together of flux tubes by the flow against this tension and

repulsion. Also, Alfvèn waves can be conveniently pictúred as transverse

waves travelling down the flux tubes like waves down an elastic. string,
the above stresses supplying the restoring force. It may be noticed,
however, that in the perfectly conducting case, material particles are

rigidly attached to flux tubes. There is, therefore, no possibility of
changing the topology of the field lines, or of creating flux tubes where

none previously existed. The net flux (of one sign) of field out of a
fluid body cannot be altered, the fluid motions can merely rearrange it.

We have. now examined the limits R ~ Ó and R ~ 00 . In intermediate cases there is some diffusion of flux relative to the material

particles and some advection of flux by the flow. These processes will
not necessarily proceed at the same rate throughout the system. Where

field gradients are. high or fluid velocities are low, the diffusion will be
relatively more important, This is well illustrated by two significant
processes: the severing

and coalescence of flux tubes. These are illus-

trated by the schematic sequence shown in Fig. L 1. The relatively high
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SEVERING OF FLUX TUBES
(READ DOWNWARDS)

B
""

,.B
COALESCENCE OF FLUX TUBES
(READ UPWARDS)
F I G. 1. 1
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field

gradients created at A B by the fluid motion enhance the

processes of diffusion and cause the redistribution of flux indicatedo

The processes illustrate how the topology of field lines can be altered
within a finitely conducting fluid.

The advantages of picturing the changes of the magnetic field
in terms of moving flux tubes are evidently considerable, and it is

natural to seek, even for an imperfect conductor, a fictitious

"velocity of magnetic flux", l¿ satisfying

dS,

= c-. (1! t §) .

Cìt

(1.2.7)

By (l. 1 .3) a single-valued ~ exists such, that

r=-~~-!!x:ê.

(1.2.8)

Within the fluid, where (l.l.5) applies, we have, by (l.2.a)

.
Q

:: - ~cu ~ -( Id-~))( .§.

a-

(1.2.9')

Consider, for example, an axisymetric case in which ~ lies
.

in meridian planes and 1 is azimuthal. It is easily seen from (l.2.9)

that P = 0 everywhere, giving

Ucl = U-~ =

jx13
cr B ..

+ 'l B)

(L2.l0)

where lp is arbitrary and reflects the fact that we are attempting to
identify flux tubes at two different times but not individual points on

them. We may call!: d. the drift velocity between fluid and flux tubes.
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The condition

dimensional analysis UcL,-1. B1i B.. :.~/J.

By

R ~ì 1 can be written as
1. ~oc I.,¡ ~.e, Vi ~~ u. ~

J.
L e. conveCtion of field is rapid compared with its drift relative to

the material particles. Note that on a symetric curve l on which

~ is zero, Y is infinite and directed inwards on l (see Fig. l. 2).

If g - ß ~ 0 , then riad p ~ 0 but similar arguments
apply with an added difficulty. By (1.2.8), we have

x.

PC3,t) = - r(F:. 8) 4- + q; (~s, t)) (1..11)
~S

where the integral is taken along the line of force through lf , from
thi: point ZSs ' where it meets some conveniently defined reference

surface, ,,

If a closed line of force exists in the system, we must

have

f (f-ß) if =: o. (1.2.12)
Unless this is the case, the whole idea of such a velocity Jl fails 0
Even

when the lines of force do not close, a similar difficulty about

. non-single-valuedness of P occurs: Following a line of force from

a specified value at a point F: on ,. , then (1.2011) determines J
at 1; , the point where the line of force next meets ,. 0 . Continuing

on

that line of force,

we

obtain values of

set of points r:

p:i

t inuous

can result 0

f (~S) t )

on

at (perhaps) an infinite
it is not clear that a con-

p

,g

And

Indeed

it may

be

differentiable

nowhere!
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Fig. 1.2

Before leaving these comparisons between the "R ~ 0,, R-?oo
and ~ finite cases, we should remark that, when we deal with a phenomenon whose time-scale is short compared with Ti ' a good firstapproximation may be obtained by supposing that the fluid is perfectly conducting

(~ = 0 , R. :: 00). For over such times there cannot be much relative
motion

between flux tubes and fluid. In the dynamo question, however, we

are by definition, concerned with maintaining a field over time scales

of the order of ~? ; thus, the notion of the perfectly conducting fluid,
while perhaps a useful aid to thought, is foreign to the mathematical

proof. In the case of the Earth, the idea of a perfectly conducting core
may be applied profitably (Roberts, 1966) to the secular variation, which

has a time-scale of a decade. It cannot be used to explain the existence
of the main geomagnetic field.
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2. Some bounds. Cowling's theorem.

2. 1 Two bounds for dynamo action.
The induction equation

d§. ~ cw (~X ê) +~ \71- B ~
'dt:

(2. L l)

gives, when integrated over any fixed volume \f,
-lr-l B ~d. V = ( i- E. êJ B¡, cL V

at :ip. ),M i 'dt

(dV ri dU', dB. Ø~'cwj. J

~ ) tL B/LBj òxj - UJ ~x.~' - 'BL àx-J - '?¿ §

,: 5 ~ B¡ 8j ~~j - f Ø:l1~ B ~u':),N - ) .~~ ;~ Jv - 1r (ow B )"cLlI+ ,1 ) .15 · (11 ¡( c= §)
,:) U. B,.8j- ,~ B'a,) ~~j ci V - d- S :íacLV-

_CL-f/u/t _Js+ ~~frB-l..rB'lA)Bl' a.. $_.. (rFd3\d.S (2. L 2)

)2jA - ~ ,- f - ~- - JJ - ). J \.!. -ï - ~

giving finally

; ) .f ci V.) mij ;~ji d.V- \ t dV- )"-i mij d~ - .: r (fx ~). ds .

where rYtj is the magnetic stress tensor:

m.. = .i 13¿ 13~ - -l B'1d¿J' .

t.J.ß .. 2M

For an incompressible fluid obeying the no-slip condition,

u. = 0

0' S,

(20L3)
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equation (2. l.2) reduces to

i ( g~V= A: (B.B; ~U.i dv- ( 3" cLV- -l((E ~B\od.S.
õ t ) 1.¡U fV-) L ,. n it j ) (J li) - ..) -

(2.1. 4)

A
is an insulator), we have

For the exterior region V (if it

similarly,

131. 1 " A "

" Ý

(2.1.5)

/t ) ~,u rl V -- ,' (f X B). d. S ·

Since 8 and r)(!! are continuous and

Â

~ = -~,
we obtain, adding (2.1'.4) and (2.1.5),
(2.1.6)
~~ l) :; rlVt) ~~ IiOJ= ). )13iBj eijd V- j ~\!V,
where we have used

. dc.i _ I ,(dU,¿ + 'dt.J_, _

Bi. BJ â-tj - -i BL.a- 'dX,j dX.~) - Bi 8j e¿i .
Here
I ( øl.,: dLtj )
eij :: 3:
ÕXj + dite:

on S

(2.1.7)

.
and vanishing at infinity (cL 1. 1.S). Let J be defined

from B by Amper~i slaw (1. 1. l). We ask two questions: (i) how small can
Ei : ) ~"'LV

(2.1.8)
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be, (ii) how large can 5'B¡'Bje~cLV become, when in each case the total

magnetic energy

i ' I 2lJ J.p

f ~ i a.
V if
'2 CJ
""v,
Ni:: -1 13...
+ ..
- f3

(201.9)

is given, To answer the first of these questions, suppose the current
distribution.l for the solution is known. Let j +- £j' be a neighbouring
.,

distribution satisfyin~, like 1 ' the conditions

cJi V J j = 0

l' · dJ' :. 0; er S .

(2.1. LO)

(2.1.11)

A

"
law (1. 1. l),
Le t £ ~ and $ 8 be thè fields which arise by Ampere's

from J j . Then

cÎ/V~~ íê'J12c!V+ :"r~.Jê â

~:. )ew$8'êd.Vl-~fcwlÂ'~d.V
= ~ )~.cw dBd.V+ Ä JÃ.cw cf~clV+
+ 1A f(JBx~).4:t ;i)(óê )(~).r-~

).6 .bi d.V + ). fJ ê'((A-Â)x ~ J '
where B:: cu ~ (\ Since (!l'" êì:: 0 impliès that (nxA): 0, we have
JM =r 61. .A d..V.

Also, clearly,

(2,Ll2)
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¿ Ëi = ; ) J,i · j d..

(2.1.13)

By the usual processes of the calculus of variations, the solution for

which ¡ 6~ .~ 0 , for all

ot"j'obeying (2. 1 .10) and the condition

Ó M ~ 0 is

j :: -s0-6 -+ ~ ~ ~

(2, L l4)

where -StJ is a constant multiplier and ~ is a function multiplier.
Taking the curl of (2. 1 .l4), we obtain

(2,Ll5)

1 \1:i .§ :: S ê .
Thus the solution we seek is a normal mode

equation for a stationary volume \I

B Q( est

of the induction

Since this problem is self-

adjoint, it can readily be proved that S is real: in fact since by
(2,1.l5) -5 :

Ei/2./' is the ratio of two positive definite integrals,

S is negative. The sequence of all possible S has a limit point,
S : - i:, The least negative s(:: - C , say) provides the smallest

value of E~ ' Leo

€~ ~ ~ClV )

(2,1.16)

with equality if, and only if, B is the decay mode with the largest

"growth" rate (L e. smallest decay rate) 0
Now let us consider the second question pos~d above, Let ~ (~)

be the largest real eigenvalue of the symetric matrix e ¿j

at the

point X. Since e¿i. :: dlv ~ :: 0 , this eigenvalue is in

positive, Let 1\ be the largest value of À in V or on 5

fact
Then
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(201ol7)
) B4 a; e Lj d. V ~ ) À B~ V ;~ï\ r B2J. V s 1\ L ) 8 ~ V + fê '"tlV J = ,-p!\ M .

Returning to (2.106), we now see that (2.1.l5) and (2.l.l6) imply that
01 .M
-d. t

..-

-

2."utl' -:i cN1 = :2 (/\ - c.)I1.

It follows that

fV(t)~lV(O
e ..
) ~(I\-e)e-

(2.1.1S)

Thus for dynamo action, it is necessary that

(2.l.l9)

/\ ~ C ~

(Backus, L95S). This condition may be written alternatively. It is
easily sho~n from (2.l.l5) by dimensional argument that

Rt

,
J.~
where -k :: -k(V) is dimensionless. (For a sphere of radius J. , for example,
c =

k :: íf~) Then (2.l.l9) may also be expressed as a bound for a magnetic
Reynolds Nu.mber:

J\ ;t?.

lR -

k.

(2.1.19a)

'7 ~

can be obtained from

A second bound (Herzenberg and Lowes, 1957)

the integral formulation of the dynamo problem. It is necessary in this

A
case, however, to suppose that V is a stationary medium of the same

conductivity as V .

o

For in this case l is continuous everywhere,

and so Bcan be written as

- - 1.1() 11:-r'\ 'II/ -'" õ- Jt-.t/

B (Y') '" cw ( rm'lj(,;' d. V'- -lfcw'e (r')x ,,¡. ",;t. 1 d. V J

.. -i;r/,s, r i I

:: Lr(~"M.Adi'.+Y;'I
1'l"~J'J
t. 1/ i 7 .. sJJX
'1 "'
!.-) 'Ird.1I'

._ -- ~a. ~ )( Cl + -- u.' X 8J rl V J
- 1/11'( r 1£-:£' J '11ft C _)x ~ IY-r'l

- n ~

i.e. since the integral over the sphere at infinity vanishes,

r (2.1.20)

-i \ (!d' 1. S-) X (r -. :r/ ) d V i .
-B (__)::
- 4íT'Z.
I -t- lT)'

Let Bmax be the largest value of B in V or on S , and suppose
1/

it occurs at r:: r . Applying (2. i. 20) at this point, we obtain

Bmo. '" 4 ~t u.","" Emil U

oIV J

where

t.m~ is

the

If

V' Jm""
e: Lr )J/:r-r'I'

maximum

value of

(2.1.2l)

,)
l:t"-:r' \:4

rrei

u. anywhere in

V

or on

S

?

we then have B
=. 0 or
IY~
R '.. u. 'M e

~ If ii .

(201.22)

'?

This condition, like (2. l. 19a) is necessary for dynamo action, but is

not sufficient and, indeed, part of the mathematical charm of dynamo
theory lies here 0 Hand-waving arguments based on the qualitative motions

of 9 1. l. 2 of (partially) frozen-in fields might suggest that, if R

is large enough, regeneration' of field must OCCUL As we will see in
the next sections, however, this is far from the case; much more sophisticated requirements arise.

2.2 Cowl.ing's theorem

We temporarily reverse the dynamo question. Instead of specify-

ing u. and seeking ~ ' we can specify a B and ask if we can find a
Ll to create it. In other words, we try to construct a drift velocity

~ n ~

idoL = - ~ which has reasonable physical behavior, e. g. no infinities,

of mass, etc. Consider successively all the possible

no sources at sinks

types ofaxisYIT1letric fields. First suppose an axisymetric field with

both meridional and azimuthal components. Then in the steady state

we must have,

fB'~B~S"OJ (2.2.1)
for

every closed line of force in the fluid (cf. (l. l. 22)) . If we

examine the meridional projection of the field, we can easily locate

such a closed line (see Fig. l.2). Since this lies in the fluid and

since by axisymetryi B.~ ~ (:fO) has the same sign everywhere on .e.
(2.2.1) cannot hold. The same result holds true even if the field

has no azimuthal component, although the argument is different. There

is still a curve l which neighbouring lines of force loop around, but
itself a line of force. Every-

(2.2.l) does not apply, since e is not

where in V,

j'.8=O,

whence eeL (1. 2.10))
j)( B
U :: - - ß; + 'l 11 ~

where ~ is arbitrary.

This velocity clearly tends ~ to infinity as the critical curve t

(2.2.2)
on

which B is zero is approached. This result is known as Cowling! s
theorem, which can be proved more formally and alsO holds good (as does

the earlier one) even in non-axisymetric situations in which a closed

curve,

e

twist in the same

exists, about which all the neighbouring lines of fofce

sense .
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the field is purely azimuthal

The axisymetric case in which

0 Here

also fails, although the argument is not so straightforward

~ does not vanish, and the Cowling type line is the axis of
not close on itself. There exists a surface (shown

symetry and does

dotted in Fig. 2ol), which may be S itself, on which 11 is zero,

and within which E is of one sign. Consider a path lying on this

symetry. Since 8 = 0

surface which is completed by the axis of

everywhere on this curve, we must have

~ (lia p.eL.r =~ § l .eLf ~
..

and, since J is in the same sense everywhere on it, the integral

on the right is non-zero. Since ~ is single valued, this is
impossible.

Fig. 2.1
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More formal proofs of these results by different methods have
been given by Backus and Chandras.ekhar (l956), Cowling (l957) and

Braginski~ (l964). They all depend on the assumption that u. as well
as 13 is axisymetric, whereas Cowling's original proof does not.
flow can, in fact, support asymetric

Whether an axisymetric fluid

fields is anybody's guess. ¡ guess they cannot.
Similar arguments to those given in this section rule out two-

dimensional dynamos, i.e., dynamos in which ig does not depend on one
particular Cartesian coordinate (d. e. g. Cowling, 1957). Generalizations of this theorem, and Cowling's theorem itself, to the case in

which the electrical conductivity is a function of position have recently

been given by Lortz (l967).
These notes submitted by
George Buzyna and
Sulochana Gadgil

2A. Toroidal dynamos. The Bullard-Gellman Dynamo

2.3 Digression: Toroidal and Poloidal Vectors
When one deals with solenoidal vectors in spherical (or planar)

systems, it is very useful to introduce a representation involving

toroidal and poloidal vectors. An arbitrary vector field Q may be

represented by three scalar fields ip , T and 5 as follows:

2 : - rrL p + c..nl T r of CL ~ S'!

(2.3.1)

= 75 =

where 5 and ir are solutions of the second order equations

l'2c

.. .. -:

y. Q

,

(20302)

tT= r. cw 9 :J

(2.3.3)

and

(2.3.4)

L = 1: r)(1 +- + Ix,.:: \'¿- "l. 'X. \j"4J
.e L' L Q Xt ~ t Q ~ì) l. t.

- r 1 d (i ê) ~ . 1 d~ J
- - L 6i e èJ e Sì e êJ9) +- SA:ae -¿ (t/ ·

(23.5)

Here L2 commutes with V~, d/Òlrj~r and any function of r . It
is supposed that the mean value of 5 and T over any spherical shell

is zero, i.e.

~ r-~ ) Wn ecledcp = o.

(20306)

This does not involve any loss of generality since the difference

between this particular choice of 5 and T and any other choice involves

functions of r alone, and w. t (r) Y" = wJ ~f (r) r- :: O,With
-:2
this convection the operator L- necessary to solve equations (2.3.2)
and (2.3.3) is well defined and unique. If, for example, we expand any

scalar field, P- ,

into spherical harmonics

Yo( (èicp), where(r)

Gj)O)

are spherical polar coordinates
00
F =f ~ (Y') Yo( (G) cp) ~

(2.3.7)

L'f (r) Y C( :: ex (() + 1 ) f ('r ) Yo( ,

(2.3.8)

we see that, since
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we have

00 r- (

L-:1F =L. ~'
0( i-_
c: -+ i) Yex eJtp) ~

(2.3,,9)

ex ::/

This series converges if the series (2.3.7) converges.
The vectors

I~cuil Tr= -r)( ~T = fO) ~e .~; )- ~~l~

(2.3.10)

and

s= wn..Sr;:: ~L r aar(rS)J-r\7~S

- r Cs 1 .d r d ()J 1 ~ r ò ( 5)11)

(2.3.11)

-t y-Jy: òe Lor '(S p rsi 9 õ~ tar '( ~)

are called the toroidal and poloidal parts of the vector ~ , respectively,

and T and 5 are called their defining scalars. Note that

-

cw T is

poloidal with defining scalar T , and CA S is toroidal with defining
scalar - \J'L 5 .
The toroidal and poloidal vectors are orthogonal when integrated
over any spherical surface, .. , with center at the origin:.

) y.s: ci'¿ = O~

(2.3.l2)

also

) T¡ ~ T~d.¿ = r T¡t ~T:ioL,J)

(2.3.13)

S 2j-~' cl¿ =rv( r5,)-\7 (rL So.) ~

(2.3.14)

The suitability of the above representation for electromagnetic

problems lies in the fact that Br is set up by i oS (defining scalar
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~
A
j :: 0 in V

A ~~ Â

is set up by L T (defining scalar -'i~ SL). Since

-r / ¡ù ), and B S

we have T = \J S = O. Thus, by equation (2.3011), §

is the gradient of

the single valued potential d (--S)jò r. The condition

( B) = 0 becomeß

(203.l5)

T= .( 5/ = ( ~;)= Oem d .
A

If the region

'" '"

\) .2 T:: V':i S = 0 .
~
This is bacause ;L T::

\I is conducting, we have in the steady state
The poloidal field is, as before, a potential field,

A

0 .

of \I , i,e. they must be

The only currents which flow in V

leak out

poloidal.

2.4 The imposs ibility of a toroida 1 dynamo in a sphere

We intend to show that a spherical mass of fluid, of radius ~ ,

the

surrounded by an insulator cannot, by itself, maintain a dynamo if

velocity within it .is everywhere solenoidal and toroidal (Bullard and

Gellman 1954, Cowling 1957), i.e. if

(2,4.l)

u..r'" = 0
everywhere and not merely on --

Here .r denotes the radius vector

from the center of the sphere.
We first observe that the induction ,equation

~~ ~~ (~X~) +~\ì~ß. ,
imp lie s tha t
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õ(~~~) ::.r.CW (~)( ~)+ ~r. ~~ß :: d¡v ßIl~ §)x! J+~r' V~.ê
= div Cê (reg.) - LL (r. B)J +~f ~i'-Cc' B) - '- cUll ~J

': -bL' ~ (r. ê) + YI V'"(E.:?) ~

(204.2)

Or

1)
1) t'

(r. ~):: 1 V'(r. ê).

(2.403)

This essentially proves that, in a frame following the fluid, Ú::. 'ê.)
diffuses away. More formally, from equation (2.4.2) we have

V .v ~ V

d~t r (t. gfcl V" -f J:.~(r' Std V +:i~) (t. .ê)I7~(r'.ê)d. V

= -~~lf.(i:' §~d.V+:? r fro ~)d.S. ~(c. §). (2.4.4)
Now

J(r-ê)rlS. ~ (r-§):: - f(r~~)cLS.~ (r.~)

=-1

V

(FCdifú,

(2.405)

since \72.~ := Ó implies that \7?(r..Ê):: O. Thus equation (20404) gives

V V+V

õ~ r(r.!it d.V = -2.'d (ra (r- ~) J 1 V . (2.4.6)
This shows that (r.lS) decreases monotonically to zero. Thus, if the
motion supports a field at all,.that field must be toroidal, Le 0 we may
suppose that.

.,

~: cw LllTr :: - r y- ~~ L'2 ~

(20407)

= 19 -

?- .

in

v , and B = o. We have T = 0 on ~ and

~ r(l~(rCTfld.v= ~)c. a.cw'-(rT)d V

:: r(f +~ X B J.cw Lt T)oLV
:: f (wf f).c.(rT)d.V- jcLS. Cg- X wJ CrT)) +

+ f~. Lcd r r i) x (r. x.~ ~ T) J oL V

:: -s CA (rL~ ~J). wn CrT)Jv+
~t(~.r)~ L:ar:CUif(rT~_(~. ~ lT)Gr.w;(rTV)lL V

==-f(rT)lt(L~T)d. v-J ~ .~:t (La T)'d V,

i. e.,
êJ~ J(L~T)lv= -i?)L~ ~(rrT)fd.v

(2.4,8)

. V

showing that L'aT~o, Le. that s~ 0 as -t~ 00.
It may be noticed that in establishing (2.4.8)~we have used,

in a very essential way, the fact that the poloidal part, ~ S.r (say),

of B has already disappeared. It is easily shown that, when this
field is present, (2.4.S)is modified to

v .

ò~ f(l?~"i!V= -27 r(trw(rl'T)J d. V1cw7r T). f.~x cwt(r s iJ J v.

(2.4.9)

If ~ and 5 are large, the final integral in (2.4.9) can give rise to
a tremendous initial increase in the integral on the left; essentially
this is accomplished by the shearing of the poloidal lines of force by
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the toroidal flow onto its spherical surfaces. If ~ is steady, however,
the final term in (2.4.9) decays exponentially with an e -folding time

Ofa.~ 11'" (d. 3201). After this length of time, the energy will start
decaying ohmically, no matter what the initial increase may have been.

If the laminar precessional motions discussed by Stewartson and

Roberts (l963) and Roberts and Stewartson (l964) are relevant to the

Earth i s core, it appears from the present theorem that they are unlikely
to provide the primary dynamo mechanism.

2.5 Brute force
The straightforward, and largely unsuccessful, method of solving
the kinematic dynamo problem in a sphere is via the direct use of the

formalism of § 2.3. Before launching into the details we might comment
that so far no one has been able to give a convincing illustration of a

bounded dynamo by numerical means. Also, one should note that it is quite
possible to overcome the dynamo difficulties of Cowling's singular curves

by adding a stray electric field in the right sense 0 Geophysically it

might be difficult to give a satisfactory reason for such a field, but
computationally it might arise incidentally from the finite difference
approximation or from truncation of a representative series for the field,

Thus it is especially necessary to be cautious of results obtained by

purely numerical means, The hope is, however, that the numerical results
will, as the degree of approximation increases, give the verisimilitude of

convergence. Note that the numerical problem is necessarily three-dimensional, and that the velocity field has to have poloidal components.
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We expand g. and .§ in series of spherical harmonics of poloidal
and toroidal type:

~ = s (.~.O( + to() ,

~ =. ;; (s~ + I ß) ,
whera 0( and ¡e are some kind of blanket label for a harmonic

Y( 5 rv CJ
c;

~ :: re (M.)/. m~ and ¡U = c:rJ e . On substituting equations (2.5. l)
and (2.5.2) into the induction equation

'dt - - -;

êJ8(j
/Jo¿
-=;: R~ (uy- B) -~ /3

(2.5.3)

one obtains

r(W- + m=R~wJ (C~Q(+:tJX(~ß+-i)J -s wJ1.(~t l-).

(2.5.4)

We can now make use of the orthogonality relations (2.3. l2 - l4);

(i) multiply scalarly equation (2.5.4) by \I r and integrate over e
'1 -

and r¡ , and (ii) take the curl of equation (2.5.4) and multiply

scalarly by Y'd r We obtain a doubly infinite set of equatiòns for

the S'¡' these being partial in t and r , or, in the case of st~ády
dynamos, ordinary in y-.
If we define \7'" to mean, applied to 5'( (c1 Ty)

l( L'à -r'" r dry i. ~ )

n'lS:: r ò.. + ~ .: - 'nt('n-i+I) J 5

(2.5.5)

these equations are of the form

0( ¡; r-

('l~ 3~ ~Sb'= I~Z r(sQ(S~ a)+(-t¥S~ Sò')+ (s~ ~ T¥ )J ~

(2.5.6)
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(v~ Ô~)T¥= RL:
r(So($ß -r)t("t~~-r)"'(So(tt)+(t~ i;T~il5
0(,8 L'

~~ ~ ,

(2,5.7)

where

i. S S )::-) \ Y~r' cw (~co)( 2¡o).Wr e cl e d 1

(2.5.8)

ri/ny+i) Sj Y;J1 e ole cLcp

0(;% )' - ~

(s S ~I ) _ -~~ Y1:Co cw ~(§o()l ~~ eol eo/ qi

hI' (lly+l) )) Yr.. Sv ed e d qi

(2.5.9)

and so forth, These integrals have been evaluated by Bullard and
Gellman in terms of. the Gaunt and Elsasser integrals:

GQ(p-'6:= )~ Yo( ~ 'Ç sÁ~cL e ole¡ ,

E::
(( y0((, ~-as
oYlf_
dY~)si
olt= ))
øqi d~
'Or¡
òe ed.ed,tf .

(2.5.l0)
(2.5.11)

They show that, starting from a given flow and a given field harmonic,

the triple products (2.5.8) and (2.5~9) excite an infinite train of

other field harmonics. (An interaction diagram is given in Fig. 2.2.)
Moreover, this series of successively higher excitations does not con-

verge rapidly (at all?) because the parameter R by which they are multiplied in equation (2.5.6) and (2.5.7) is not small. The boundary conditions which must be satisfied by the solutions to equations (2.5.6) and
(2.5.7) are

'II-i
- ~Sý
- ~(nii+l)
+ ì"S 't-0 -..-1c;,""-- 1.

(2.5.l2)
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Figure 2.2. The interaction diagram

Many authors seem to have gained the impression that Bullard and
Gellman's 'numerical results, obtained by taking the flow

~ =.tI +'1c"
~~ J

(2.5.13)
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were convincing. Indeed, Rikitake and his co-workers have used
this model extensively for examining questions of reversals and
the

possibility of similar magnetohydrodynamic dynamos. Dennis

Gibson and I recently decided we should subject the numerical side
that Bullard

to more scrutiny. We concentrated on one special case

and Ge 1 lman had examined, name ly
'2

t,:=5r'-(i-r)" om s~C=..J(l-r) .

(205,l4)

As in Bullard and Gellman's case we successively truncated the

fact

as far as

including

all

the harmonics

4c
2s
2c
2s
4s
S3 ' S3 ; T4; T4 ' T2c.
4 ' T4 ' T4 ;

S5 ;

2s

Sl' T2,
2c

S5 ' S5

;

Truncation level

Least eigenvalue

4

66.46

5

62.9l

7

83.09

8

70,28

LO

72.72

l2

75.95

13

63.00

l20,4

l7

l43.2

,

S4s
5
5 ' S4c

obtained the following:

l5

2s

T2

We
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two t'esults although it

We tried to be very sure of the last

was not

practical, because of machine storage limitations, to

take more than l2 terms in our representation series for each

radial function. Clearly, there is no evidence that ~ is
converging to a finite limit.
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3. The Herzenberg Dynamo

3. 1 Induction by a rigid rotating sphere in an unbounded conductor
So far in this series, I have been camp lete ly negative. I have

given theorems which exclude simple dynamos entirely, and the only dynamo
I have discussed which evades these theorems (that of Bullard and Gellman)

proved too complicated to provide even encouraging numerical indications
of self-regene.rationo This fairly accurately reflects the state of

affairs ten years ago. At that time, many felt that the simple theorems
were a foretaste of a much stronger anti-dynamo theorem which would rule

out the mechanism entirely. Other possibilities were examined; for
example, that the geomagnetic field was generated thermoelectrically from
the difference

in contact potentials between areas of the core surface

above hot rising convection currents and areas above cold sinking fluid.

All doubts were dispelled, however, in 1958, when two proofs of homogeneous dynamo action were supplied independently by Backus and Herzenbergo

Since no course of lectures in the subject would be complete without it,
I will discuss one of these existence theorems in some detail; nameiy~

that of Herzenberg, who showed that two rotating spheres, embedded in a
stationary conductor, can reciprocally build up each other's field.

As a preliminary, consider the field b induced outside a rigid
conducting sphere of radius CL which is rotating unHonnly in a stationary
infinite medium of the same conductivity, when there is present a constant

applied magnetic field t50 generated at infinity.

Thus Bo (which is not necessarily uniform) satisfies

Mi ~ Bo:: ¡U ow J~ :: 0-)) CUJ Eo = 0 ,
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so

\j?.
Bo: 0 . (3. L l)
_0
By definition, there are no sources of Bo in the finite plane, and
so the solutions of (3ol.l) we select must have no singularities, i.e.

:ê 0 is composed of the increasing solutions (nn r;) of (3 ol .l).
The induced field h must also satisfy (3. l. 1) but, since the source
of this field lies in the rotor, it must die away with distance from

the decreasing solutions (17 -n-) Yh )

it, i 0 e. ~ is composed of

of (3.1.1).

There is no need to require the interface between the sphere
and its surroundings to be sharp; it can be thought of as containing a highly sheared film of. fluid. In fact, it will even be con-

venient to do so initially, thinking of the angular velocity úVo of

the sphere as a function of (ll,e), where (It; e) l) are spherical

polar coordinates with axis parallel to W

On writing the total

field as

(3.1.2)

~="§()-tb ,
the steady induction equation gives

n'k=-tcw (!!'(§o+b)J,

(3.1.3)

which has the (Green's function) solution

b (fL) = -- (
- ,'- LJ ii ~ )

l.

cw1 f~X (êo+ kY J

01 Vi

:)

(3.1.4)

I ri - ~I )

where the integral is over the inside of the sphere, and the primes
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indicate values at the dummy variable position, /L

i

Essentially by

expanding in 1.-1 , (3.1.4) may be solved by writing

ex

b;;¿
b,
- ri=/-Yl

(3.1.5)

where one iterates to obtain b :

-n

(3.1.6)

b (n)
- --r.
OOJtf
(~~eln)
-YH
I t. -i?
I !2
-~il d V i ')

for -n ~ 0 , where ~o:: Bo' Actually one does not need to proceed
beyond ~ I ' in either of the two main cases discussed below.

inducing field axisymetric with respect

(a) Axisymmet!:' Take an

to W

The components of B 0 are independent of rp although, recalling

that the unit vector lit and

1

tp depend on ~ ' we have

-0 :. 1 '/ B

d T3

ôrp -2-0
Then the induced field will also be axisymetric, in fact, £

will be completely toroidal, in the P direction, parallel to y:
There fore,

LA )(-11
b =. 0 for IY ~_

k(n.):.¡~~)

-n - "'

1 and b =: 0 forM ;; .. , so
~'C(l3IX ~/)Xß~ J d V'

(3. L 7)

l-11 _ß-I J ~
which may be simplified, by using ~v -l)
B ~ 0. and axisymetry, as follows
~ ((~~~) X~oJ =- cw rC1r-X rz)x (w ~())J
Xl!)
= ~zx 1J) d)v(w ~o )-Oi.XlJ ),y. (w 110)+ w'§o'y. (12

=- (lz't~)(êo.~lA4-ú)y.s~-wf ;~.. -l:t)(~J ::(lz)(!1)(~o' 2w) )

(3. L 8)
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Now (3. l.7) yields

b(J1)~ ~r

(Ji-xi)(êø'2w) dV'

- - 4Tf ~

(3.1.9)

) ~ -Jj' I

Now specialize w(n.) to .

. r Wo =
W=l

constant, for A .. cL, L

(), for ti :; Q,,) J

(3.1010)

so

(3.1.11)

Y. w = - w" J ( Ji - 0.) lJt ,

and (3. l. 9) yields a surface integral

--f (1 z XI!!-!!/
!j') 730n. ~ e' d. 5'
-bG)-lLa.-2.ú)
lfíi1
where the suffix 0 has been omitted from 000

,
Since 12K ~ :: a..1 cp

on the sphere, .B has only a cP component, so

'2. . (.. 1 ,. l' ) 73' · "'/.1 S I

If -cp - 1- ii ~ J /! - u' J

b ;: 1 . 6 = _ CL W l - t, -qi OJ SU l; Q.

c: _ o.2.lJ í B:n sJ"e'r:(cp-cp') d.e'd l:' .

L/it? I '1-~' )

(3.1012)

These equations can be applied equally to the interior or exterior
regions. . Expand in the exterior (It:? a.) in Legendre functions:

1 =t
1Q:-!!'/ 11=6

r1
n.l' I

Pri(~(i),

(3.1013)
i

where (f

is the angle between the directions of l- and /t , i. e.,

I, . If.)

~ t8 ,. ~ e ~e l- Q/ e Wn e ~ icp- cp' .
WI

Using Ferrer's definition of p~ ' one has

(3 . 1. l4 )

~ 910 ~

~(a $)= ~ (~$) Pr (Cte')+ 2 j;(&~~;1 P';(cu e) Pytlr 6~e')C# m (tf- r/) ~ (30 l.15)

so (3.lol3) becomes

~ = lg- r~ lCJe)1? (~e')+1t r'I-.m~!, p;1 ~ e\ ~rt((' g)O¥'f (q_cp')l ) (3.1. l6)

\~_~'\ n=o JtI1+1 L 'r::OLn thl,. ". ï ~
.
and, performing thef1/
't integration
of (3. l. l2),

ø ~ L ~ ~~ l i
"i

~ 2-Y) ¿ n(tl"¡l) It n~ ) n

b :: _ (WCL1.) 'V Tn lCh 'I (~) a If) (l) p-' (ct e')~/f/e'd9 ,
(. "n.1 _

(3.1.17)

o

since orthogonalities eliminate most terms.
As a general observation, ,note that the strength of the induced

field increases indefinitely (linearly) as uJ increases; this is not
true in the .case of a field with no axisymetric part, where an electro-

magnetic skin effect shields against further increase (see case (b) below).

Now assume a definite form for ~ø , as a single harmonic:

§o =~ '1 (Arn(~r' ~ (~e)J,

(3010 l8)

where 1":; 1 and AWl is a constant. Clearly- §() is solenoidal and
obeys (3 .l.l); also

Bon. (n-je) 1: m Am ~ (~e).

(3.1.l9)

Now use the identity

(2m+ 1)$i e 'Pi' (CbS): ~:l (che)- -p~_1 (t¥e),

(3.1020)

in equation(3~ l.l7) to get -

A ( 2.) r ('f , m.¡i. ~

_m~1iM+1 -r
!Va.
. t:-i
/.~
e i (¡¡)
a.~+i¡(~ ê
bai(:iff-I) n.)
(Ur ~.- (2-mt3)
)~

(3.1021)
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with

the convention that ~':: 0 , where the orthogonality

(íi m ~\ i )

2. (ri+lYl')l Ó. J. i

)o '"n (~ eJPy\~ ( ~ e 4Ú e cl è .: 2.m+1 ('f-rrì)l nYI' \'m ~
has been used.

(3.1.22)

Two Bpecial cases of (3. l. 2l) are relevant:

(i) m:: 1 ' for which ~ÐiS a uniform field and
bf =-i=A, (~'wj( ~ )~ et.e. en ;. c;)

(3.1.23)

"I _(;

(ii)iW::.:, for which 13 is linear in the coordinates
~

(1!:A,(x, -~,iz)/aJ, and bf~ I~ A (a.;oiX ~ JAÍ &, (n:.) a.)

(3.1,24)

is an asymptotic approximation.

Note that bcp is proportional to W
(3.1.24). For all m~'2? 13f:OLCa./n.rJ for

in both (3. l.23) and
(l ;:;7a.,

o
w

INDUCING
FI ELD '"80

INDUCED

CURRENT
LINES 1-

The currents induced for m = i and m = 2.

Fig. 3.l

Thus the
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field for m=:l dies off least rapidly with distanc~, with the uniform

field(ff::1) and m =?i next. Note that the current field for m=1 is a

_2 ,

-3

quadrupole, and therefore decr¡=ases as 11 , while the dipole for m =:i

decreases as ri , for il ~ 00Above only the poloidal axisymetric field ~ø is cons idered.
Clearly the toroidal axisymetric inducing field is parallel to i: and
will induce no fields.

(b) Asymetry. Only the case in which 'ßo is uniform and transverse to the axis of rotation will be considered. Form the scalar product

of (3.l.6) with ~ ' using

~lcw(tf)(~h) = dív'R~/xl2~)X~J=

:: eL'\V'(~vi(WI'Il)-y(rl-lri)l= -cLív'ß4l.!e$i;J - (3.1.25)
Then~'13,::o successively implies ~'~I=O; 'l.p#,;;O". etc., so

~. '§ = t! -'.o ~ t¿. ~ :: a p everywhere.

(3.1.26)

It is not true that ~ ' p~ etc. are zero.

Henceforth, attention will be restricted to high rotation (w~)?/t:).
In the sphere's coordinates, the uniform field 'So appears to be oscillating rapidly, and will therefore penetrate only a distance ¡ (?! w) ~~ a..

Thus, the rotating sphere is almost completely shielded electromagnetically

from the transverse field, i.e. in the limit W -- 00,

8=0) ~ n.~a..

(3.1.27)

To obtain (3.1.27) more formally, we may develop a "boundary layer"

solution which is uniformly valid in the limit úÙ ~OO. For solutions
-lWllP
proportional to e , the steady induction equation for the interior of
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with the convention that r:' = 0 , where the orthogonality
'(f. eph,
~\'PY''(
_ 2. ('f_ro)lci'rYl'
(YWm')J r J.
j(íi
1''( ,CO
~ c¡ ~ ~),
8.Q6I.- ~m+l
mml ~

(3.L22)

o

has been used.

Two special cases of (3. l. 2l) are relevant:

(i) Yr = 1 ' for which ~ II is a uniform fie ld and

bf =-lA1 (ø-? j( :: )~ e~e. eii ;. 0.)

(3.1.23)

"I _()

(ii)iW::.2, for which "' is linear in the coordinates

rB =A (-x Ml.,'-ZJ /a.7 and. b(f"' 2: A fa. "ú) \(~):v e) (n)) a.)

U"o .i ) d 'l~ ' 1'5 . 2. \ ~ Î It

(3 . 1. 24 )

is an asymptotic approximation.

Note that bip is proportional to W
(3.1.24). For all m~?? Bf=OLCa./rirJ for

in both (3. 1 ~23) and
(I )0 / a. ,

w

Ù
INDUCING

FI ELD ,.
80

INDUCED

CURRENT
LINES 1

The currents induced for m = i and il = 2.
Fig. 3. 1

Thus the
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field for m:::i dies off least rapidly with distanc~, with the uniform

field(ff:1) and rn:: 3 next. Note that the current field form:) is a

-2 i

-9

quadrupole, and therefore decr~ases as 11 , while the dipole for m =::

decreases as 11 , for /1 ~ 00.
Above only the poloidal axisymetric field ~ø is considered.
Clearly the toroidal axisymetric inducing field is parallel to ~ and
will induce no fields.

(b) Asymetry.

Only the case in which _0
73 is uniform and trans-

verse to the axis of rotation will be considered. Form the scalar product

of (3.l.6) with ~ ' using

~ i cw (ld)( ~h) = cl í V i R~/ x.t~))( ~ J =

:: d.\v'L~~(W"Il)-Y(~l.~r)J= -d.í/ga¿.£i~J. (3.1.25)
Then~'~g~O successively implies ~.bi=o.. t¿.,p,,=0.. etc., so
§Y' '§ = ~.'§ò = (,'~ :: 0 ~ everywhere.

(301.26)

It is not true that ß ,Po etc. are zero.
Henceforth, attention will be restricted to high rotation( w ))?/el).

In the sphere's coordinates, the uniform field ~ø appears to be oscil-

lating rapidly,. and will therefore penetrate only a distance I (r¡ w)~.l a..
Thus, the rotating sphere is almost completely shielded electromagnetically

from the transverse field, i. e. in the limit u. -- c::'

B=O; ~ n.-'a..

(3.1.27)

To obtain (3.1.27) more formally, we may develop a "boundary layer"

solution which is uniformly valid in the limit W ~ 00. For solutions
-lmlP

proportional to e , the steady induction equation for the interior of
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the sphere becomes

.:g '013 , '0

(- o(t -

'r V :: W ~ - = -i. 'f W loJ.

(3,1.28)

For the field far from the boundary layers, we have 't::o(i), so that,

for W -- 00, (3. l.28) reduces in leading order to (3. l. 27). For the
boundary layers, we may write, in the usual way,

B :: ~(int) + :ê(b,e,)

h 't h 'h' h" f' ld B(i'rit),

were, as i appens in t is case, t e interior ie is zero.

The boundary layer field-SCo,t)
_ is required to vanish with distance
from fL = a. , and to satisfy (3. 1 .28). Let us introduce a boundary layer
thickness, d , which vanishes as W -t.Cl, and a scaled variable

5 =

(a.-fl)Ó)

to replace It ; the choice of $ is determined by the postulate that

(3.1.29)

~?;'5 = 0(1), ;e ~ 0(1), õ~=O(l))

when operating

e.)
on '1È(b. To
leading order, (3.l.28)

gives

(3,1.30)

a 'S~ + 1 - - .

(, 0.2. i.mwói.J ß(tt) _ 0

Now (3. l. 29) shows that a convenient choice of

~ is

d= (~Y"
which is essentially the electromagnetic skin depth. Then (3.1,30) becomes

r èt , ì ( -o)(i, t.)
L 'ê Y' -+:2t J Be' 0p = 0,

to which the required solutions, vanishing for '5-;- 00, are
B(/ie)(5 (9 m) _ "Di~.l.) (D e t') -(..+0 r

ei'~ ) i T ~ Pe) rp J 11/ e

(3.L3l)

(11,.e. (i:t J L. ) J

The equation di V'.=O gives, to leading order,.

d B¡i _ ó(- 1 / r .l-l-o(J,f.), e 'd 13.. . L :: 0 Ö I B(~,t. I
~ ~ - 11.4ie i de \'Pê ~ t òi: S -

(301.32)
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e . *

Thus, we may follow the usual boundary layer recipe: first se lect an ex-

terior solution which satisfied (3. l. iD such thatÚi::ê)= 0, the star
signifying that the jump is to be taken across the boundary layer; in

other words we select an exterior solution satisfying ~f. (3. l. 27)1
BCe)lt)_
rt - 0 0Y .f = a. .

(3.1.33)

Since this exterior field is also prescribed at infinity, it is now

specified uniquely (as we will shortly show in a special case). It will

*

not, however, satisfy(!:'l:ê)= 0, and, since it is required that
(n t. 'S)= 0 on 5 , we must have
B(b.t) _ _ 13(tict) (l 11 :: a.

$,CP - e¡ai )

conditions which, by (3. l. 3 l), determine the boundary layer solution

uniquely.

We have now satisfied all the conditions on 5 .

according to (3. 1 .32), we have iritroduced an

The fact that,

B (b,t.
error ofO(0t)into
~

and

have therefore violated(n.'Sì= 0 to the same degree, does not matter, To
dominant order, all the conditions are obeyed, and o

(Ó)errors could be

eliminated by a correction which would introduce O( ó') errors, and so forth.
We also see that the electromagnetic boundary layer is passive, i.e. to
dominant order we can determine the interior and exterior fields uniquely

Lusing (3. 1 .33)J ' confident that we can subsequently construct a boundary
layer that will leave

all the jump conditions satisfied.

Outside the sphere,\jI'(I1Bn.)':O i.e., It-a is harmonic. The applied
field is uniform and directed along t.:: OJ G:.ii/'J' SOL1'fl,,~-ari~/(aoe)CèHp,

so, for 11 ~ii, the induced field must be proportional to/1-2.p'J(c.e)~ C¡.

Since by (3.1.33)h,!?:: 0 onS,

BI" : Bo ~ - (- t J ~ e cJ cp , C h.;¡ a.) )

(3.1.34)
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and by (3. l. 26)
Be = 130 (1-(~fJ ~ e~cp ~ (n~a.),

(3.1.35)

Combining dJ\/~::Owith (3.1.34) and (3.1.35) yields

Bcp= -Bo (1-( ~tJa;m cp-3150(~fMm:te 4Í cp ~ en. ~ 0\) .

(3.1.36)

In vector form (3. 1 .34-36) may be written

(3.1.37)

1;= 'ê&+ 0-8 801/, \I (i' e;t rp)) (n. '? ~).

We see that the effect of the increasing induced skin currents is canceled by the decreasing skin depth, so for large (. , the net lIsurface"

current is nearly independent of ò)

This is a general feature of

fields induced by any field with no symetric part.

3.2 Herzenberg dynamo: the bare bones

At

~

first,

and .J ,

~

by a

distance

with
R =

suppose the Herzenberg dynamo consists of two spheres,
centers

-?
O'0;i ,

at.

0, and O~, both of radius a.

and imbedded in an

,

separated'"

infinite conductor

of the

same conductivity with which they are in perfect electrical contact.

¿.:" ~~/'
f;~ :¡

''-\
¿I

(E2,

0,i
Fig. 3.2
The Herzenberg dynamo.

~'iNote: In this section 'R().2~ will denote the scalar distance 0 10,- .
To avoid confusion with the magnetic Reynolds number, we will temporarily
denote that quantity by "Rm ; see (3.2.l5) below.
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The angular velocities W, and uJ"2 of the spheres will be supposed
equal in magnitude (WI':: 0.2. ::w) but different in direction. To avoid

infinite'velocity gradients, one may imagine that there are thin highly

the relatively moving parts. Alternatively,

sheared films of fluid between

Gibson (l968) has shown that the entire argument to be given below is

valid for onion-like rotors in.whichW, and 9!2. can slowly vary in

amplitude with radial distance within each rotor. Denote by ~, the

angle between ~I and R. , by (t2, that between ~2. and R , and by
p that between the plane defined by C¿L and R and the plane defined

by ~2- and 'R The objective is to make the field ~I ' created by
mutual induction in ~I ' be the inducing field for ,J., which generates,
from it, the field '"'; necessary to produce the initial ~I

We con-

sider only the case of small O-I"R and large cêwl1 ' i.e. two wellseparated spheres rotating like hell.

Consider induction in ,Ji

Divide ~ '- into its symetric,

B

- 2.

and

antisymetric,

The

fie Id

73*
_I

'8'

- 2-

,

parts, with respect to the direction

created from l?~ and the field

-'13 +

W

-I

created from '_::
13' are,

as previous ly deduced, of the order~

I B~ I = 0
J ~:21

(_~~(Ù 1, I J¿r I =-t(1).

\~,~./ J JSo./

Thus (for given i~~i!) B~j) f!?tl /)~~i

r¿/a.ø.W is set.

(3.2,l)

can be as small as

Thus, the leading approximation need only take account

of those components of 7È:i which are axisymetric with respect to ~l

Let n J and :! 'i ' denote the radial vectors for 0 I and 0,-
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the corresponding sphe.rical polar coordinates being (n, ? ~ , ~I) and

(n'21 e:iJP,.) with W, and Wz. as axes, ;respectively. Expand'SL
about 0, :

:8,,(13)= ~ (T,ll/) + aw2( 5" /1,) )

(3.2.2)

and expand the defining scalars as

-i='. ~ l' ~~rr In+i: (4t~n.~p'(Yi(~ el)éYnr +l: 8~'¿)( .~.)'r P (t! Si).. (3.2.3)

\1::~ l'"-OO (flmn.i)~ Yl"1 i' l
00 00 -i.. (Ii ) hi dJA C..) Y1

S:Cl¿¿
o.(2.)m
11+1:
1,1', P 1CJe.)eLm?"'tQ.¿
~(~)
p(Cbe)
1. '1-=1
m=_ool'
(tqn11',)Y,.)o
\: i n=i' YI+I
0. h~
'' (3.2.4)

where k~"' -iWM/Z .
It is essential in the later development to be able to extract
A ~'l) and A~'l) from.a given inducing field B.1 . . First, since

Jy\+.I(A'fI1I)j(k'MtL,f:: 0 (ri;ri) ,.as J11~O, only the 0.71 and

Ai terms.will enter ,§" at. /11:. O. But
~ Wi¡ D ~ fJ~ (~'(ni) '0 Ii e) Lip.,. J-

¿.¡wIC'-t
) II íi2-\. cO i e I. i I.rtIt.
on/'Li

= (A~~) ,,p Ji (h". ,)eb e:p, (~ &,) - flmn, "1 (~." V - T-i (~Mn,~,o G, d P.r~ e,) J '"

'Vk eLli r. e P'(c ) -' e d"pI(~ei)J_ -

.2~r (1) L~ i I Ci a . MT i ... d. a - 01 ~ ri, :; 0 ,

since "p'(~e)=Mne.

(~)

Thus

(3.2.5)

A, maybe extracted (suration con-

vention) :

Wi;' () 0:, -p'iO-A~i)(Jt,) eJ-

W, iL. Wi .2 0.

"-B. 01 = -.cu - - D-1 ~ i -

I A(~) rr é: .. . J A(:4)
== "i ! L~ el, ¡ch 6, t¡W 91 . 2.l e i -= I ,
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so

(3.2.6)

A..I (1.)..
B (0)
- wi~~¡
i.
""

-:i

Like B

itself, !A.= 1l1'2'§..

is harmonic and representable in the form

§~= wl\lê1'= uu (~lJl)+ ~~(~!Li)'

(Y. 2.7)

Just as in (3.2.6))

I.

#'
Wi; 13,2' (0,)

ÃC'2) =

W,

= Wi;. Wi; lJBi¿ (0, )
W
ÔX,j

(3.2.8)

~
Now S2,=!:,"SZS2, , so (3.2.4) yields

(~

Ã~~)p'(~e)= A;:i

c~,

.4 I o;~ i),." i de ct i

L'l~el(~e\_Jl;fre ê)'f;,(t&$I)J.:: 2A,¿w, ~e ')
I

giving
N(~)

. A ::

c~

.lwi A ~

a.

i

(3.2.9)

Combining (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) gives

C.a a.WIA'. Wi,;

'dB2i (0,)

A..
:: tJ
- .2w..

d~i~

(3.2.l0)

The argument can be extended to show
'"YY-i B

(0. lV-I r I a - ~I J!. )

Am:: a. 0 . ò i,'f-I 0, ' ,rf ~ 1 .

(3.2.11)

The tools to attack the mutual interaction are now available.

(1') 9
Starting from the harmonic B at.(. ,equations (3.1.23), (3.1.24),

- J :2

and the succeeding argument indicate that the magnitude of the field
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created at A is

C3.2.l2)

°l(~;~) A~J X t~:~;;' ~ : :II~ 1
To dominànt. order, only the poloidal part of the field sym-

metric with respect to Wi need. be retained, for the toriodal field
is parallel to the axis and the rest is negligible by

(3 . 2 .1). So,

from (3,2.6) and (3,2,lO-l2),
A(!L)
(~"') .I(
o,'Lw\rAJ)f ~\.R7
0. r A(I)l--+
()j'2:3
14(1)
(Q.').3
m=R"
\T)~I~)+
R +..
...+'.ACl)/a-)Y'.
'r\R.~'H'J .

(3.2.13)

Reversing the notation,

A~= (~n~W)~:)f;)+ A:)( ;)~+A~ t ~) +... + A~)tR): " -J. (3.2.14)
To justify the retention of the symetric part only, we used

the åssumption a...w/? ~'? 1 , The assumption a./R cCc: is
now made, specialized to requiring a moderate magnetic Reynolds number,
defined as

R", ~ (;) ( ";"') = 0 (1 ,
so equations (3.2.l3) and (3.2,l4) become

(3.2.15)
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A(~)
i ::Lo.rA(i)
1+ LA(~+AC')+(..)A(')"'J
~ 2..3 R ~ -'

a.' ~ L i 0..2 ~ '-R i. '

RA"9 == 0 r A (i) + .. A (i) + A ú) + (..) A (i) . . ..J

A~) :: of ( ~ fA ~I) + · . . J ?

(3.2.l6)

1 Li, lf' 2. 3 'R L\ . .. ;

A (I) :: 0 rA(2) + ~ A (),) + A C,)+ (~) A c'))+ J
'RA(I) = 0 lAC2-) + JiAC2.) + A(~) (~)A(t) l ..J

a. 1. i iL '2 '3 t 'R ~ + )
A ~) =: 0 r ( ; fA (~) + , . .J ?

These show that solutions exist in which

An = 0 ((tJJ,

(3.2.l7)

and, to 0 L (A./R) J ' (3.2. l6) are trimed to

('1) : 0 fA (1\ 1S A(I)) ~A C,,) = 0 I A(') .. A Ci) )
A

i ~. I tA ~) Q. &¿ \. i + Gl :i ,
(I) = o/A c..\ ~ A ~) .

(3.2.l8)

I .1 I) 1 , ~ i ~ i tL

A(1): O(A ('£) + .x A t")) .. A

It is seen that, to

dominant order, only two harmonics from each
"Q~

rotor need be included, e,g., in ~, we have, by (3.1.23-24),

-1 $ I f. 11, i I i~.. %.\'?/liti 1..~

s*: f-.JA (:i) (a.'lw )(~ )hÙ a ~ e + ::l'l)l ei~ ìf ~)'a,a eJ 1 .
_ _lA(~(a:(¡)(Q.) (~lo~I)(WI)l1-I) + ::AC~(o."w)(a,) t.ttfj,
~-I ~ rii w"lri I:: i. ? It, w/'' (3.2.l9)
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* A(i)

where the latter expression is in coordinate invariant form. Now

~, :. ~'- ' so (3.2.6) and (3.2.10) may be used to extract I

and AC,)
.
.2 0
Q,At,)=.(rfW). 8'(CE/t¿~) r~ (~,.'R )AG'l)_ 2:A(i.)J (3.2.20)

"R I ZR3 SRw~ LR wR i 3 :l ~
B'(~IX~~)L'Rl.
r a. r~i. ~:l_
5(~i"
F)(~2.'R)ìA("J)
2(Q!~1!)
4'lA")::
2. Ie¿
l~W)S'Rl)).
w.,
w"'R"
J '+WR
:i.AC~(3.2.2l)

~

The reminder 8=- 0102, may be useful.
Let

À= 1.
/a.-'t.\/2:rR.
R dm
ki;i
5'\~
Î(R,/-(~lia~J~)....
'RW.. .$
'r CE.a
i :ae ':~

(3.2.22)

r w:o w""Ra. - IU'' I -2. jt-, I""":' ?

(3.2.23)

.0 :: ~l'~~ _ S(~I.~)(~~.R) _ "i'MIS ,a Æl eoX' LlCO(8 l"... a:

I ~ 1~1 ~l~ 1.2~ J. ~,

f. :. -!!-A(l) F::: .9AC'i) G=2-A(1) .. ex ::.:AC~)

(3.2.24)

so (3.2.20) and (3.2.21) become

F; =-Â LF;~ $1 -tG:i,J, Gj=A LF;t + G~clS~J .

(3.2.25)

Switching indices and the direction of B yields

Ii :: JL t F, ~ (8). - t G,J j G~:: A (F; f - G¡ ~ dÐ,J .

(3.2.26)

These are homogeneous equations, sathe condition for a nontrivial solution is that the determinant vanishes, viz:
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-A~rF1

0

0

ï

A ~ (8~

.Ji\
J

..At

.. A Ch (B:¡

:.

O~

0

\

0

.A~tEl

-At'

tA
(3.2.27)

I

or

r, i ,(1, ,." I)J'"

(3.2.28)

~.ø '3 .. L \ c. ~ ~ t! - lWYll8 iO (£2. c. ~ ii 0 .

It is unfortunate that this condition has turned out to be a

perfect square, for the
~

order ( a./R )
case

Though

r i gh t

side is not

this is

sma 1 1 ,

it

rea lly

0

,

but

a term of

might be negative,

in which

the only solutions of (3.2.28) possible would have imaginary "R'm'

which is physically nonsensical. Thus, the Herzenberg dynamo as it
stands may not work.

There are a number of ways out of this difficulty:

(i) The O(ca-IRS) terms on the right of (3.2.28) can be evaluated

explicitly by carrying the expansion to a higher order. Gibson (l967a)

carried the expansion to 0(( (L! Rj ) , but again got a perfect square,
though a slightly different one. Thus, the Herzenberg dynamo still has
not been shown to work.
(ii) The determinant remains a perfect square i.f the rotors are

allowed different: angular velocities, different radii, or even onionlike structures 0 LHerzenberg (l958), Gibson and Roberts (l967)

,

Gibson (l968).J Gibson (1967b) has also considered whether a single rotor
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can work on its own reflected fields. He has considered (ases in which
stationary con-

the rotor lies in (and near the edge of) a wedge-shaped

ductor surrounded by an insulator, and another case in which the rotor
lies in (and near the corner of) a stationary conductor filling the

quadrant eX? 0, ~ "7 OJ 2. ;: ° ) and surrounded by an insulator.

In

each case, the condition for dynamo action is à perfect square.
(iii) Instead of considering the exterior of the spheres to be

at some large distance M (::?"R) from the

unbounded, it can be cut off

spheres, with the exterior being an insulator. Provided the cut-off
is not too simple (e.g., a plane), the right side of (3.2.28) will change

by

o (c"R/'d)

, which will swamp the (o./'Rt term if M ~( ('Ra.'1)~

Then, under not very

restrictive conditions, the (R/~~ terms are positive,

so certain modified Herzenberg dynamos can work.

or Gibson (l967a) J

(See Herzenberg ~l958)

Incidentally, to first order, no field enters the

insulator.
(iv) Another way out that works in an infinite medium is to consider three rotors instead of two.

(Gibson, 1967b). The condition for

dynamo action is not a perfect square, in general, so all is well.
(v) Another successful way to avoid a perfect square is to suppose

that the conductivity inside the spheres differs from outside. (Gibson,
1967b) 0

Presuming the difficulty of possible negativity has been overcome,
(3.2.28) gives

- 1\I'"
(f .a
fW
-~ ~ $~_,.
M /J
i ,.
~) ~-.
(C!'1.
J. 0!1.Q
(J~
.
3

Gl~ lA l)

(3.2029)
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An ~~ can be found to satisfy this if, and only if, the orientations
are such that

'. '.

c. ~I ~$~ - Ai/YHwl .a (!~ ~ q, ;; 0 ~

~ (8, M/ (B-i 4V ~ :f 0 .

(3.2.30)

For example, (!1::1T14.J(3ll::iT/~,and ~:: rr/:isatisfies (3.2,30) and allows

a (dynamo) solution if

RM ~ 10rr

-

'- if . 6- #

(3.2.31)

It may be noted that reversing one or the other of the angular

velocities of the rotors destroys the regeneration. If both are reversed,

the dynamo again works. Thus, roughly half of the above dynamo models
are capabie of regeneration of a field.

All of the successful proofs of dynamo action have rested on being

able to express the required "Rrr (whiCh is oU) J as the ratio of two
small parameters. Forexample, in the above, the magnetic Reynolds

number was the ratio of (a)R) to 1/a-"W. The proof of the Backus
dynamo also rests, essentially, on the introduction of two s~all parameters:

(l) the period of motion (~ :/ 0) divided by the period of stasis ('1 = 0)
and (2) the diffusion "velocity" ~ / J; divided by the magnitude of the
fluid velocity (when it occurs). The proofs of Braginskii, Childress and

G. O. Roberts of dynamo action also depend on similar ideas. However, it
should not be thought that the small parameters are necessary physically;

for example, Lowes and Wilkinson (l967) have demonstrated experimentally

J
that the Herzenberg dynamo can work even if the parameters (a./R) and
1 ja...W are not small 0
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4" The Braginskit Dynamo
4.l The b,9sic idea of the Braginski'í model: mea!! field equations

We know that, even in the axisymetric case, the time it will
take a fiéld to decay will tend to infinity as R. , the magnetic Reynolds

below in

number, tends to infinity, provided" length scales are bounded

slow

a.suitable sense. This suggests the idea that for large "R this

rate of

de.

cay could be halted by quite s light departures from asymetry"

Moreover, we could, in this limit ~ -- 00 , avail ourselves of standard

singular perturbation theory. That is, we might divide V into an
~i ~

interior region, in which '2:. 0(1) , and in which the R \J ê and

'O"'Ò
~/~t
1\ 0 terms

"" -

are small corrections to the remainder, and a boundary

layer near the surface, in which o/òn ~ ~ o( i) , in which the in-

teriorfield matches to the field B in the exterior insulator V , and
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in which the flow, VL , adjusts to the no-slip conditions.

We will denote by 5 the exterior surface of V , assumed

axisymetric, and by 5* the "edge of the boundary layer" on that surface. (In other words, when we specify conditions on ~ , we imply
that these are to be met by the interior flow alone on the outer boundary

of the fluid.)
First, consider what is the best choice for the primary axi-

symetric solution (to which we will presently add the secondary

asymetric terms) 0 If we were to start with an axisymetric fiëld of
the Cowling type (i.e. in meridional planes), the addition of a slight
degree of

asymetry would not be likely to destroy the existence of the

critical singular curve: it would be more likely merely to impart a

slight waviness to it. We do not expect, therefore, that the addition

of slight asymetries would allow such a dynamo to work. This is also
true** ofaxisymetric fields in which the meridional and azimuthal parts

~M and 18~ are comparable in magnitude. We therefore concentrate on
the remaining case in which the singular curve can be terminated by an

axisymetric bounding surface, and the simplest of this class is the
purely toroidal field. We are led, then, to a situation in which Bp;
I

is large compared with the non-axisymetric part B of B , and is also
large compared with the meridional part ?,.

This is probably also more

realistic geophysically.

First let us neglect

-

13'

ent ire ly 0

The induction equation for 1ê

**Seealso Braginski~ 1964a: discussion preceding (3.24).
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in this axisymetric case may be written in dimensionless form, using

the diffusion time scale i ï~ )

òA
R
~: + ~ 1:/V"9 (1YA'f) = 6Aq;,
~-i+ Rtl E!M" n(l! = 68,+ R r'l( ~j X 'i (ø'Aq lJ9'

(4.1.1)
(4.1.2)

where Å
~= -M~
V - ._.2
ti , and ~ has been written as
lt= 'B11 + BtJl rp= 2)( (Arplrp)+ Brp 1 If" C - ~A¡ , B1J) ~ ô~-a (WAf) J . (4. L 3)

The forms of (4.l.l) and (4.l.2) are reminiscent of the equations
(92.3) through

which we eliminated toroidal dynamos. A similar proof

(given in full by Braginski't, 1964a) shows that, almost independently

of the ~M flow, Acp decays to zero in an ¿ìi time scale (i.e.
0(1) in the formalismJ. The last term in (4.l.2) then vanishes, which
shows that 'Elf decays in a similar fashion. Before Aq; has vanished,
however, B If is regenerated by the azimuthal shear \J r (provided,

of course, /Ltp is not a solid body rotation) 0 Here r is defined by

t=~.
1)
nsing IJep as the characteristic velocity defining 'R , we have

lA~:O(1), and the last term of (4.1.2) in O(RAcp) . Thus normalizing

to a,:: 0(1) , we obtain a consistent picture by selecting Arp:: 0 (R-') ..

Similarly, it is convenient to make the 'R ~I'.. o/a.d. terms on the left of

the equations of order ê;1ê) t . Sumarizing, then, we suppose that
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U.rp:Cl(I))~r\= O(F(')?B~= 0(1)) BI1:O(R-1)J 7J/qt;:.o(l)rJ

and, exèept in the boundary layers, Z = 0(7).

Now let us introduce small deviations from axisymetry, ~
i

and :B into Y: and ß The prime signifies that the rp-averages of
these fields are zero. The full equation for the vector potential is
"ò A

( 4" l4)

-= ,: - \l ;J -t 1( LL X 'B - 'i )( 13 ~

'òt- - ': - - - -

and the field itself satisfies

dB -="R V t. (u. X B ) + \J" 13 .

(4.1.5)

ât - - - -

On taking in each case the cP -component and averaging over rp

not forgetting that the scalar potential f is single-valued, these

equations give

dAcp 'R - (A) - -

(4.1,6)

ôt + -ø'lMo '2 a: r. :öAcp+ R ~ff'

õt -M - fX i L- - T r. \Y _ rp)

.~ + Rwil. · V (89' ) :!. Eo+ R r \l rXn(WA,,)J t\'R/V xl.- )

(4.1.7)

where I is the average e"m.L created by the non-symetric fields:

Ë =

- -

,

1L)( B

and where an overbar denotes an average over t.

(4.1.8)
We now see that, in

-

order that the ~ terms should be of the same order as the remaining terms
in (4.1.7) and (4.1.8),(2Xf,)sø should be O(lf-I) , as would be the case if

IM= O(R.-1), but that ê.rp should be no larger than O(R.-'). This is
indeed the case if we suppose that ~' = O(R-Jí), as wUl now be shown.

/

By (4.104) and (4.105), the asymetric part '8 of B created

by u! obeys

?JA 'r ' - I ,
\

(4.10 9)

'ò~=YP+RLg:X~+~'xJâ+q J-t;x~)

d 73' ~..) .. i J :2 i

(4.1.10)

at= R Yl X L g X 13 + ~ X :s + ~ + 'i 11 ,

-

where r;' is the asymetric e .mo f. created by the non-symetric fields:

,
I
I
,
.
- ..- - -_..

G =gx B -c =~/x B- u.')( S'

(4.1.11)
(4.1.9) and

We assume that, as for the axisymetric fields, "d,!t in

(401.10) is O(L).

We note that in a coordinate system rotating

rapidly relative to the frame we have taken, Ú will be strongly de-

2. ~ t) ,where 16 (t) is the rela-

pendent on time: il:: tl (W) fJ- fJ (t),j'

tive angular displacemenL Then "d!!' / dt" (meaning -~ dy:/ar¡r+d ij /òt)

would be large but ò~~t could be small, as before. In this case
i

we 'couldstill work out a scheme as below, using 13 (W.iqì-9'o(t)Jz..t) in

B' , ,(

p1ac~ of and using Ufl -W "10 in place of u.tp 0 We shall return
to this later (f 4.4) .

It is clear, by (4.'1.9), that to leading order,

,- I i

u-qïlço X ~ + ~ X B!pl (( = R- Y. ?l ·

(4.L.l2)

The left-hand side has no (t -component; therefore neither does the righL
,

Thus ~ :: 0 and

( J - i)

19' X utp § - BtP u. := 0 ~

or

(401.13)

~110-

IXi

§M: ~/''

U+. L l4)

where

I . I i
'B cp

ì( ::

.

(4, Ll5)

u. rp

From EM ' vie may determine Brp by using the equation 'q.:s"O, Le",

or

I . '"

'P - -,.1

(4,1.16)

B =- 'D\). BM.

Here we have introduced the hat notation. This. is the inverse of the

ô, /õ9' operation, i. eo, differentiation holding the unit vectors 1 ~
and 1 q¡ fixed"

From a vector (or scalar or tensor) field

./'

-K'

, we

define ~ by

';
~"ôcp
R =- K'
- ~

K =0.

(4. L l7)

The second of these excludes axisymetric functions of integration. For

example, if Kl =k.('(IZ) ~ m cp , then R =m-I~(ø~'Z)lwrrm~ and not
YY-l-l(1))z.).a'rcp-+h(~z). We observe that, in the first approximation
in

which (4.Ll4) holds,

I ~:: \" A A n-

B~ :: - ~ " :t · ~11 -'W ~11. '! X

- I A cp -1'-

.: X u. - i; /) . \J X

(4"Ll8)

We expect that on the axis, where both ¡¡SO and Bt, vanish,

~ Ul =

*
x -- limit ~ 00 0 Also dîfficulties may arîse on S . For
example, for steady flows at large magnetic Prandtl numbers, it happens,

in a wide variety of circumstances (d, eog. Roberts, 1967,§6.i), that

*

the interîor flow satisfîes .( 'Q 1- u. ).~O)~~ x13 ¡*l O. (The star empha-

sizes that the leap is to be taken across the boundary layer.) If appli-

x. S~ .

cable here, it would mean that - = 00 on

It may also be noted

that certaîn types of dynamos necessarîly înclude surfaces on which 1.tp

vanishes but 8rp qoes noL

For example, a Backus dynamo model suggests

+ Sl.C
t 1c
that the flow t_:;
-1 +-1
is possibly regenerative. From an5

fîeld, a r; field is produced, whence 13cp is proportional to Ai e.

But ü.l.=t~cp is proportional to A1e~ e , soXocl.6, and is
infinite everywhere on the equatorial plane. Braginskilt (l964a, ! 5) has
given a method by which this type of diffîculty may be overcome. It is

c1ear that Ba; (and therefore X. ) and n. ul vanish on 5
Braginski~ claims

we should, we apply the same conditions on S*' then,

L S#- B ' ~

in the first

If, as

I

approximation (4.Ll4),.§fI:: 0 on S*, and by (4.Ll8),

BfP:' 0 on , Le. = 0 on S in the first approximationo This
1

would also imply that n . B = 0

on 5 in the first approximatîono

It is clear from (4.1.14) tha t if ~' = O(R.-~ then so is "81

Moreover, using also (4.l.l6),

¡ B''l 1
'1' XB'-M
u.,XB1
_ = UflX
-rp+
"cp-i¡
= r- 8; + X u.'aJ (10/)( ~~)
:= F 2~ (X ÝM) - ø XV~Û.MJ (il¡x ~~)
:: ~(Û.I1~~ i )(l~x ~~).

(4. L 19)

- 112 -

It is clear that
our hope

that it

r: '0"1

v~ vanishes to order 1\ , which is consistent with
is O("R-2).

We may simplify (4.1.19) further. Since

~
~I
AB--..AB~ (4.1.20)

we have, for any arbitrary axisymetric vector ~ and any vector

with £ '= 0

f.'

, the result

(ß-p)f:: -(tk-Ê).f'= ~e~'f)f-(~.f).f'J
:= t(F')( f)x 9- .

Fi ,

Thus, taking .: :: YoM and ~ = ro 2. X , we have

rLW(iY:M"\lX
-) i~,NiJ~;;
1 1.iW gMX
(1\~M')XYXJ
i 0 e. ( 4. 1 . 1 9) and (4. 1 . 8) give

E = -iQ: (~~'i ~M)~ 'tX ,

(4.1.22)

or, as Braginskir prefers to write it,

1.e a\t"ltI
\IX

( 4. 1. 23 )

I:. -1"
(iif-A\
-")
XVrp ,
W::-1Ã

(401.24)

S if-)
where

and
I

V ::
Clearly

u/u9' ·

(401.2.5)

~ ll.3 ~

'y. x t :: \J (wU;)X \l X
(fg)

:: f.WUp 2

+ gz \7 (wwLisÐ~x2x

== '!(~)x(wW111/1X)+ £(ÌÑ?UiZp)X(~\7x)

æ - - -

:: g (~)x 'i (w a: U-lL) + y (W'O u-tp))( 2 (~ x )

:: l(~)x '1(wwBtp)t \l(w'Outp)x .?(l) .

(4.1.26)

Now substituting into (4.1.7) gives
(J :: + RfI ( Q.", + cw (w i1 11') J rZ( ~) :

" 1i (y ç ~ 17 f!l ('\t- w "Btp)\ L + ti Bl"

(4.1027)

The remarkable thing about this result is that, if we define new
"effective quantities"

Ae :: Arp t Vi B~, ~e~ ~ fl/V + cw(w iïfPl ø) )

(40 10 28)

to replace Åip and !lM ' then

~~q + R-w a.~. Sl( ~) ~ il B,+ R ( 2 r ~ 2' (tuAe) 1" (4.1,9)
which is exactly the same as we would have in the axisymetric case.

first sight notice:

~eM = ~lI -+ wi (W B$l 1 rp) , Q:eM ': ~ + ew (w iztplq;).

(4.1030)

- 1:A. -

We have yet to show that ifJ:: o(ir:¿) as required for a self-

consistent analysis; this will be done in the next section.

4.2 The expans ion in the asymetries

So far, we ha~e eXlanded ~ in the form

y= u.~lrp,* lt' t~I'J (4.2.1)
,where vi :0 (R-*utp) Jgfr=O(R.~lú.'P) and R =u.(JJ./~. On substituting (4.2.1) intQ the induction equation (4. L 5), we will obtain

-- I - i

by iteration (see § 4~3) a series expansion for 12 of the form

~:: 73rp 1 rp'" 111 + 'S t1 + ~~ l 13J +. . . J ( 4 , 2 . 2)

where I2~ is asymetric( Tl: = 0) and of order 1' in the asymetries

and is therefore of order -l"l
R If we cared to say that U tt . is
independent of lt, y.'

'0 ..1 '1'

to " , the term .!'f

-.I

is proportional to "R ", and Y-11 is proportional

-J.y¡
would be proportional to R ~ , and the axi-

symetric terms ã" and 'SI' of
-,
powers of R 'i commencing with

(4.2.2) would be infinite power series tn

Ci 1. 1-

'R for 0, and R - for.i/, Instead

of supposing this proportionality of the iL fields, which might be inconveaient when we later discuss the equations of motion, we may im~gine

that -i is multiplied by a factor ~

. . .i.

and ~/I by a factor -r , later to

~ ': -I 1:

be set equal to 1

i'n the d t' t
at the same time, -0-1
'\ . in uc :ion equa .ion is

replaced by ~ R The power series we seek then are in powers of to
and, for example, although ~~ is of order R-iri it may also contain terms

of smaller order in 'R . It is clearly a conceptual advantage to expand
I

c

and ç¿ L see (4. L 8) and (4 n 1. 11) J in powers of ç:-' ~ comencing with

'" 115 =

i

E and G:4'
_2.
By

(4.1.l0) we have, taking meridional parts and using (4.1.14)

for a first approximation,

t. -X lL~ + ~ LY'- (G+ Q a~). * 17~'+ i,,' íl ¡k ~ ef i1,,' (4.2.3)

where d.lcit is a "material" derivative based on the axisymetric
meridional flow: in these units

cL '( -0-"

( 4 . 2. 4 )

-e': H + 1\ g.ri' J: 0

the expréssion (4.2.3) can be simplified if it is recalled that, for
i

any asymetric vector, such as G ,

- - M tt -r; -/f - \.' 'T

(\7'/ G) :. i, X rGI - \l (-0G,lJ)J .

(4.2.5)

By (4.2.3) and (4. 1 . 8) we have

- ri ')

~tp = LY'" 'l ?", tf

~ ~f) ~ 7. 'lro ( ~~)( ~:)4l g/f J t t L to ilM X CiJ ?o~ )~l)O +

""

+~.fo (~~)( S/f)~~MJ+ ~ L~~X((~M ~)~~ -t ~~MJJ9') e

(4.2.6)

If we now introduce the expansions outlined above, we clearly have

u.X - -l\
e '
l B""

G"" ='
-'(
- -n-i

i 13'
C :: !: )( -'(H '
-1'

(y¡ ~ ~) ,

(4.2.7)

(n ~~) .

(4.2.8)

..

If we equate powers of , and ~ in (~2.3), we obtain

i - I - '81'
~MI :. X ~M ~ X.. U-1 '

(4.2.9)

- 116 ~

as before, and

E/ = ~ (\I )( ê). :: "1"0 J-r 'I r -G~.. -Y.. (~Grr~JJ
-M;¿
U'P - -3. M ..'1 T L: .. T

(402010)

A

- 1' Utp - u.cp cp A

:: -'0 ul (~M. \J x)- J-i X C_A
""

i 13/

(Since -,
LA 'i
-\ has no 9ì-component, G1~ :. 0 .)

It is clear that

n_u.J
- - -: 0 on S. If, as Braginqkiî' claims we should, we apply the

same condition on S'l, the first term of (4.2ol0) has no normal com-

~ r*.

ponent on S* Moreover, since ~~ and Çl", are then parallel on S~ ,
(40 L24) shows that W::O and (4.1.23) shows then that-).~ = 0 on ~

'0 i i

Then, like ../l1 ' the field '§N¡:. has a zero normal component on

5*.

Nevertheless, even assuming, following Braginski!, tha t an: and b' i¿'
""

S# C. -%)

vanish on , a third order R field will pass into \I . This
is because (Tough, 1967)

B~r ~g' LEM'~~-4'~~l/:xgli'2GM+YX ~3+ ~ rz~~1 -~ ~(X~)JM )

(4.2.11)

and this does have a normal component.

Returning to the evaluation of lr¡ , we see immediately from
(4.2.8-l0) that

t; :: r u: X 'B1 J = 0
l.rp;2
L-M -Mi rp )

(4.2012)

CCP3 r,
:: L~M B'
X -M:l J~ = 0 )

(4.2.13)

since, for the latter, the first term of (4.2. LO) is parallel to ~~

and therefore makes no contribution, while the second term of (4.2. LO)
is independent of r

í
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Thus, as we haa hoped, Grp is O('R-:i), at mosL To show that,
the

indeed, l~~ is non-zero, we make use of (4.2.6). In evaluating

"OJ i

first term of this expression we must use the approximation 121 + ~:i for

73' ; for the remainder it is adequate to take ~: alone. The first,
written, respec-

third, and fourth terms on the right of (4.2.6) may be

tive ly, as

_ w;;~ dX _ J- èii .L(wii1p)+ ~ d~ l(w2iiCD) ~

17 a 2. /J ~ Õw u.ip 'dti ôz. \: 1

- d:: tÜ:~~: +2W;~J+~ ô~ (WÃ~)t~~~ +2W ;~~) ~

(4.2.l4)

i 'a(~-B) - "(-B) w ß

- ~ ~ t \ W cp - B-/i' Y W 0/ - R d.t'
By (4. l. 29) we have

I ~ I 1\ "D ((~\ 1. (A --E ) 1 J +
R elf- =~ Ll J)ip + l r; Î X \! 1.0: cp+ W 1., J. tp

, + lCfI-ò~ (Wiit~- ~x(wüllcp)J'2 Bf '

( 4 . 2 . 15)

which enables us to simplify the last line of (4.2.14).

CollEcting those terms of (4.2. l4) which involve Uil ' those

which involve Ãip , and the remainder gives, respectively,
- ~ §:M' l _(w wEep), . -~ (:L.'t( Wilf_l~~'SZ('O Atp)) 1

(4.2.l6)

- ~ :t (wBf) - ~ Ezx (w.ii.f1l)J -l(atW Bcp). .
I

Finally, after substituting from (4.2.9) for ~Ml ' the second term
of (4.2.6) becomes

- 1 -

E'f~:= R fl 73" J

(4.2.17)

C2 118 ~

r _ r- 1 _ (ii.)( Û + u' Xdi~M~ .¿'" r'rU'r_) ."1 (û.Z)J (4,2,18)
12. - L 'l.lJr - M -M -M 9~)rp + Y/f" iJcp I -1' . OLe¡ J

where Cr',) 9-j 0/) are spherical polar coordinates" Thus, .wé finally obtain
the following dynamo equations (note the definitions (4"L28), and also

( 4 , L 29) and ( 4 . 10 6) J :

òAe. 'R - . ,,¡, A-.) - A- r 13
~ + w ~ elì ':" a: e. - /. e t rp )
¡¡a~ .. RD1 ~eM '2 (~1 r b i3i¡+ 1? ~ l If 'l ('0 fie.)) 'f '

(4,,2,191

(4,,2.20)

wherè r is given, in the present approximation, by (4,2,,18).
The simplification resulting in (4" 2 .19) is absolutely remarkable

and, moreover, as Tough (1967) has shown, persists in the next approximation" Tough has shown that, provided

we redefine Ae and ldeM by

Ae~Ãe+ iÑ E9'+! ~¡y.(&:;W) -¡¡~ -W.~ ( ~ ),

!&eM: Ufl+ 2 X ( w ¡¡~l~+ 1".~ "(u:W) J '

(4,,2,21)

(4.2.22)

where

Vi ~..
t: ru,
;£. L~
M flXfJ ~
) J1

(4.2,,23)

'Y = ~ ti (~'" (~M X ~,,\i¡ J )

then we can

still write the induction equation in the form (4.2,19) and

(4.2,,20), providedr:; ~ + r,3 ,where
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i.( I - -) W-. :2( 1 -) 1 - ..WG:: \1 iJfP Vi. 7,U-cp - _ o\lT: ~ I.rp - ~ 'q u.cp . V _-

- 6_(J i- ( W). V ü. - ~ar ~ V .(W _\ _ 'l'V. (ro )"JW )1+
U!f () (j arl - 'P U-tp ôar - 'O1) - l OlUJ \ 'O" J

(t .

+ j¡:t),~(wu."W1D)+ ~~ ~.(W"iiÇ.), (4,2.24)
where

em =- (!lOr '111",.2 û:z. + ûø ~/J~. 2. llz. + Ûz t¡ u~. y 0.'0 of

I I.. 'a~ 1 t A allzJ

(4.2. 2~)

' + tD I: LJ B tJ+ ri u. 2 u. fl Ô i. )
Cz: - Lû-m £ ~. 2 i1z-i tlz ~ û'a' gu./z. + U:Z ~tû.-a o~ Ûz. -

It.. dD.ø
,.. hI
ãa.~J
-u.,u.z
d -, _.J
- .
'G'" 0: 1X "" z""z Ôz.

(4,2, 2:î,5~)

Suppose u.~ is expanded in the form
:u.~ :: U-(t f; f~M ~ WI tp + §IO Mm 1? ~ ) ·

(4,,2,,26 )

Th~n, by (4.2.l8)
QQ

,r7=.¿:
~ (~(.\rn~)J~'Nxs.;.l: ~'+'Jll1s""n).V e.. -V,lnc. ',\nS1i. L (4,2,,27)
.. m::¡ t L "~f .":\ i.. -Moz- ~ Ml1j X m'Zj"
where SmA is the

ft-component of -M
S,

etc.

It is noteworthy that,

if only one of c. or ,a appears for each m in (4,2.26), i: vanishes.
This shows that creating a M,' by tiltiPlS slightly an axisymmetric con-

figuration won't work; this is not surprising in view of Cowling's theorem.

Further, it shows that the Bullard-Gellman dynamo cannot function in the

'R-,).c: limit (or more precisely in theii- notatlon, in the limit

- 120 =

G ~ oo.~ R -7 00 with r;j"RY. ~ finite limit). One can show,
from (4.2.24) and (4.2.25), that their dynamo also has a zero ~
it fails also in the second approximation for large 7?

observe that, by (4.2. l8),

i, e",

We may also

.r vanishes if 'u.' is toroidal, which agrees
2.

with the result of r 2.4.

Equations (4.2,l9) and (4.2.20) were anticipated by Parker (l955)

in a remarkable, largely qualitative, study, Although parker did not
recognize the need for effective quantities, nor give an explicit form

for (1 in .terms of ':' , he showed heuristically (see 4.5 below), that
equations (4.2.l9) and (4.2,20) might apply to a statistical geodynamo,
to a good approximation.

These notes submitted by

Michae 1. E" McIntyre

4A. Further Developments of Braginski~' s Theory,

~nd Applications of It

4,,3 Electromagnetic Boundary Layers

We have already observed that Braginskií's method is a singular

perturbation scheme. In essence we have written

.d .. Yi\"

, IJ~ ~ u. "R -~n A ~l: A 'R-~'n

_. \I =0 -n ) - ri:o - n ~

j3::,£ '?h 'R :l ere.?

(4.,3,1)

in the interior region, and have chosen Y:o to be in the (l -qlrection.
We have substituted into (4.l. 4), collected terms in R - '/ia'f, and obtained
rew

!Jo)('§n~-tu.lxB 1+

~~ +A~I'.J,;J "
i..i-t -1'- L - S+01.
cr~:: "'-:2

(4.3,,2)

~121""

taking 120 parallel to

The first of these equations was satisfied by

., rl-l ..

!:o ' Le, in the cp-direction, And generally a knowie~ge of "§() to

cB determined the right of (4,,3.2), and hence'¡¡,H)~'. Br",. Ih 'other words,

we have solved, and successively refined, the field in the "mainstream"
''-

$

or ii interior regionll far from

We should supp lement this by an

analysis of the boundary layers' on S, If wè confine ourselves to the
kinematic dynamo problem, .1: is specified, and does not alter as the

we may regard y: and l!: as

limit "R ~.. is taken. In other words,

being 0(1) in the induction equation (4.1.5).
in

8-J\J~B= OCB)

Thus, we mus t have

I ~where
whence o/C)n = o ('R
-I/~)

the boundary layer,

n is the normal to S The boundary layer is, then, an electromagnetic
is associated

skin of thickness 0 (R-'1a) over S Actually, the layer

with the asymetric

only, since, by the familiar

components of field

arguments of §' 3, the axisymetric fields do not change as we follow the

motion in the lr -direction" Thus Bmust satisfy on
$*, the edge of the
boundary layer, the conditions required of it on S. Recalling that W
that

and dW/dh vanish on 5*, we see

-

(13q): (Aei: \. ;~e ì = 0, an

s*,

(4.3.3)

oJd'a,est it appears that this scheme should always work, even, for example,
when 1Jn is axisymetric, we should observe that, at each level of

this

iteration, an important consistency requirement arises. The left of (4.3.2)

can have no c: -component. For ii'n ' this causes no I?roblem, since the
~ ?F 71-2. can be chos,£n specially to eliminate the(l -compoilent pn the
right of (4.3.2), For §." , however, Jtp.~P?'-2. vanishes, and a condition arises on §o to ~n-l' One can, in fact, regard (4.2.l9) and (4.2.20)

\ I -,. -., T

as being eqiiivåleht to these consistency conditions" (Write ilM+ 1 m U)d ::

~ Q.n 7? - y., '1 ~ and equate powers of 1t -~, )
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conditions we will apply to the solutions of Braginskit's equations

constructed be low.
i

Braginski~ has examined the boundary layer for E in two main
cases. The first is

when ,l 0 on 5 ; he then calls these boundary

layers "regions of concentrated generation", since he can show that
the value of £rp in them is "RY" larger than in the interior region.
-Y:¡

Since the thickness of the boundary layer is of order ~ , the sources
within the layer are, in i,ntegrated effect, as important a source of

e .m. f. as those outside. The second case is when' = 0 on S ; he then
calls the boundary layers "resonant surfaces". Here he finds a curiosity:
I

that the outward-penetrating normal component of ~ is of order

-11 l1

B r?Y" '/7 E . Both types of boundary layer are passive in the sense

that one can develop the interior solution first without reference to

them. Later, if one fee¡s inclined, one can return to them and fit a
boundary layer to match the interior field to a potential field outside.
This is not surprising in view of the fact that an

electromagnetic

bounâ-

ary layer cannot usually do morè than match B . b or ~ X rl. If therefore

..

we choose the magnetostatic potèntial field in V to match 13 ~ 'Q , we will
then be able to produce a boundary layer to match 13)( '.. This procedure
will, incidentally, introduce at the same time a new field O(R.-V'- 'êX D)

outside, which requires matching to a higher-order interior solution,

and so on.
It is, of course, more realistic to regard L. as

by the solution of

being determined

the hydrodynamic equations. Although this topic more

properly be longs to § 7 be low, we may observe here that the Lorentz force

~l:n ~

on

the boundary layer just constructed is 0 ('RY2.), as X. -- oa. ~,priori,

this might result in such a severe modification to ~ that the assumption
that gand \J!: is 0(1) as 'R ~ 00 is violated, and the analysis fails
to be self-consistent. This occurs,

Hartmann flow, where

for example, in

(when the Lorentz forces are included in a self-consistent way) the

boundary layer thickness is neither of order iLhL (as above), or Y V~
(as for a hydrodynamic flow at large Reynolds numbers), but of order

IY¿'VjJ¡;/¡s-'n-r, where (it is supposed) ~.n =1 0 . Since the same
may be true for our dynamo models, we have not expounded Braginski~' s

boundary layer theory here, but will return to the topic in § 703.

4.4 The rapidly-fluctuating dynamo
Braginski1 (1946b) considered a generalization of his nearly axi-

symetric dynamo in which g! was not only asymetric in rp but rapidly
varying in time:

.. :e)" -em .e -e )

.¡l = ~...í: u-i ei:rr((/-$De)= ¿/LI

where !d~m = ('3~ (_ ni ))* and Cl: (t);: - Cf_ e (t:)

(4.4ol)
Similarly he divided

the axisymetric parts into series of the form

- 'r ~ H ? - l1 e - ftt

~" =- S fiIß/J e-r:~, -u =:s u. e-/.~e

He supposed that !:'l.f) ~m' !J/ftam cPe are slowly-varying functions of
time (i.e. -ald=- 0,(11) as in the earlier modeiJ, but not CfeJ_c) , which
then, however, has to be almost linear in t. Thus

the alar operator

is small except when it operates on the phases. Analogously to the A

, h' d d At . f' . t' d

operation e intro uce a operation or integration over .' ime an

'-
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a -t operation for averaging over time. He obtained equations for
the double cP and t

average

=t

by very similar methods to those

explained above. Indeed, it is almost pointless to repeat his analysis.
The final equations for the averaged quantities are identical with

(4.2.l9) and (4.2.20) above, We must, however, now define r as

r == f ~ (~~) ~ (40403)
where, for each phase -e individually, ~ is given by the time average
of (4.20l7). Eoundary conditions, etc. are similar.
For just one wave in the ~ -direction these results are not in the
least surprising: our findings should be independent of an arbitrary

rotation about the axis of rotation, by the invariance of the induction

equation to such a transformation. What Braginski! has shown is that the
same results are still true when one has many wav~s, all propagating with

different (rapid) angular velocities about the axis of symetry, which
no transformation to a rotating frame can simultaneously make slow.

4.5 ~namo in a cylinder
Inthis section,. and in 9' S 4.7 and Sol, we will give applications

of Braginski!' s method. It may be wondered how this search for finite

eigenvalues can be compatible with the limit 'R ~ 00 supposed. There is,
however, no contradiction. The eigenvalue sought is really not R

rather it is C('iR , where 0( measures the degree of asymetry of.! (e.g.
c: = RilI!!/il~1 averaged over the flow). We seek solutions in which 0( --OJ
'R-' 00 but 0(2 ~ -- finite limit = required eigenvalue.

Tough and Gibson (l968) have solved Braginski'' s system in a cylinder 0
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Apart from the plane model to be considered in chapter 5, this is the
simplest example

yet studied. They chose

Üt = mV ('0) ~ (4,5. l)
~' ::fr(1)V(m)Wn ~?,'-l~(ø) VCfi;J.o tf,"O~(OJ)Vfa)~f) J (4.5.2)
and ~M = -c.(vvü11cf),so that

They obtained

U-eM =0.

(4.5.3)

r =i~i.~I

(4.5.4)

and basic equations

, n t U) e".
(i_A)A-

( ;t - 6 ) 7t =

p ~ Sip J

_ a:"R V i â Ãe .
"dZ

(4.5.5)
(4.5.6)

Seeking solutions proportional to Øtp((Jt+t()2.), they obtained

(J)~ t1 D - ~~ .. ~- cr)Ãe = -(Dp)(l)~) Bcp )

(4.5.7)

(n't rÈ D - æ-~ - 0.'" - Cí)~~"" i. fk R rn (DV) Ae. ,

(4,5.8)

where D:. ()/'d(J. They then concentrated on the case

1J = -p ( I .. 0:) ') ~:: Qø-, V:: t 1Jø.3,J

where ~ Q and 1) are constants, so that r- is s imply- 'PQ
Introducing

(4.5.9)
constant.
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Bcp = ¡o G BSO ) ~ = ("p Q v ) R )

(4.5.,10)

equations (4.5.7) and (4.5,8) become, after dropping the tilde,

\.. + õ: - iõ - a. .. a")Ae = B~ '

IT'' '.1 1 ~ ~- -

(4.5.11)

('J1 1 .. - ''' 'A-

(4.5,12)

D -+ ø D - t) - a. - cr') 'Bq' =: LO.ii 'Z e'

Outside the conductor

"ap=AÂ,:: 0; Â,= O(-W-1)j'Ø ~.o ~

(405,13)

showing that Ãro( 1.(1(Q,) where K denotes the modified Bessel function of
the second kind. Since we have the jump conditions

(Arpì= (;~) = (Bcpì= 0) an -(:: 1.,
and since Ap= Ae on af= J

( 4 . 5 . 14)

, we have

:/

- J

1)4

_ Q. Ki (a.)

,Ae

K1 (0-)

B=O)
, 0" (7::'~

( 4 .5 . l5 )

These two conditions, together with the condition that )1e and lB~ are
bounded in the cylinder, pose an eigenvalue problem for 0- which, in general,
is complex.

Instead of specifying Ì\ and seeking cr, Tough and Gibson set

~(fS=O) , and sought À and ~(rJ), so that a solution to (4.5.11),
(4.5.l2) and (4.5.15) exists. This, incidentally, is consistent with our

remarks at the beginning of this section. In seeking À , they imply that

R -" 00 , 0( = "PQV ~ 0 and that À (their product) takes a finite
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value. The eigenvalues they obtained are shown in Figs. 4. 1 and in the
tab le be low:

a.

-À

2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6

l4707.01
1407 L 89

13613.43
13294.28
13087.77 .

l2973.73
l2936.74

l2964.4l

13046.52

-1 (IS

49.94
5L49
53. l8
55.05
57.05
59.22
61. 55

64.05
66.70

These eigenvalues are surprisingly large. They have a minimum

4.6 Parker i s dynamo mode 1

The work of Parker (l955) foreshadows that of Braginski~ in some
of its essential ideas, although it was partially based on heuristic
arguments rather than on a completely self -consistent approximation scheme.
Parker was quite explicit about the details of the regenerative

term r 13e¡

in (4.2.l9): Consider a region in the core of the Earth, so small in
extent that we

may regard the field in it as uniform throughout, and intro-

duce a local cartesian coordinate system( ~ J 7, t)where ~points south,
~ points

east and r points radially outwards. Hence , locally, the

~ t -planes are meridian planes, and the toroidal field is

13 Cf =- ~lrp - Bi 1 ~

(4.6.l)

Imagine how that there is an upward flow along the '-axis which also
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has a vorticity about that axis. Dynamically this is not too implausible;
rotation will result from the Coriolis forces associated with any conver~

gence or divergence in horizontal (l; ~) planes that may be taking place
a phenomenon common enough in the atmosphere, for example. In p~rticular,
if we imagine fluid flowing into the base of a rising column somewhere
in the northern hemisphere of the core, an elementary consideration of

Coriolis forces suggests that the rising column will be rotating counter-

clockwise. Opposite rotational forces apply to the efflux at the top of

the column. It may be noted, incidentally, that Kahle, Kern and Vestine
(l967) have, fpllowing a model by Roberts and Scott (l966), deduced motions
near

the surface of the core from observations of the geomagnetic fie ld

and its secular variation at the Earth's surface. Although the errors invalved, in this process of extrapolating fields so far downwards, are so
large as to make it doubtful if their results are quantitatively very

reliable, it is interesting to notice that the velocity fields they obtain

seem to have "whorls" of the type which might be expected on Parker l s l¡ieas~Jt 0
Let t = yi( ~ +1.") . Consider the fluid motion

kL~= -(¡01£(p), U/?7:f.;eS(f)) u~=WG 1?(I),

(4,6,2)

whère Rand 5 vanish for large f and have a maximum for f = 0 , and We

and ~o are constants. ~ representing the rising or falling motion and
Wo the vertical vorticity created from it by the Corio

lis forces, as

above. Thus Wo We is of one sign for all cyclones in the northern hemisphere, and of the opposite sign for all cyclones in the southern hemispher~.

*

. I am grateful to R. Hide for pointing this out to me. (P ,H .R.)

Figure 4.3.

Fig u re 4. 4 .
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;Supposing vV)O ,the vertical u, motion of (4.602) raises the toroidal
the u.é and U¿: motions turn

field lines into roughly an ll-shape, and

the S' round so that .it has anon-zero projection in the meridian (~ r)
is

plane. This is shown by the solid lines of Fig. 4.3. There

some

conceptual advantage in dividing the field '8 , created by (4.6.2) from

§.rp' into two parts:

(i) the projection, BH, of~. onto the horizontai(, ~plane...
is similar to that

This field, spawn in Fig. 4.4,

which would

be created by (4.6.2) when 'Wo= 0;

(ii) the remainder ~ - 'S H . This can be obtained by adding to the

field shown by the solid ribbons in Fig. 4.3, the field-~H~
represented by the broken ribbons iÌl that figure. The fields

'Eand ~l-'are identical for large-enough f ' so that the

field ~-"'i- forms closed loops. The loop of ~ -~i.arising from
the field line -Pc¡ (see Fig. 4.3) is shown in Fig, 4.5(a), while
Fig. 4.5(b) shows its projection in the r r -plane. LThe arr.ow

in Fig. 4,5(a) indicates the direction from which the loop is

viewed to give Fig, 4.S(b)J

The field -s- ~tp. induced by the cyclone (4.6.2) from the inducing
field 'êrp maybe thought of as the sum of ~ -~ Hand -lf.- 'êrp' The ~ -~H
field? pictured in

one in the S r -plane, and

Figs. 4.5, may be considered to be the sum of two' loops,
the other in the?z r -plane (see Fig, 4,6). The

corresponding line of -gf.- ~tp is also closed, since 'S ~and ~'P .are identical at infinity,

and forms two loops in the ,:~ -plane having oppositely

directed circulations (see Fig. 4.6).
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All these arguments concern one cyclone, Now imagine many such
cyc lanes distributed

throughout the core. To satisfy continuity, we suppose

that there are roughly as many with one sign of vv in each hemisphere as

with the other. We may expect that the overall magnetic field created by

these cyclones can be obtained by suming the loops shown in Fig. 4.6,
allowing them to coalesce with reinforcement or cancellation, according
to

sense, in the

way suggested by the heuristic ideas of f 1.2. Moreover,

armed with the BraginskH.'weapons (see particularly r 4.4) we might hope to
be able to formalize

the arguments with a fair degree of rigour 0

Gbnsider the coalescence of loops in the ~~-..yZ ,- and r -; -planes
separately'. It is clear that the loops in the g~-plane will cancel on
average. Indeed according to Fig. '4.6 they do so for one cyclone alon€!

Consider now two cyclones in the northern hemisphere (say), which are

identical except that one has positive W while the other has negative
Wo (Remember that f.o We is of the same sign for each!) Repeating,
with the necessary minor modifications, the arguments given be low (40602),

we see that the loop created in the; '-plane, by the negative-.~ cyclone
is the same as that for the positive- ~ cyclone, while the loop created
in the f r -plane is in the oppos ite sense. Thus the former loops tend to

reinforce on coalescence, while the latter tend to cancel. Furthermore, it
is noteworthy that, mutatis mutandis, the dynamically analagous motions in
the southern hemisphere produce loops in meridian planes that reinforce
those in the northern hemisphere (i. e. give a non-zero dipole

proviæded "B,iS of the opposite sign. Thus,

to create an

moment) ,
we seem to have a mechanism

average field, l , in'meridian planes, from the initial
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toroidal field (131)

What is more, this is in the right sense to

produçe, in turn, reinforcement of the toroidal field, provided that
the azimuthal component of the velocity field has, on average, the radial

variation expected on the assumption that fluid elements tend to conserve

their angular momentum on rising and falling through the core. To see
this, consider the sequence shown in Fig. 4.7. The right half of (a)

shows an initial axisymetric poloidal field; the left half indicates
a toroidal shearing motion which tends to conserve angular momentum, L e"

Up is eastwards (out of paper) in the shaded region and westwards

(into paper) on the left unshaded region" This shear distorts -Ð in the
manner schematically represented in (b), the resultant field being perhaps

best thought of as the sum of the original poloidal field togetlier with
the toroidaL axisymetric Br¡ field shown in (c), which, it should be
noted, has opposite signs in northern and southern hemispheres. One rising,

counterclockwise (viewed from above!), cyclone in tlie northern hemisphere,
of the type (4.6" 2), with WIT) 0 and ~)O , distorts Fcp as shown in Cd)"

-

Clearly the component of B created by the cyclone is southwards, L e"

~..

it reinforces the initial field (a)"

The above simple picture is suggestive, but of course leaves many

questions unanswered. Why, for instance, should the twisting of a loop
obligingly cease after it has turned through one right angle? If the
i

loops twistedciuch further, the regeneration would appear to be quite in-

effective. (One might perhaps try to invoke the Lorentz force to limit the
amount of twisting.)

The actual way in which parker incorporates these ideas into the
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dynamo would seem rather unsatisfactory, but he does introduce a source
term

(or rather its harmonic components, denoted by-l.( "'YlS /'/ , in

Parker's paper) essentially the same as Braginski~' s r Br ,to repre-

sent. th~, creation of Acp by the loops. Braginski~' s treatment of the
dynamo models is altogether more satisfactory; nevertheless Parker's work
was

prophetic .

4. 7 Dynamo in a sphere

According to the Braginski!, formalism, we require axisymetric
solutions of the induction equation with an extra sOurce .of field, J ,

added, i. e.,

aB
.
n
ri
",
'õt ~ - .. -

,

-= :. 'R ew (u.)t "B ) - cu 'B + 1?'¿

(4.7.l)

(d. (20503)J where, in sphericaL polar coordinates (nJ;),cp).J

)l ~ L Jt~ e ~ (r Bf MÍ e), - :. :11 (nf'8'f) , oJ. (4..2)
Here r = r(n)Ei) is the generation term, given to first order by (4.2.8);

- - !

and the fields u. and "" appearing invol¡ve the axisymetric effective fields
given, to the

same accuracy, by (4.1.28)i
In seeking solutions of

(4.) . l) appropriate to a sphere, we ITay make

use of the Bullard-Gellman expansion technique explained in §2.5. From
the axisymetry of the fie lds involved, we see

- -

that A"cw J vanishes iden-

tically, where It is the radius vector. It follows that.J does not affect
the toroidal part of B at all, and, if we expand the fields Cd. (205. l-2)J

~ ~ e ~ ~

~ =¿ ($ 0( + f~ ), s:: ¿ (SO( + Tex ), r:: ~ r ~

(407.3)

~13 3 .~

where r':,"=~oc Cn.Jt)~(c. e) , we obtain

(2.5,7) as before:

(\j~- ;,JTa(: ~&; L(SOf~ ï;)t(t~S,81)+ (SO( 1t)+(t i; Tifl) (4,7;4)
where (SOl Sß\!¡) etc are the coupling integrals Ed. (205,8-9Ð '
and \/'" , in its effect on -r OT Sy , is given by (2.5,5),
The equation. for the poloidal components of ~ is

obtained by

taking the .scalar product of (4.7. l) with Y't!J ' and integrating over

e and fJ

We obtain (cf,(2, 5. 6D, .

(\7~~)~= R~ (~S,.q+(t.S",St)t~.. i; -ç)+ (Ç. 1; S,)J ,

(4.705)

where
Sr\, ~ Cr~ t ~Jd.el1'

(c.~~)= . ntcllr+V%Y;4ÎG.ledxl' ·

(4.7,6)

It is easily seen,. by integ-ration by parts, and use of the relatibn

l~~--a1;/õé ,that
((Vd rr.i:~Jdêt:(f=-QO(i;((~ 'P~ -l~.weoledqi=..i~-iG~'~: ~ (4.7.7)

))Ilfde L'~ ~ ôi: T ,0 )) ~;~ t ,r/~1 '

wher~ G'~O(~~t is a Gaunt integral CCf.(2.5010~ :

() 1 1 S1f "01 1

G no(
:: 'i
"P ()
'ric(
"Y\
~Ylr
~ 4Ú
't e d. e ..

(4,7,8)

By the usual selection rules (of. Bullard and Gellman, 1954, p. 229), the
integral (4,7.8) vanishes unless 'YQ( -+ Y'ß+ Yl'( is even and can form the

sides of a "triangle" degenerate cases (e,g, hoe': ~ .¡ T\l( ) counting as

triangles "Wemay now write (4,7.6) as
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t C;(:
~ gi: )8
ricK1Y) 1
ri '(

(rea 1St):= -

(4.7,9)

lit (1'l i) G: hO ~

Y '(

As in the Bullard-Gellman case it is inevitable that, even with
simple choices such as (4.7.11-12) below, an infinite train of field
the coupling term

harmonics is excited. Nevertheless, the presence of

(rto 15)') can, on this occasion, lead to rapid convergence 0 Thé solutions
of (4.7.4-5) selected

must, by (4.3.3), obey the same surface conditions

as those required of the Bullard-Gellman model, namely Cd. (2.5. l2)J

'I ~ n '( - ,,""'l 'l . . )I

T:: dSt + (riitl) S .. 0 ,. Jt=- 1 . ((4 7 LO"
We have here selected the

radius of the sphere

as unit of length. We

will also use a typical azimuthal flow speed as unit of velocity.

In applying this formalism to Parker's model, we would like ~~
to have a dipole component. This suggests that 5 might be represented
by a series of odd harmonics. We wish the toroidal shear to produce a

B If reversing in both hemispheres. This suggests that we take t. to be
composed of odd harmonics, and T to be composed of even harmonics. The

(C1 S'1) term is then non-vanishing if r involves odd harmonics. We set
t1 = U(lL) ~ (ceS)) 5.7= n;(n) P2.( Cb e) ~

(4.7.11)

and all other components of ~ zero 0 Also we set

r = ~~) Cl, (ct e)- -l (CO e)J '

(4.7,12)

and all other components, d"t ' of r, zero. This conforms with Braginskit's
choice

(Braginskit, 1964c, eqs. 2.1.2-4). He states

that it is easy to find
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examples leading to (4,7. l2) and gives two:
(a)tl:O,U~=U(I-l)~ 2~~~t~t ~f(n.)~~- ~IfJ,
(b) y.~ =u(I-)/) ~~G:i ;t. (11 ~ r - ¡ 1-;" r qi J(ln ~ -1s.,¡).

1 .2
(Here h) k¡ '~2- are arbitrary const.ants, and + is an arbitrary funct ion.)

no difference

Incidentally, W ~Ofor both these choices, so that there is

between an effective field and its parent field.

The introduction of the poloidal flow (4.7 .ii) does not destroy
the symetry argument just given, and ~ and i- may be expanded as
DO

00

,S =¿ S~'l 1 , T::L:T
$
YI ::" 2 YH"~

n=6 +

The poloidal flow also provides

an extra degree of freedom. For, when

we talk about dynamo waves (3' 5, l), we shall find that there are no

steady solutions if LA = 0 ; only migratory waves are possible 0 Bragin-eM.
skiî argues that the same is likely

to be true here,

and, since it is

easier, numerically, to solve for steady dynamos rather than oscillatpry

ones, he decides to retain the poloidal flowa~ ' and choose ~ in such
a way that B is steady,
It may be observed that (4.7.13) oniy includes flows involving

~ cp and ~ cp. The thought here is that the equatorial dipole of the
Earth is its predominant non-symetric magnetic feature. (This may be
arguable if one recollects that such inferences s'hould be made at the
core

surface 0) On Braginski~' s ideas, in fact, the asymetry of the geo-

magnetic field is no accidental feature but a necessary part of the genera-
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tion mechanism. Indeed, if

~

i ~31 = 0 ('R-~)
(4.7" 15)

I J¿" I '

we

i
see that, supposing .ê.3 is the field of the equatorial dipole,
R for the core is 20, approximately (but see below). Since the equa-

torial dipole does not move as rap:idly as the other asymetric harmonics
i

in the.irwesterly drift, we might expect that, with a !: depending on

CJCf and ;U f, we should choose a '1 in (4.7.11) in such a way that
the field becomes non-oscillatory. These, it should be noted, are essentially dynamical inferences. As far as the induction equation is con-

cerned, .Y only enters in averaged form in r , and any other non-axisymmetric flow would do as well, provided it gave the same ¡i . Nevertheless,
if the field is predominantly steady and has a Oi rp and /. cp dependence,

it may be "sensible" to suppose that u! is steady and has the same

cp -dependence also.

.t

Braginski1. (l964c) seeks normal mode (etCù ) solutions" He integrates

(4.7.4-5) in three cases, using (4,,7.ll-l4) and the following choices of

u., V and G :
Model I (Homogeneous case)

U(ti):: fL (1-n/)~ V(it) = -1oj3nf"(7 -)1):

(4"7,,l6.I)

G( It)=. - if cxoan.3 (i-n.): (rX/;e coSÎMJ 1$).

(4.7017.1)

Model II (First case with inner core)
U0'):: .(C/-~: v(n.) = -10ß ri3(IZ-Oltf)(I-I?)~

(4.7" l6.II, III)

G.(n.)~ - ~~o;9,(rL_().~)P.(7_/t):

(4.7.l7.II)

0,'
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these

holding for 1;:n ~Ji~ = Q,'f = radius of inner core. In the solid

~ -'-M.

inner core 0i.cJ1L'), 1./ ü. , F and G are taken to be zero and u(n)/Il a
constant angular velocity chosen so that the net electromagnetic torque
on it is zero.

Model III ($econdcase with inner core)
This is the

same

as model II, except

-- ,

Ji - o,'f
G =- - j76 O(~It~"4(1-~)(l-A~)J~ ~

(4.7.l7.III)

"Ihere ÌI is arbitrary.

Braginski~ solved the ordinary differential equations (4.7.4-5)

for these models by truncating after IV pairs of ¡r and 5 harmonics, and
transforming them into integra-differential equations, using the very
simple Green's functions of the \/1 operator (WhiCh, by (2.5.5), is of
the form oLld./t"'+21t-id/cln-n'((Vl~+1))t-.2J. He divided the range

o¿n~1 (orlt('5Ji~l) into 60 grid intervals, used the trapezium rule
for the integrals, and central differences for the first-order derivatives which are still present. The set is solved by iteration using,.
for each step, the estimate of the solution obtained at

the previous step

to evaluate the integrals. Values of oZ and f3 were sought for which
steady solutions are possible: lW (w)=:J (tV): O.
The method was found to converge well, as evinced by the succes-

sive estimate of the eigenvalues for ¡y = l, 2, 3 and 4 (the highest level

of truncation Braginski! considered). Rather surprisingly, perhaps, the
results obtained depended on how the iteration was started. For model I

and N = 4, for instance, he obtained
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DC

.3 3. 45

ß

6. l67,

0(

3 1. 63,

ß

lO.484,

(4.7.18.1)

for two particular Bets of starting conditions. Of course, the final

eigenfunctions were also different. This auggests that (ovèr a range
of ¡.at least) it was not, after all, necessary to introduce two parais always

meters (ex and j3 ) to make é5( w) and f (w) both vanish; there

a value of DC for which a steady dynai:oexists. This is brought out by
Braginskit's results; for a range of values of f =/3/0(, he obtained stationary dynamos at the following:

f

DC

0.4
0.5

38.94
35. l8
33.43
32.08
33.67

0.52

34. lO

O. l2
O. l5

O. l85

At either extreme of p , the convergence was slow, and iterations for

p = 0.11 and p= 0.6 (also for p= 0 and e¿,O) blew up. He surmised that
the' steady solutions only exist in this band of p

The weak dependence

of oc on f is noteworthy.
Integratipn of Models II and III proceeded similarly. For example,
he obtained
Mode 1

II:

t

0.5;

Mode 1

III:

p

0.5,

0( = 34.3474,

(4.7..l8.II)

1.8;

(4.7. l8DlII)

.À =

~ = 30.9652.

The value of À in the latter of these provided the best fit with the

~ 13 9 ~

observed poloidal field at the Earth's surface. Ihe integrations
(5.7. l8) were the bases for his subsequent comparisons with the geo-

magnetic field.
- V2.

It is important to point out again that .~. is not really our

expansion parameter. Actually the degree of asymetry is 0( 'R-II;¡, as
we have seen LCf. dis-

may be seen from (4.7.13,l7). Although, as

cussion below (4.7 .5D, (IF.M/1 :ê;I)2.is. of the order òf 20 for the

Earth, this really provides an eS,timate of R./~'- and not 'R. In all

the integrations reported above, 0. ';:::::::';'30, so that R ~ l8, 000. This,
Braginski! asserts, is unreliable, because the constant ft in the relation implied, vlz.
.

I ~; I ~lA ~ J
1' R y,

(4.7.l9)

I ~M I
is very sensitive to the precise model chosen for integration. It should
be pointed out, before proceeding, that if equations (4.7.4-5) are
examined in detail, the ratio of poloidal to toroidal field is not

( o(!R i¡~'), but
J ~J11

I Bfl

~

-.
c£
R

(4.7.20)

In order to obtain more reliable information, Braginskit studied

the electromagnetic core-mantle coupling. Taking the electrical of the
lower mantle to be 400 mho/m (cf. Eckart, Larner and Madden, 1963), he
obtained agreement with the observed time-scale (-- 10 years, he says)

of the variation in the length of the day. He also applied this coupling
theory to the westward drift, supposing that the relative motion of

field and mantle represent a genuine fluid flow. This is in contrast to
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the imaginative suggestion of Hide (l966) that the westward drift is
primarily a wave

notion. Although Braginski't seems to feel this idea is

at least partially correct (cf. Braginskit, 1964c, p.583), it is hard to

accept in toto for the following main reason. (See also f 9 of Bullard and

Gellman, 1954.)
It seems likely that the dynamic balance within the Earth is pri-

marily between Lorentz forces, Coriolis forces, and pressure gradient

Gf. eq. (7.2.l9)

J -;2
B

be iow1 :

- .,
R. :: BI'

2. Sl U(fJ
= -= .= o(')/tc. ).p ?
r I7c?f

(4.7.21)

using (4.7.20). Here Jtc.is the core-radius,R;ïLCfnr/i is the usual

magnetic Reynolds number, and f is the density. If VI' ia the Alfvén
velocity based on the poloidal axisymetric field f1~ ' we may rewrite
(4.7.2l) as

R = 2:;!! ~i-. (4.7.22)
l'

Taking/~(:: 5 gauss, we obtain Vp-:'I.~ /O_3.,lS Forifl==/S/o-ifS-l"
Z=lmi;(seefi.i), andeX::30as before, (4.7.2l) gives

R =. 6300, (4.7.23)

implying, incidentally, that:
~rp -:. 2. m mjs ,

( 4. 7 . 24 )

compared with the westward drift velocity of about 0.6 ro/so

Braginskit uses his models to estimate the Joule heat loss in the
I

core, and finds it difficult to believe, bearing in mind the theoretical

maximum efficiency of a heat engine, that the convection driving the

geodynamo (if it is convection!) is thermal in origin. He favours the
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the floating up

notion that the stirring of the core is effected by

of a light silicate to the base of the mantle,
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S. Dynamos in Unbounded Conductors
5. 1 Parker's Migratory Dynamo Wave

Today we discuss dynamo waves, a subject initiated by parker

(l955). We will consider fields with a high degree of "two-dimensionality".
We should, therefore, emphasize at.the outset. that the anti-dynamo theorem

for two-dimensional dynamos is not violated, This theorem is, essentially,
a form of Cowling's theorem where the independence on r¡ is replaced by

independence on a space coordinate, for example, Z

It states that

fields independent of z cannot be maintained by dynamo action (cf. e. g.

Cowling, 1957, 9' 4) .
First, we consider the original migratory dynamo waves of parker

(l955), but using Braginska's formalism as applied to a plane layer.
This can be obtained from the theory of Sect. 4 by replacing the ~ -coordi-

nate by z and taking an appropriate 1J -- 00 limit (to remove the curvature effects). The primary flow ~. and primary field ~ are both parallel

to the direction of z and independent of z . Averages, again denoted by
bar, refer to ~ ; primes to fields dependent on Z , and hats (") to inte-

grations of such fields over z. The magnetic field is the sum of

- õÃ(x'~jt)
B( t)J
-B--r LÔÃ(J'I~/t)
ô~ ) 'O;i'
x.l ~.l
,
where A. =fO..'T
B ,-01
and(1
E:::_YlO-)
0 R B.
-1 -)

(5.1.l)

The fluid velocity is the sum of

u.; ('d~~,~), - d¡;êJ(:'~)' ü. (1(, ~) J )

(5. L 2)

- OIR-1-)
) (.) . The Braginskit equal' u. , and ~i::(o_V,.
0C" ¡¡, where
u. .:Oil
where V:i
tions become
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~Ãe +"R (d~ -l _ dVe. l)A :: \l'A + r B
ât a~ ôx. 'ô:x a't'Î ê- e ~
õB + (dUe. -l _da ~- _ :Z"B _ "R(êni. ~ _ dtT ~) -

'at R ()~ dX Eô~1B-\J. ()~ ()"j Ö)')G~ Ae,

(5.1.3)
. (5.1.4)

where

(5,1.5)

Vë =- v+ wAJJ ,Ãe; A + W 'B.s
and

W .2¡¡.
=.
-xu.. ~ 1
., -n
( -M:z
AU.'M
)
(5.1.6)
r ;; J~ (~x ~;1-i (S!~(-~x). gM (~)J.

Now M denotes the(x.;~) -components.
Suppose
u. = ri( -i) ,

and

u: = (u, (~)OO ~z, u. C~)4ii-z, í d'ìC'11 CI 'FJ '

so that by (5.l.6)

(5.1.7)

. 1

W = W(l.)::
l-. - Ui U.
d .2~¡¡
:i ~
(5.1.8)

r = r (Ll)
q. u,~UL
-i g (.LL:)d~
A.
d 0= Ü.
Cf+ cL~

(':) 1

Select V to be

if = v(~) = - -w(~)u(~),

(5.1.9)

so that
.~ ::0.

(5.1.l0)
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Equations (5olo3) and (5.to4) then become

al\::\7~Ã +r13"

at e

(5.1.11)

d 8 _ ii o:B- '0 d. u

ôAe

at - v -1\ d.

'òx. .

~

(5.1. l2)

The coefficients in this equation are independent of J(. We may
therefore seek solutions in the form of plane waves traveling in the
X. -direction:

e. "de )

Ã =A (LÀ) ¡(ie,,-w!)

oL~ e ..

8:. B I) ¿(~x.-wt)

(5.L13)

To make further progress, we specialize yet further by arranging
. thatc!u/d.~and r are constant; for example

í1 :: u.¡)~

Url.:a= Vø~tW ~~)

(5.1.l4)

where U(' and Vo are constants. Then

r: 'û( ~or,

(5.L15)

and (5.l.ll) and (5.l.l2) become

d..Ao (Lt., )A (Yo ) B

d i-?- - ('f - i.w ., = - 'b t.o ..
d. ~ So _(k'J_ iw\-a : i k "R LL A

ol ~ -i ,I 'J 0 lJ D ,.

(5.1.l6)

(5.Ll7)

Parker obtained solutions of these equations which are independent

of 'i and are

appropriate to an unbounded mechanismo In this case~e have

( k 0._ ¿ W )~ = i ~ (R '::: ) .

Suppose

(5.Ll8)

~.u'o':O (,:e. rdri/d'l)oo). IfA".o,(S.1.18) gives
k.~- ~W := (7 -i.) ( k R'f VD'L)Y~
.2 u. /J

(5.Ll9)
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For waves which neither increase nor decrease in amplitude, Où is
real and, equating real and imaginary parts, we obtain

.i

~ = w= ( k .iIitV:
lkO))1(,
or
'6
k. =( Rivo~ \,
:.u.~ j

- ~

w- (R'kd
,:jAo
v"J)%

(5.1.20)

C= wT

~.,

('R2i.ø
'I :i)~

where C is the phase velocity. Had we supposed that 1i.c 0 ,

. (5.L2l)
we

would have found that the signs of both k and U) in (5. l.2l) would

have reversed, but C would have remained the same. This corresponds
to a progressive wave traveling in the positive X-direction. Note that

by (5.l.l6) and (5.l.l9),

1-. ,n,i
--/1..
".."

13d=e "l ,,YIfl,Vo Ao J

(5.1.22)

( .. )0/3
showing a 450 phase lag often characteristic of a diffusive process.

To obtain a wave traveling in the negative ~-direction one must

assume the opposite sign for r

by revers ing IL, or u'a. for examp le,

or the oppos ite Si§h for d Q/d.~

by revers ing

l.o .

In this way the

sign of ~Ùo is changed.
It is worth noticing that the waves necessarily progress. This
appears to be the result of (5. l. lO) . Had we added c~ / R. to the definition (5. l. 9) we would have (essentially)

transformed to a frame moving

with the progressive wave above, and this, therefore, would have appearéd

as stationary.
Parker has given an interesting interpretation of his waves. In

Fig. 5.l the + signs represent regions where B;;o (out of the page),
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l~rge D upwards

,,~/

x.

\\

large U downwards

Fig. 5. 1

and the

signs where B ~ 0 (into the page) 0 If r is positive,

tie grows, and this results in a secondary field in the direction

shown by the arrows. The action of a positive shear (as shown) is to
draw out these loops upwards (out of the paper) for the upper half plane

and downwards (into the paper) for the lower half plane. Thus, in the

region ~ , a relatively strong field is produced downwards (into the

paper), i. e. in the negative Z-direction; while in the region G it is
produced upwards (out of the paper), i.e. in the positive X-direction.
In other words the right side of each tube shown is regenerated, while

that on the left side is depleted" The overall effect is a motion of the

pattern to the right, i.e. in the positive X-direction.
It is interesting to note that, in the case of. the Earth ('X north-

wards, z eastwards, y upwards), the waves would tend to travel along
lines of longitude. It is not inconceivable that the observed variation
of the Earth's axial dipole arises from a rearrangement in latitude of the

~ 14 7 ~

flux emanating from the core surface; and this rearrangement may be
related, albeit in a rather general way, to the migratory wave .described

above.
One shortcoming of the model discussed here should be mentioned.

amplify (or decay) in amplitude

It is always possible to make the waves

simply by making k smaller (or larger) than the value given in (5. l. 2l) ~
this is not entirely unexpected since. dissipation affects the longer

(shorter) wavelengths less (more). Indeed in an infinite medium there
is one wave-number which grows most

rap id ly

%

~.

3 2. u.. ~
*.= (R1rVo~)

~(w) = Lf J~
'P'o
Uti
( R.
), )~,

5' (w)=.3 ( ((9)
'12.) .
3 :i u.o

(5.1.23)

This feature is apparently also present in the generalization of Parker! s

waves to a layer bounded in the Z -direction (a case studied by Braginski'f, 1964)

, For a body bounded (or cyclic) in the X -direction, however,

there need be no such amplifying solutions.

5.2 Roberts i s Periodic Solutions

G. O. Roberts has very recently exhibited rather conclusively the
existence of two spatially periodic solutions of the dynamo equations in
an infinite medium, one of which is a progressive wave and one of which

is not. His work stems directly from the induction equation and does

not make use of the Braginskit formalism. The flows he considers are

i¿1=~UCJk~~lz, VAilz, WMnk~J,

for

model l'1

(.5.2.l)

1L.,=-(Uk(nd+-~~; V4iiez ~ W~2~dJ,

for model 2,

- M.8 -

where k l.e ) U~ V and VI are constants. Clearly both motions satisfy the

continuity equation. The magnetic field which ts maintained in each case
is of the fo:r

"0. _ 13 ( )e(Lj X + wt)

!: - _ ~J Z , ,

( j.w.. constants), (5.2.2)

where "§ GJ'Z) is periodic, and j , although it may be small, is non-

vanishing. Rather than use the partial differential equation for f? '
one uses

the infinite set of its Fourier coefficients, revealing the

dynamo equations as a linear operator equation in the space of Fourier

coefficients. Dynamo action requires that rt(w) ~ 0, where U. is an
eigenvalue of the operator involved.

It is of some interest to reproduce the heuristic arguments that

led Roberts to (5.2.l) to (5.2.2). Consider the fluid motions

v-\ :: (-1 + W1 :z j .Q Z J 0),

for model l, ì

Y"J= (Mt z IMn 2'110),

for model 2. J

Consider a line of force

(5.2.3)

initially along the ~ -axis. Ignoring the

drift of fluid through field, we may easily see that, after unit time
(say), the line of force is distorted into a spiral whose projection on
the ~i~)-plane is shown in Figs. 5.2(i) and 5.2(ii).

Suppose now that the initial field is (010) .aX). Each field
line is distorted in the same way. After the time íí/:i , the two oppositely-directed field-lines initially at (0,0) and(T~ 0) become, in pro-

jection, the loops shown in Figs. 5.3(i) and (ii). (In these figures,
the broader

parts of the lines indicate n€arness to the reader, i.e.
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larger z. and more negative ~ .)
And now, as before, the general effect is to create ~ -components
which are particularly strong at the locations shown by the small circles
in the (~.~ -planes of the figures. To regenerate the original field, we

can, as before, add a constant shear in the Z -direction, Unlike the
case considered in is. l, however, the regeneration occurs at the "right

place" and not displaced to right or left. In other words, we expect the

solutions to be stationary, or, if we omit the constant term in V'ìG in
(5.2.3), that the first model should yield a progressive wave. We have
now arrived at the flows (including constants ( V" V and W)

for model l'J

~~ = (2U eei ¿z ~ V Mn tz) W;¡ )/1

i: = (U~l-z, ViW:i ~z, W~ ) ~

(5.2.4)
for model 2,

which, under certain circumstances, should regenerate a field of the

form (5.2.2). The form (5.2.4) is not, however, very convenient since
one hopes to be able to use Fourier analysis throughout. If, however,

we simply replaced ~ by l.1t~ in the V: components, the shear would, for
half the ~ -cycle, be of the wrong sign for regeneration. This may be
avoided by reversing the sign of the V; in these regions, e.g. by in-

cluding a factor Cl ~~ in v; and so (5.2.1) is reached for the first

motion. For the second motion, a term U~k~ CJtz. is also added to the
X -component to preserve the maximum symetry between the ~- and ~

coordinate directions.
Now we look at Roberts's model from an analytic viewpoint. First
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we decompose ~ into its Fourier components:

\""'i .

'"= ~~¡ (j¡(
B e'H't'~~.¡ '1~'Z)+wt

- 'mn -'m'l S

(""y\ integers). (5.2.5)

i

where, since
d.iv "§ = 0)

we have

jBrn't)t + 'm ~ Bm'f~.¡n e Bm'nz = O. (5.2.6)
This determines BmYll'' once 13rM\~ and 13f'Ylz, are known. This is useful

since the ~- end ~ -components of the induction equations do not involve

Btnflx-' We can, therefore, solve these separately and return, if necessary, to (5.2.6) to determine 13l'n~' We now introtluçe the following
dimensiQnless quantities:

x 0; P+Q ~

'D
~W
r:: Uj

~

Q: ~'7.j:i
Uj )

:¿~ k"i

A ~ ~ Uj )

- Uj )

Y_ We.

_ V.-

(5.2.7)

Z - Uj )

1. "7 .f 'J

13 ~ U'

(5.2.8)

~

We confine ourselves to positive values of j' k) l.) U, V and W. This is
justified, for the first motion, by the fact that Ø?(w) is unaffected by

any change in sign of these quantities. For the second motion, the same
is true except that the sign of VW should be preserved; it appears that

dynamo action requires that VW must be positive. For given AJ Bj Y and

Z (-~ 0), we seek an eigenvalue, X of the equations (see (5.2.11) below)
such that (f(X) ~ O. For, once we have done that, we can always, by
reduc ing j

and increasing U (preserving Ùj ), make Q less than ~ (X),

and then ~

(P)~O, i.e. t!(w) ~ 0, and dynamo regeneration

has been
.

established. It may be noticed that this process of reducing J may make
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the dynamo "nearly" two-dimensional. Let

n mri:: (;jmri' 2m-r))

(5.2.9)

where
~ni'Y = .e Brrri~; z,m'n = k Bmy\'a ·

(502. LO)

The induction equation becomes a set of recurrence relations for bmri:

(x l-m-.A +-n'"13)hmn = (Tb Jm'n

(5.2.11)

where ir is a linear operator defined, for the second model, by

(TbJmìi= (bm+1.n.¡l-bm-I.;n-Ù + 'n Y(bYr+4lYl-bm-:i¡11) + 'N Z (bm¡yi+i-brn¡n-,,)+

+ l 2 (i'm¡lî~ t zm¡'n-i)) 2 y( ~MU.¡'( + ~(l-:¡¡V1); , (5.2. l2)

and similarly for the first modelo The last term of this expression
is a stretching term, and the other three terms on the right-hand side

are convection terms. This relation is similar to the recurrence relations for Mathieu functions, and similar techniques of solution can be

applied.
The analytic task of solving these equations and obtaining an
eigenvalue is reduced by making the recurrence relations converge as quickly

as possible. We therefore want A and/or B to be large. One starts with
e: 0,) X e = 0 and then iterates as follows:

One takes first

(5.2.13)

~oo:: (OJ1),

and then solves the recurrence relation

h .. Lrb(xeHn-n

-rr"JXe)1; X +mllA..-n:.13

e

o

( Yn, n) 1: C CJ ¡ 0) ?

(5.2.l4)

~ 15 2 ~

under the condition that I

I ~-004 (m\'(~)-? 00 , since the

bYT'f

magpetic energy must remain finite. One then computes X t+ l from

. 00

Xe+/(OJ 1) = iTh (Xe)J ) (5.2.l5)
returns to (5.2. l3), and repeats until the process converges, as it must

for large A and/or 13

(Note that it can be proved that the first

component of the right-hand side of (5.2.l5) is zero; thus the notation
on the left of that equation is justified.) To solve (5.2, l4) one introduces a sub-iteration, writing

k,:rO :;

(~)

(5.2.l6)

6.00

CO)O))

= ((Of1))

1t:/ 0 ~

and computing
co

h

h (R)
-rn'r (Xt) =l; -M'f

,

(5.2.l7)

where
i)
fi eM

(T h(- Jm 'r

::

- YY 'Y

(502. l8)

X +m~A +ri~ 13
l
(A similar iteration scheme can be used to determine the smallest eigen~
value of Mathieu i s equation.)

The result of this inner iteration can be expressed as a diagram
expans ion

ir 0(5

X'
(011)=
)'
e+1
II M ~~ll,ç

ilpSJS( 0) 1).

(5.2,l9)

JI-lts¡ l' (3 t
4- lt sides

A diagram in (m"n) -space is a series of line segments beginning and ending

at the origin, and not passing through the origin at intermediate steps, e. g.
those shDwn in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. For each £tep taken the appropriate operator is applied from the left, where ~s corresponds to a term on the right of
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ll

C 1.1)

Fig. 5.4

A two-step diagram

m

"'

n

(2.) ~)
(1,1)

YY

Fig. 5.5

Two four-step diagrams

m
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(5.2.l2); successively,
(m, n)
(m, n)

(m, n)
(m, n)
(m, n)

(m, n)

-?

-r

~

~
~

--

(y, z) ,

(m- l, n- l)

0(", (y , z)

(m+l, n+l)

~s(y, z)

-(y,z),

(m, n-2)

~(y, z)

Z(my+2z,mz),

(m, n+2)

rx( y , z)

Z (-my+2z, -mz) ,

(m-2, n)

~(y, z)

Y(ny, nz+2y),

(m+2, n)

~(y,z)

y( -ny, -nz+2y) .

(5.2.20)

For each point (m, n) of the diagram (other than the origin), an appro-

priate algebraic factor

;6p = Xe +m~A + 'n'"13.

appears in the denominator of (5.2. 19), as can be seen from (5.2. l8) .
The series (5.2. 19) starts at k=2" since it takes at least two steps
to leave the origin and return.

For the two-step diagram shown, the successive 0( operations on
(0, l) are (0, l) -- (0, -l) ~ (0, -l) leading to a contribution to X, '

of - Vaii:, - 1 Iff + -Ð ), since Xo:= O. There are two diagrams of this

type.
For the first of the four-step diagrams shown, the suêcessive

operations are (0, l) ~ (0, l) .-7 Z (2, - l) -- Z (-2, l) -7 YZ (0, 4) . Since
(for X(J=O)) Ai =/3,,-1 =(A -tB) andMo=4A, the contribution to Xl is
Y z /A CA + í3)'J. There are two diagrams of this type. For the second

of the four-step diagrams, the 0( operations are (0, l) -- (0, -l) ~

(O,l) -- Z(2,2) ~YZ(0,4). Since ,Æ'i = (A.tB), ;822.= 4(A+ B) and

'--
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82.0 =- l-A , the contribution to X, is YZ/J.A (A-tí3)'. There
two. others which make the same contri-

are two diagrams of this type and

bution in the B ':'; A limit considered below. The net contribution

from these types of diagrams is therefore ~YZIABi. forB ~ ') A .
The process can be made to converge very rapidly by making A

or 13 (or both) large, )( at the same tim~ being small. It is then
sufficient to consider only a few of the diagrams and only the first

iterate, Xl ' for the second motion, and only the first and second

iterates for the first motion. By taking

~ :r '2 N-t.

A=- 1) T3=N) y-= N j 2=N) Q= J (5.2.22)
'i. ': -!land considering the limit N~ 00, the contribution 3YZ¡'AB=31V

the four-step diagrams shown in Fig. 5,5 dominates all others. (For
example, we can see from the argument just given that the two-step dia-

grams contribute -2lB--2N-bonly.) We obtain, then,
p.. 3N-S~ Q4 N -- OQ)

(5.2.23)

establishing dynamo action.

In a similar fashion, for the first model, Roberts has shown, for

.J ~ ~ -'

,A =N'l B -: N;- Y =: Nt z= N~ Q =N-5"..

(5 . 2 . 24 )

and

tj ("p) rv ,6N-:

~ (p)r- -8 N-1, M N~ ca.

(5.2.25)

The imaginary part of jP is associated with the progression of the wave
in the Ã -direction.

The asymptotic results just obtained depend, for their success, on
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constructing multiple length and velocity scales (see also § 6 below).

Convincing results can, however, be obtained by numerical means even
when all the length and all the velocity scales are comparable in magni-

tude. Indeed, Roberts work appears to be the only convincing numerical
demonstration to date that the straight dynamo equations, unsullied by

small or large parameter limits, have solutions. For simplicity, Roberts

restricted himself to cases in which V =W and k ~ e , so that A="B and

y:: Z. He introduced three dimensionless numbers:

L~lj ~

5=~)

R = JL J

(5.2.26)

-k -i

the last being, of course, a magnetic Reynolds number. By (5.2.7-8),

we have

:i

Q = "R~Y )

-..
L

y= 5 .

A-:aY
~

(5.2.27)

The required eigenvalue, X, , may now be considered to be a function of

A and Y , or of '" and Y , as convenient. It may be shown that, for
given ~, X (~Y)has the following properties:

;Y~(X)-¡fCR)as y ~ cO, for both motions,
~ (X).~ e("R)as Y ~ 00, for the first motion,

(5.2.28 )

~ (X):: 0 for sufficiently large Y , for the second motion,

~(X).( 0 for sufficiently small Y for both motions.
Roberts used two numerical methods. Thè first

is a straightforward

cut-off procedure in which one sets bmri:. 0, for 1m) and Iri I.'; r , ßnd obtains
X . One observes whether X tends to a limit as r increases, and if so
what. Storage is a limitation in this method, and Roberts was confined to
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y ~ 7. The second scheme is to divide the _matrix equations into an

inner (Strong) and outer (Weak) set of equations, writing (5.2 .il) as
(5.2.29, ~trong)

(x + rr A +ïli¿B) b s =-i;s % + ~wbw i

(5.2.29, 1ieak)

ex .. m..A + ri" E) bw:: Tww bw+ Tws bs)

where bs denotes the strong coefficients(lm\.~lhl ~ r)
I ri~;: 'í ) .

denotes the weak coefficients (5 =-Oml and

, and bW

By setting bw~ 0

and solving (5.2.29, S), one can obtain a first estimate, Xa ' of

X ; or it may be sufficient simply to set X" zero. Since m and ri
are large in the weak equations, the m~A +'n~B factor on the left of

(5.2.29, W) dominates the X term to which it is joined. We may therefore write the solution to that equation as

h == 5" h
-W
WS-S' (5.2.30, Weak)
confident that the linear operator, SVVS(X), is a slowly varying function

of X well approximated by SWS(XJ. Now (5.2.29, S) becomes
(X + m~A + na 'B) bS = TSS hS + TSW SWSbS; (5.2.30, Strong)
the linear operator -rSWSVfS having, in fact, zero matrix elements except
for bS components on the edge of the rectangie\rr\,\nl.:Y". It is evaluated
by an iterative procedure akin to that used to obtain Qmn(X-t) in the analy-

tic method already described; the rapidity of the convergence of this iter-

ation depends on variable relaxation methods. For 'r~.2, the Xt iteration
converges extremely rapidly; Xi is in fact usually a very good approximat ion to the required e igenva lue .
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Roberts's numerical results for X

('R)Y)

for a range values of "R

and Y are in agreement with (5.2.28) above, and indicate a further
property, viz.
y (0 eX ) ~ t ( í~)) al y.

Since 'P:: X -Q, we

see by

(5.2.3l)

(5.2.27,3l) that

Øt (p)~ ~ iL(R)- ~5?J ?

(5.2.32)

with asymptotic equality as Y -7 00. Provided

r (R)) 2::1 ~

j R5

(5.2.33)

we can, by making Y sufficiently large, obtain dynamo actionL(Ø(P) ~ OJ,

i

In other words, provided 5 is chosen so that

s

i)r~¡Rl =LiR),'"'

(5.2.34)

we can obtain dynamo action for a sufficiently large value of the length

scale L=5Y, or for a sufficiently large value of
s'ly ::

V/ii
Y/k2 '

(5.2.35)

the ratio of two magnetic Reynolds numbers of the problem.

Figure 5. 6(i) shows X as ~ function of Y for R = 2 for the
first motion. It may be seen that X ) 0 for Y) 2.. Fig. 5. 6(ii) shows

X as a function of '( for 1\ = 4 for the second motion. It may be seen
that X ~ 0 for \( ~ 0.63. Thus, in both cases, the dynamo is regenerative.
It is a lso interesting to observe that Ø( (X) has a maximum in "R. This,
it will be recalled, was also a feature of the Parker dynamo waves (cf.

(5.1.23) above). Figs. 5.7 show2:(R); it will be noted that, for suf-

ficiently large R at least, 2. increases with R. For all ¿; ). 0 ,
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dynamo action is possible, for small enough ~ .
Roberts (private communication) has recently extended his work

to other periodic motions. Preliminary results indicate that the
motions (5.2. l) are atypical in the sense that they are inefficient

dynamos. It appears that, for general periodic motion (not necessarily
nearly two-dimensional), there is a chance slightly under ~ of dynamo

action at (essentially) all magnetic Reynolds numbers, and that even
if this chance is not realized, there will be dynamo action for suf-

fici~ntly large Reynolds numbers. Motions for which there is no dynamo
action are, it appears, exceptional.
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5.3 Lortz's Family of Dynamos
While on the topic of dynamos in an unbounded conductor, we
't'

shall give an exact solution discov~red very recently' by Lortz (l967).
In this solution, the fields have a helical structure.

Let (ti) cp;i z) be cylindrical polar coordinates, and let
Ç' = mrp + ~z.

(5.3ol)

Introduce the solenoidal vector field

.( Æ-w

1i :. '.0) - k,zw"'.¡ Yl"" ,

k~;+rn~J .

(5.3.2)

~'t

So recently, in fact, that when I started these lectures I did not know
it existed ~
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This is a field orthogonal to the surfaces of constant E and of
constant ~ , i.e. its lines are helices of constant pitch. It may

be noticed that

cm ~ = - 1-km 1Ñ
-k~ a:"'+rr'1 - ')

(5.3.3)

i. e. gr is a Beltrami (or force-free) field. We consider a class

of fields which depend on E and rx alone. We may observe that, if

J -:; C~:;tI:1-) J then both t 1. and 0!xtQIHy.are solenoida1. eTa see the

latter, observe that YE x~t =:-cw(fi¿)+f~ J¿, and the second
vector on the right is solenoidal by (5.3. 3)J

Thus, we may seek solutions in the form

J¿ = Aw-+~x~ /1)

(5.3.4)

where -h and H are both functions of E and Of above. Operating on
(5.3.4) by curl, we obtain

ew ~ =J~-W'X ~ h,

(5.3.5)

where

J = (-2~mh+LH)
(k')dY'2t m" )

(5 . 3 .6)

and L is the linear operator

L= 1
CJ L r
J
(I (jti
'11 fj
".a+m~dòwl.

+_.-.
I ~ .,

w" Õ t2.

(5.3.7)

Now introduce .y as

~ ~ V7J -t vr X ¿rru V,

(5.3.8)

where V' and V are both functions of ç and "O alone. Then

~)( ~ ~ f'l.(h~V-)fl'd.H,~ ?-a.r.t. ~ VDy£+W\hF V-vrl H), (5.3.9)
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and, taking component s in the induct ion equation,

lz CW~ B = .;.~. ~ +g. 'l ~)

(5.3. LO)

we obtain

i ôJ. _ dp 1 (h?lV 7JH)
-(i a- - dW - (ko.a:l.imS) . è)w -1/ ~at '

(5.3.11)

-i fd -ah _ d~ i (. 'dV d 1- )
(R~'O'i-lm"') dtx - ~E -(k..oQ~l"~) h 'â -1) nç )

(5.3.l2)

''CrLH;.ke hJ= _ 1 (ll ll _ Æ Æ)
'r t (k~r:/~m?'l (~"'w"+m:L) ~fJ a~ i:!i 'ò~ .

(5.3.13)

On eliminating ~ between (5.3.11) and (5.3.l2), we obtain
- 1 rl(dh
()h
dH)J
~ 'IL- h- (k'",',
",-j L\dV¡¡",
TEdV)
- ât(dir
di - dH
~"idv
- a-..
+

4- ;. ~:lCO ('dV 'dl-)

(5.3.14)

(k~dJ"+rn"l h dÇ -v dE .

Equations (5.3.13) and (5.3.l4) determine hand H from 1r
and vr. We now consider the particular case

v = 1T C 'O).c 0( E -+ Vi (-a) MY :i ex e ~

V:: ~ (W)!Jrx ~-'

1

(5.3.l5)

seeking solutions of the form

h = ho ('r:) + hi (rx) ~ ex ~ ,
H = Ho l1X).

1

(5.3.l6)

On equating coefficients independent of ~ and proportional to ~O(t
in (5.3.l3), we obtain, respectively,

~'/ k t

:i 'iYl l¿'t /

(k-ior':+)'~):i I'o:= L Ho

(h2.ti1.+m') hi = o(Ho~

(5.3.17)

(5.3.l8)
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On equating coefficients independent of e ' proportional to ol 0( E
and proportional to,~ 2 oc't in (5.3.l4), we obtain, respectively,

h I'
2rzW LhO(("ih:+h,V.')
Q=- (k2.o:2.+rn2.) +.2k"'o:~vi
(1t~o:"+Ml)~

(5.3.l9)

na,JLh _ 0('4 h ):: _ O(tVl h~+ìJ ~:¡ 2* ~c. V, h ')

(5.3.20)

o = _ 0: (~h; - h, V1/+ i. ~ 1/1H~ ) 2. -R tjot v. h .

(5.3.2l)

L \1 i W~ i (#.~~Yf~) + (1~~f1"')a. 0

(k'ia:~ rn"') + fu:6a:~m'4)'i i

The last two of these determine V; and v; when the remaining func-

tions have been determined. We may solve for h", hi, and \i in terms
of from (5.3.l7) to (5.3.l9). Indeed (5.3.l7) gives directly

h ::
Æ ~t:"+
2. )7.
(I( 2.k
t ma:
iJ d.
aT

r øH: .J

(5.3.22)

L~ s. o:i..¡ WI i. .

On writing (5.3.l9) in the form

0( -l

oIø

hi Vi = -,2 l? o: L hø -: -'l:ri g r. o: h~ J

h'2a;~m" L r. d.ar L ~llø+m'" '

we find
b( hi\! = -:i~ L07 h~ + () (k-:tt~Y'oi)J ~

(5.3.23)

where ~ is a constant. By (5.3. l8) we now obtain

h.1
(h~"'-+rn')
L hi ('-i:..~ v.):J
I::
- m~
J. '/
'W H'
0()+a. N. IN +'r '

(5.3.24)

;i~W\ k!t h

'!:: ~(*-'o:~rf2.) Hl ..

(5.3.25)

Substitution of these results into (5.3. 20-2l) and (5.3. ll/l2), completes

the solution:

(kw~ml.) r ( iih~)' 'io(~ h. d J
~:: - m H; L ~ k.Q.Ci~ rfll - 1: hi + eX ~k Gars'+m") 'I ,

(5.3.26)
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V:;' (k\g'z_vm2.) í r- hi ~ V'- ( hi '\ ~l ,

(5.3.27)

~ 4 Hal L \ /QfJt¡"Ltm'J)I . f?'-Ø'''+Yft.) j

(5.3.28)

p:: (-k~titWlii) ((ho Vi + 2l) hi' WnO( r.¡ 4 hi V, Wn 2Qt~ J ·

Hi (.)

The function H 0 is arbitrary although ir and Vi are in danger of

becoming infinite at a zero of ø' The axis,,"0=O of the helices
is, therefore, potentially

dangerous. It may be shown, however, that

provided oem =-t 1 (i. e. provided that! = I cP +h~), a solution can be ob'ftained in which .: is uniform (and of strength, b , say)

on the axis,

in which a. = 0, and in which
H:=- bna:--o Cø3), hD= be -0

(ø2) , hi = o(w'"),

'I :: 0 lOf), v¡, = o(ø), 11 .~O (rJ.2) J . âf ~ o.

J

(5.3.29)

Also one can arrange that y and B vanish at infinity, by taking

H; ~ clri:i'¡+ 0(07-$), h.: -cli + o(;-')) h,~ o(ar-'))
(5.3030)

Vi :O(lr..-3)j V;=Ot-ø-I)) 'V~::O(ø.&.), tU ~ 00,
where c is a constant of the same sign as b~/l, the field at great

distances then being in the cP -direction and of strength c/O:. Apart
from (5.3.29) and (5.3.30), there appears to J:e no restrictions on H; ,
apart from the obvious one that H: =f 0, for 0 -(OY --OO. It may be noticed,

however, that 13z has a non-zero component over most of the fluid even

"at infinity" in z . Whether this difficulty may be overcome by "joining
the ends" of the cylinder together to form a torus is not clear. Lortz's
liasic idea of "combining" axially-syreLric and two-dimensional fields
,

'without in any obvious way including the anti-dynamo theorems of either,
is, however, very ingenious.
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6. The Multiple-scale Method

Stephen Childress
6. 1 Introduction: heuristic discuss ion of the infinite conductor

The multiple-scale method (Childress, 1967a, b) has many points
of similarity with Braginski~' s method explained by Roberts (see § 4

above), although a formal connection has yet to be established. In
Braginski~' s approach, variables are divided into axially symetric and

asymetric parts by an averaging process over cp . In the multiple-scale
method, variables are supposed to consist of a spatially rapidly varying

part (the microscale, e ) and of a spatially slowly varying part (the

macroscale, L), and an averaging process over the microscale plays a
central part. In Braginskit'smethod, the variables are expanded in powers

-,
of ~ 1, where ~ is the magnetic Reynolds number based on the scale of
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the conductor and the largest vçlocity in it. In the multiple-scale
method, the variables are expanded in â-t , where £:l/L, the scale

parameter, is smalL. The multiple-scale method has been developed

to a much higher degree of mathematical rigour than has Braginski':U s

approach.
We suppose the conducting fluid is uniform, incompressible and

fills all space. We write the induction equations

rm B:=-~ p+!:X B?

(6.1.l)

div -E =- 0,

in dimensionless form, by measuring length in units of L , and writing

B= ~b) ~ =-l13~, ~~ Z Jr'

(6.1.2)

where:B is a typical field strength" Now Y=O(I)for the macroscale
and is O(f--I) for the microscale. And, (6.1.l) becomes

2r-h =: 'l~+1;'" b.) ~'h=o~

(6.1.3)

implying, since

(6.1.4)

-= 0..

y. i

that

V _' ~~-'b'~-

_n"b -- h ri \" h

(6.1.5)

solution

We seek a bounded flow § such that (6.1.5) has a non-trivial

vanishing at infinity.

We suppose i varies over the microscale, while h varies pre-.

dominantly over the macroscale, i.e~

b = bø (~) + e~ bi (~ ? -1) +

,

(6.1.6) .

where -0)
h h)...
are D(I) 0 We have here introduced a two-scale notation:
-I
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will mean

.f ('I) will mean that f varies over the macroscale; + (~/t )

it varies over the microscale; while + (~ ) ~/f.) will mean that both scales

are involved. Thus r¡~~(~/ê.). The three terms appearing in (6.1.5)
are respectively o(e:% bl)~ o(Cj.bCl)' anq O(f:-~ihi)' We can therefore obtain
a balance between the first and second terms by supposing 1= 0('6 -~ ) ,
whereupon (6. l. 5) reduces to

-EX~i"bl = be' Y' ì ?

(6.1.7)

expresses a balance between the diffusion process and

an equation which

the stretching process, the convective term having been too small to
retain to this order.

This equation is solved for h .

_J .

h-I
= - E-~
\l-~(h
-0
-· \)Da,).

(6.1.8)

If now we average (6. 1 .3) over the micros ca le we obta in
2 X 10 = :i ~o + §o ) 2. bCl'" 0 ,

(6.1.9)

where

.Éo = e.-Y~(1x hi)

(6.1.10)

is the effective e .m. f. of the microscale induction, and .(. . ,) denotes

the average over that microscale.

'2 'l

To give an example of this process in operation, suppose that

9;
.. :c-'4Gi r :ten ~,

I: -Ë.¡ -~ -)
€ .ati~ ~J)

(6.1.11)

where the plus or minus s ignß are to be taken together, This is an

example of a Beltrami field (satisfying tX ~ 1\= 0 ). According to
( 6 . 1. 8), we have
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(6.1.12)

~I = ('hø~t+:'
, 'l1ozcm
Pióx4)
-l ,.X t:J\
~ t..6.
:1, O'(il
iJ f øz..wf
- h .'
L .. ~'£~+ i.
, d.
. h
- h TJI)
'~!L
In

(6. 1. l2) and below, the upper or lower signs conform with those chosen

in (6.1.11).

Now, using (6.l.11) and (6.l.l2)

( ,

(o_x h ) :: + h + rapidly varying terms,

(6.1.13)

\'U -I X - ox

and similarly for the y- and z-components. Thus, in this case,

Eo == "tho)

( 6. 1. l4)

and (6.1.9) be comes

(6.l.lS)

l ~ he = '2 cFø í h.O? fl. n ~ o.

- j"-O

the toroidal and poloidal repre-

These é'quations are readily solved using

sentation (12.3). Writing fJo=O and

(6.Ll6)

bo == 52)( (Wo?S) :! 2)((2 X (tP ~fl ~

equation (6.l.l5) requires that
:a

\I 410 + % = 0 ~

(6.1. l7)

a. particular solution of which is, for example,

~a -=

di /I. ,
It

(6.Ll8)

where 11 -: I~/,
The flow (6.1.11) is difficult to picture. If we ignore the terms
involving Z , the

flow in the "t~-plane is as shown in Fig. 6.1; the

(J -0

boundaries of the cells being nodes for both the vorticity and the ~-com-

ponent of q. The field produced from the stretching of h is given by

(6.1.12), with ho~= O. Induction now regenerates an £ of :t(h;p ho~ ,0),
If we imagine three such motions superimposed in the Xr ¡ ~i- and 2.¡L."planes
respectively, we obtain twice the correct inductive effect. In this sense
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Fig. 6. 1 represents two-thirds of the dynamo!

y.

/
/ -;¡

Fig. 6.l
"Two-thirds" of a Periodic Dynamo

6.2 Outline of the formal justification
We suppose that i- may be expressed as a finite sum 'of Fourier

modes: -

9.:: E+-lt,M(~)e¿~.~/ê ) (6.2.l)
where M (- ~ ) =8* ( ~), and l\ denotes a finite set of integer coordinates: Jr is a p~sitive integer.

Define a projection (or averaging) operator l as follows. If a
fie ld is divided into Fourier modes of the form

tp :: e L !1'~ . e ¿ø 'bit:

ì

where n corresponds to the macroscale and!D is drawn from the set of
microscale vectors, then
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-p~=

(6.2.2)
i.~~
YY~O.
f 0)
~ 'm:fO~

Clearly PF is the slowly varying (macroscale) component of any field

-

or operator F , while F = (T -l) F is the rapidly varying (microscale)

part. Note that ? F = O. (I is the identity operator.)
We now write (6. l.5) as

b:: n-~L~X (~x b)J =Th) ~.

(6.2.3)

Suppose

£=(i-T) h ~ L.e, h= (T-T)-'i-

(6.2.4)

Then

h -Th: kr-T)t î'JeI-íTl- T(I-Tri

- - -

:: f+(T-"pr)(I-Ttf- T(i-lt1f
Thus, if

~ f - "PT(r-fff.

f: n(i - 'fri '

(6.2.5)

(6.2.6)

then (6.2.3) is satisfied, and conversely. It is clear, from the position
of the 'P operator on the right-hand side of (6.2.6), that f is slowly

varying, i. e.

r
- ¿_
ri-I.e. (6.2.7)
(' = '" r (Y1 €.) ~!l'~

In fact, by (6.2.4) we recogni;e that f= 'PTb::"'b, i.e. f is the projection of b ' i. e. it is the slowly varying part of h
We may write

-- -I - - 2(IT) == 1+ T + T + . . . ~

(6.2.8)
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'PTl,2,3,4...,
- T,.j.-If " TP J'

and represent the right of (6.2.6 )as a sum of terms of the type
. .

the successive members (remembering that - =u)are,

for j

"PT£. = 0.)

"

"P1:rf= "PT (T- "PT)f =. TJTr¿£ ~

..(6.2.9)

£ :: ?T'f ?

"PT-r~f ="PT (T - "pr).T f= "P T (T': l'T2)

- _..-i

"PTT:;f =-"PT (T -1'T) (T~ 'PT2)f = 'Pf (T - "PT)Tif= lT¥- fTf/'PTlof) .

We can represent these terms by a cumulant expansion. The origin can
be regarded as a s lowly varying vector (f) , and. the operator T can be

represented as a vector joining its operand to the result of applying

A number J

-i to that operand.

of -r operations is then represented

.

bya "chain" of J

such vector arcs.

If 'P is now

applied, ?Tt will

vanish unless the chain has returned to the origin, since it is only
,

in that case that TJ f is not rapidly varying. Thus weare led to a
chain starting and finishing at the origin. This chain must in fact be
"irreducible", i. e. it must not return to the origin except at

these ini-

tial and final links Cd. the fourth of (6.2.9)J. More formally, if f
is a p lane wave

-=-e --.)
,

f. r ~n'x.

(6.2.10)

it may be shown that (6.2.6) may be written as (cf. 6.l.9)

- -- - - ~

Ln X r =i.:a ~ + A · r, ¿ 'f · r ': 0 '"

(6.2.11)

where ~ in the first of (6.2.ll) is determined by the seçpnd of (6.2.ll),
and A is a complex

matrix:
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Ct i' J

- j =.1 tj)

A · r= ¿'(i: i-IE 1.IZ

In (6.2.l2), /lj =!l(~J)' 1! = ~ +in,

': :i

). J ¡( ~j-I)( . · . X 'ø¡ X#IX r
(6.2. l2)

mj~/ . . . lY¡
.

and the sum (J) is taken over all

chains of J vectors in l( which are irreducible in the abóve sense.

If A~ß are the co-factors of A , the condition that (6.2.11)
has a non-trivial solution reduces to

(6.2.13)

"' ny = o.

-n L ~ A:. ri ry - i n :"r/~.4t A

(6.2.l3), and

Thus, the components of f must be drawn from the surface

must be superimposed in such a way that b ~ 0 as ~ -- o(.
/

The fact that the sum (6.2. l2) starts from J = 2 , reflects the
of 6.2.9). that the first term in the expansion of

fact (d. the first

- J-J

(6.2.6) is zero. Let J be the smallest value of J for which "PTT

is non-zero (in general, :r = 1 , as indicated by the example of 9' 6. l).
Then the equations (6.2.11) have a non-trivial limiting form'as f ~O .
It can

be shown that

Ao= c-ìO
UmA
is independent of !J and is a non-zero symetric ( J' even) or antisymmetric

( 'J odd) matrix operator. From (6.2.13) we now see that, if ! is asymp-

totically regenerative (i.e. regenerative in the limit E:-::O), J is even
and A~ is positive definite. Moreover, if in

..'
r J-/

addition, all the odd order

"Or
for all odd
cumulants
I J :;3
vanish, these conditions are sufficient

for

~ to be a dynamo.
If, for a rough phys ica 1

picture, we suppose that A= Ì\ Ó. , the

o~ c: . Od,ß

fie ld -..
h",=Yo(ho
) h ,h \ regenerates the current J' 0 = (À h ~ Ll h À h ) or
0¿j' (Jz.1
_ )( O't f. ~ () ~ ~ z. c z

d iagrammat ica 1 ly,
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fie ld

current

h,lt

h,,~

l

J

À~ 'n,)(

À~ ho~

he¿

l
~.. ho 20.

On the other hand, if À¡()i~ and Ì\.. all have the

i

same sign, Ampere's law

J'o =ý'y. bo may be represented diagrammatically by
fie ld

current

Cbmbining these two

Jol'

diagrams we obtain a composite picture showing the

three distinct closed cycles which represent the regenerative effect of
the three orthogonal families of cells (cf. Fig. 6.l).

h z.

field

current j = ì\ h
0)( )( 0'1

L'j:= Ì\o~h,,~

6.3 Fitting the solutions into a sphere
The solutions obtained in rl6.i and 6.2 for unbounded flows may
be tailored to suit a bounded conductor, such as the sphere .1= a.. We
divide ii~ Q. into a "core" (not to be confused

with the word as applied

to the Earth!), O~ J1~ 0.-£ , and a surrounding shell a.-€~Ji ~ ei,
Outside both is an insulator. We introduce a "cut-off" function wCri)
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(see Fig. 6.2):
I 3 ím c.&U!)

w=

/ ft' _3:' ) (Q.-tE-n) ., Afi

(6.3.1)

17-QO
e d t, wl l( It =(/'- 0.- ê)(o.-Jt) i im ,O.
w
/

~ ClOJ
a.-a

ri

Fig. 6.2

Now,

for the microscale

use, in essence, W1;

velocity we may in place

More

generally,

we may

of the

tr of (6.2.l)
inc lude in
a slowly
i-

varying part (macroscale L::a.):
~:: W(~)- £!á)/)( LWy.(l)J '

J1~a.,

(6.3.2)

whafe Y'y!=O. For:: we take (6.1.11), so that (6.3.2) may also be
written

~ II,
7i ': 't (u.) -: W E - 2. ~ + Ê. :a ~

(6.3.2)

If e and WrnQ. are sufficiently small, we can find a solution to the
dynamo equations provided a certain comparison problem can be solved.
This essentially is that of solving the induction equation (6.1. l5) for

a bounded region. To see this, it is convenient first to abandon the scaling

. (6.l.2) writing, instead of (6.l.3),
2 X b :: ~ ø + R 'k)( ~ ~ y. h = 0 ,

(6.3.3)
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on the macroscales a. and

where 'R is a magnetic Reynolds number based

l. "D

o - V~ - I/l\

W'mQJ 0 We may note that t.:L '\ is the magnetic Reynolds number based on
the micros

based on

cales ~ and E ~, while ê ~ is the magnetic Reynolds number

the largest length (a.) and largest fluid velocity (£-I/"'i).
Again, the effect of inductive interaction between a field hand
an operator TS (say), (6.3.3) being

the motion ~ can be represented by

written Lcf:- (6.2.3~

"' -I b = 1s b .

(6.3.4)

(The subscript S emphasizes that the inductor is now a sphere.) By
applying (6.3.4) twice, we see that the eigenvalues of (6.304) provide
"" "0-'"

eigenvalues, f\ = " , of the equation
:a

(6.3.5)
~ h~Ì\b.
To appreciate the techrÜcal advantages of this formulation over (6.3.4),
suppose that € and Wmø. are small, so that far from the boundaries the
system resembles the infinite conductor. We know from g 6. l-2 that, even

).
.
!L -I s_o

though bo may be predominantly slowly varying, bi = 1; b /) may fluctuate
rapidly. Nevertheless 01 :: ~ h :. T h should again be predominantly
slowly varying and should satisfy (cf. 6.l.l3)
':

2 )( ~ :: y ~~ :t ~ bo ') g.1 = 0,
over the interior of the sphere for some ~o

(6.3.6)

This suggests that, if

-d -0

we set Q ~ h in (6.3.6) and impose the usual boundary and matching conditions, the resulting (very simple) problem, which may be written operationally as

:! 'R -1 h :: H h ?

(6.3¿7)
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should

be "close" to the real system (6.3.5), and should provide a com-

parison problem for it. The basic idea, then, is that for small 6 and
Wmá.y.~ the operator 7;:.H is, in some appropriate sense, a "smallll perturbation of H . We should observe that, if

we take for y. and '6 of

(6.1.11) with the plus sign, we look for a real eigenvalue of 1 near
to a square root of one of the positive eigenvalues of H. If the jr
has opposite parity, the desired real eigenvalues are obtained by perturbing a negative

real eigenvalue of H

We may, however, restrict our

attention to dynamos of positive parity, since it easily follows from the
exact dynamo problem in a sphere that -i (-i) is a dynamo (with the same

eigenvalues) if ~~) is a dynamo.
In fact, it can be shown that in a sphere there is a symetric
infinite sequence of real eigenvalues of H having odd multiplicity.
Because the multiplicity is odd, the perturbation always leaves a real

eigenvalue in addition to complex pairs. It should be observed that in

no sense is 1 itself assumed to be "close" to H. Indeed, the existence
of positive and negative eigenvalues of H suggests that the point spectrum

of ~ probably lies close to the axis in the complex Æ -plane when e is
small, so that -ç behaves something like the IIsquare root" of a self-:

adjoint, but not necessarily positive, operator. This point deserves, perhaps,
further elucidation, since it would be interesting to know for what other

choices of i an even iterate of -ç would have similar properties.
The proofs of the above assertions are rather involved owing to the

technical problem of extracting good estimates on the operator 1, as E ~ o.
The principal difficulty is the selection of a suitable measure of "smallness"

- In =

of -ç~ H, i. e., the choice of a norm and an associated function space,

when the kernels of integral operators oscillate rapidlyo It is natural
to introduce a norm involving derivatives, and it turns out that a particularly useful family is

II-hlfII -::rrI hi
\7 hI, -k ~ ¥ ¿ I ,
at +
- t¿YI
- h' a.y.
where the maximum is taken over the core. The.se norms determine a certain two-parameter (£,t) family of Banach spaces in which it is possible

to construct eigenfunctions of ~ associated with real eigenvalues.
For t:: i ' the norm of -ç (defined in the usual way by its action on
the corresponding Banach space) is uniformly bounded as t-, 0, even though

-i is not bounded in ê on the Hilbert space of magnetic fields with
finite core energy. It is interesting to note in this connection that
Herzenberg1 s proof of steady dynamo maintenance (outlined in § 3) also

avoids the use of Hilbert space norms.

The smallest comparison eigenvalues correspond to dipole vacuum
fields, with R""::J1.5'. Thus the corresponding magnetic Reynolds number

_.I

based upon the maximum velocity and length scales.is approximateiy~.li ~

while the loca,l effective value of 'R on the microscale is '-. I t. -C .

We

may conclude that, in the multiple-scale dynamo theory, regeneration is
basically a iow-"R phenomenon, despite the possibility of large velocities

and despite the presence of such macroscopic high- R effects as distortion
of poloidal field by differential rotation.
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7. The Magnetohydroifynamic Dynamo Problem

Paul' H. Roberts
7.1 TaylorV s necessary and sufficient condition
The inuediate aim of dynamo theory is to solve the equations of

motion and of induction simultaneously. For example, it is only by solving
this non-linear problem that we can, in the case of the Earth, hope to
understand the magnitude of the fields in

the core. The Bullard-Gellman

type of approach, so inadequate in the kinematic dynamo problem, is clearly
doubly unsatisfactory here, as

the work of Rikitake (1959) and Stevenson

and Wolfson (1966) has confirmed. The dynamic Herzenberg dynamo can be
fairly satisfactorily treated, but it can hardly be said to be geophysically realistic~ At the present time, the most promising. avenues of

approach seem to lie in extending BraginskiI Us ideas of nearly symetric

dynamos, and in generalizing Childress U s multiple-scale method.
The geomagnetohydrodynamic dynamo problem may not be as severe as
the general case. For the motions in the Earth U s core are probably dominated by a balance between Corio

lis and Lorentz forces, and this seems to

imply some simplifications analagous to the Proudman-Taylo:i theorem for

rotating non-magnetic fluids, as we shall see. One example of this, due to
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Taylor (l963), will now be considered.

The equations of motion for the fluid in the core (supposed a

cylindrically symetric cavity) is

p (~+g..y~ tl~~ ~J:: - ~f+l~ ~ + f" \7~ +f F.

(7.Ll)

We make the following postulates:-

(i) L has no ~ -component, as would be the case, for example, if
it is a buoyancy force,

(ii)

-"---

The motion is "slow", by which we mean the term u..i\) u. is

negligible,
(iii) The motion is "nearly steady", by which we .mean that the oy:/o't

term can be ignored, and

(iv) The viscosity is "small" by which we mean that we are dealing
with small Ekman numbers, E=vl2.9.tL')~..J. being a typical length,

and that the flow may be considered to be of the boundary layer

type. Then, provided we are in the interior region far from these

boundary layers ,we may omit the f )) Ç71L term in (7. l. l), in the
first approximation.

Under assumptions (i) to (iv) above, (7.l.l) reduces to

2pß X u. = -,\7'P+J'J B ft fE-,

(79 L 2)

where

F = O.
r¡

(7.Ie3)

Let ~ be the section of the cylinder to:01ø lying within the main-
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* S

end caps of

stream (not including the boundary layers). Let C*, the

this cylinder, be part of S , the edge of the boundary layer on ,

/'

th~ container surface. Let V be the interior volume and V the exterior region (assumed insulating); see Fig. 7.1. If

S f~.M2 =0 (7,,1.4)
c*

boundary layer

s*

Fig. 7.1

we have, by the equation of continuity** (for slow flows if density
_*,L
AWe

are going to suppose that effects of density stratification, over and

above the adiabatic, are negligible. This may be dubious, but the theory
is difficult enough as it is! As a consequence, it will be a good first step
to suppose the core is uniform and incompressible.
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variations are allowed) cLiv P.B :: 0 )

~ ~+S~ V

5,o~.d.S= 11'~.4. ::'JcLiv(f~)cLV= 0 'J
i.e. ,

~ ~f (si X !!)vi ols · O.

(7.1.5)

Thus, taking the ~-component of (7.l.2) and using (7.l.3) and (7.l.5),

we have

(Q )( ~) d.S = 0)

~ - 1

(7.1.6)

which is Taylor's result.

Stephen Childress (l967) has found an interesting consequence of

(7. l. 6) . Suppose ~ is axisymetric so that, in cylindrical polar coordinates, (Wi 1ì) Z)J

-i (ø
A)J.
B =r _L'dA
a z'B~-- 1J
'òw

(7.1.7)

The integral appearing in (7.l.6) is then

j_ rp -zt

A( (jx~) d.S = -27T 12r~~ ~(w-B)-;~ ~~(m-A)J eLl.

~ L ~

~ ~ ~lñf It ~(M73)t13¡'(W ~~)Jd%+2~lm~At
:. ~ (~+~) 113 ~~ J. + 2í1 (B õ:" (iA rz ' (7.1.8)
where Z :+/(1-1)~. Rearranging (7.1. 8) gives

â1. $) if);z ~ - tp ~ -2

(7 . 1. 9)

(l- + ~ \ ( B r;A cL 5 = ;P1G' ~ ~) d. S -+ 1.1T r B 'ò~ ('O A) J z. .

If
13 = 0 t1 5"*)

(7.1.l0)
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and if Taylor's result (7.1.6) is true, (7.1.9) gives

( -aA i c.
), B ~ 0. S =- :;1. '

(7.1.11)

i

where C is a constant; but this implies that the fields are singular
on the axis of symetry (which is impossible unless the inner core is
cylindrical!) . It follows that C = 0, and

1
B~ clS - O. (7.1.l2)
'.
Taylor (1963) has shown that, provided the tangent plane to 5

is perpendicular to Jl only at isolated points (e. g. the poles) and
not over areas (as would be the case if the core were cylindrical), we

can construct, from any field B satisfying (7.1.6), a unique ;flow U.

satisfying continuity and the equation of motion (7. l. 2). We will not
give an ac.count ôf this development, since we may already take issue with
the statement (7.1.4).

--

It is true that n 'u. must vanish on 5 , but this

does not imply the same is true on 5* for "betweep the two" there is a
boundary layer which must adjust the interior flow to the no-slip con-

ditions on ~ , and must adjust the interior magnetic field to the poten-

A
tial field for V . For the former, in the absence of magnetic effects,

the Ekman layer exists and, depending on the local vorticity on S*, there
#-

is a boundary layer suction; i. e' b. ~ does not vanish on ~ Even without working out the details of the magnetohydrodynamic Ekman layer relevant
here, we

may expect that it has the same property, and that (7.l.2) will

- E~-

not in general be obeyed. We may expect that the primary azimuthal flow
i

u.9' will be associated with a secondary axisymmetric poloidal flow l.,
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-1

over C , which will be compensated for by a net ~M flow out of f5 .
We will return to this in ~. 7.3. Meanwhile we may also note that, while

:B vanishes on 5 , it need not vanish on S*. And since ?JAlè:fz may be
large in the boundary layer, it is not obvious that & can be extended

through the boundary layer to ¿) , in order to be able to apply (7 .l. lO)

onS instead of $'*
fa 11

Thus, even were (7.l.6) true, (7.l.l2) need not

ow from it.

Finally we should point out that, although we have taken issue
with Taylor' s assumptions in one important respect, his overall theme,

that the integral appearing in (7.l.6) is a fundamental quantity in the
dynamics of the core, is hard to dispute.

7.2 The magnetohydrodynamic dynamo a la Braginski't
We will examine the possibility of extending Braginski~i s formalism

to include the Navier-Stokes equations on the assumption that ~ is given,

satisfying (7. l.3), and that ~ and 13 are nearly axisymmetric. It is
clear that such a flow cannot be set up unless the non-axisymmetric

part, F'

, of 1: is non-zero.

Moreover, as (7.1.3) makes clear, £ does

not drive U-tP directly, though it may drive gM' When expanding the

solution in the usual BraginskH' fashion we omit the r rp term, the domi-

-

nant part of F being assumed to be F I

u.

::

u-1tp

+

B :: '89' l~ +

F
and so

forth.

We

=

suppose that

,
LA

+ Q;M ~

-

-

U .2. l)

B' + .êM )

-

F' +

~

We write

is

a

EM'
typical value of F'

-

and oC a
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,")/. ~ -, /.. )Y:i

typical dimension of the body. We then measure F in units of "3,

v:rp in units öf U=J'J/~S¿ 2 ' and 31 in ~nits of$ =J.3l(ff/2.Sl~ .

We suppose, ip the usual way, that i:1:= Oi"R-'I~U))g./t=O(R-)u),~'::O("'-'1~)J
where

a~d ~~= oLrfle),

~

(7.2.2)

R = Ill" = (J.') ?
'7 !2 J¿ ~

- i - 75 B. i "0 "D-k

is the .magnetic Reynolds number. It must be realized that the functions

U~,~ )~, 0tpi _ and !:Mare themselves power series in f\ ", the dominant

terms of which are given by the order of magnitude statements above (7.2.2).

-~ - V~

There is no significant loss of generality in supposing that ~I is pro-

proportional to "R without an expansion in 'R attached.
On writing

_ _æ B*
J
~ = lu tL) 'B::

-F:~Fli
-) _ _ J
'l :: J. x.Yl

t=J.t*J2 ?

(7.2.3)

and dropping asterisks, the basic equations assume the form

(7.2.4)

1 z. ;t y :: - '1 ~ + 1 )I ~ + £ \l'"~ + "R - t F ~

;~ + R~o2 § ="R "§.2 ~ t t;'J73 )

(7.2.5)

~.. ~ : 2'. ~ :: 0 , i :: \l X li ~
where

(7.2.6)

..

(7.2.7)

E :: ;incCa.

is the Ekman number. On the left of (7.2.4) we have omitted the term

R rd ~l + "R!!. '1 ~ J '
where "Rc: is a Rossby number based

(7.2.8)

on the drift velocity of flux tubes

;--
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RJ
= j(~/l-)
-l (JL\.
OL
J2 L 'R: :tSLJ.
)

(7.2.9)

"' - g

the Earth, f\J. ~ 10 , so it is

We may observe that, in the case of

plausible that we can omit the terms (7.2.8). This is equivalent to
the assumptions that the flow is slow and nearly steady Cd. (ii) and
(iii) of sr7. l).

It is also probably true that ~ is small in the

core,

but to omit this term from (7.2.4) would lead to difficulties with

Taylor's results of § 7.l.
We now examine the interior(r:.O(I)) magnetohydrodynamic flow

in the double limit )l~O,~ ~;D; by the Braginski't method. Averaging
(7.2.4) over f gives directly

-2,

1- - -- -

-ùilii~ -2(¡;+H'J+~";'l~,, ~.L+~ +fl' + f(~1, (7.2.10)

Llw= ~ 'êM' ~ (wBep) -t Sqi f E (\7~J$D ~ (7.2. lp
where

5 ~ w. 13lx rl

(7.2.l2)

is the axisymmetric Lorentz force arising from the asymetric field.
In components, (7.2.12) may be written as

s = I ') ""'' 'lìJ

5.,,. L~(~-~ -E,~.~- k. ~rlD"(!l.iJ)J,

(7.2.13)

-1l Sz = l-13J~-~ +B~:~?, ~~ - :ilø~ ;2 Lfdlf24~) J '

(7 . 2 . l4)

S~~~l~M. 2(W~~'~~ ~ ·

(7.2. l5)

The non-axisymmetric part of (7.2.4) is

Ifrl=..y.p'+ ('t)(:êx_+2x
_X~4-I+_
+-:9~:i
t) B- ( 13..)../'
I F' E'.
:i ,

(7.2.l6)
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i,

where I is the asymetric Lorentz forces of the asymetric fields:

T i = (cwJ 'ê/) X 'ê i - s- .

(7,2.17)

We now proceed, as in 94, to compute the leading terms in SM and Scp~
In t~~ firstapprOXimation, O('R°), equation (7.2,LO) gives
...

-2-

.. "0'òw
r -Lli +~
-.iJ
u?::
~ +Bil
ø

~

õi rl-aJ '
O::~L.p+2'ê

(7.2. l8)

from which we obtain the well-known integral

. -2B
(7,2,l9)

acp = ; + -c~ (07) )

where ~(ø) is arbitrary and is to be determined from the boundary layer

equations. (It may also depend on t.) Next we use (7.2.l9) and
Braginski't's equàtions (4.l, 14) for the' first approximation

i3cp= X U'f)

,-

13 :: X 1)'

(7,2,20)

-fl - M

to simplify (7.2. l6). After elimination of ~' , Graham Tough (l967)

has found, after considerable reductions, equations determining ~, from

F' , i.fl and ~ :

ê)'P. .)
+ I7u.w
+ rJ ëi
ti 8(øò'O
òrpdF~
(ò"'
~ êlG'
_ iv
-l ø'l
!1Õ+~
~_ õ~~
~2-)iio/
(~ 7\:

j (7.2.21)

a..u.; +- i 'dG' _ -l dH' .(61.. _ d~)( 1)'&) _ dF~ j

ê)ipJ. tJ O~ . r;-l oz. +tt5 0% d~ï ri'f - acp
where
i J . (' u.' )
G = CO acp 2'- ã; )

I S (. u.' j

H = OJ ~ \1- 5.;)'

(7.2,22)

(7.2,23 )

These equations have some nice properties we will not dwell on here.

They can be used to simplify ~~ considerably. From (7.2.l5) and (7.2.20),
Graham Tough (l967) has shown that
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Stp:: ~ L2X (w1?tfltf)J~ (w Bcp)+ f¡~JQ:~ r ~M. 7 (wll~"2. (cu0~4I ))J,

which, using (7.2.l9) and (7.2.2l) - (7.2.23), eventually leads to

Sip= dr l~x(w Brplcp))l î (ar~o/) + ;3~ (W~ço) + dCf( !d~. fl).

(7 . 2 . 24 )

Substituting in (7.2.11) results in yet another remarkable aimplification of the Braginski~ type: the effective fields once more make
an

appearance ! We obtain

Jiero ::~ ~el1 · 'l (rx Brp) + !\ "

(7.2.25 )

where

- -M .,

A = i..
u.(.utpi. -F/J

(7.2.26)

is, in essence, the average rate of working of the applied body forces,
and 13 efi is given, as usua l, by

B eM= w; A e 1 cp :: cw (A 1"¡ Vi I3cp) 1 tp ~ (7 . 2. 27 )

Cd. eq. (4.1.28)J. We could, if we wished, return to (7.2.l0), (7.2.13)

and (7.2.l4) to find an equation for the first,O(7r'), corrections to

Utp.

Provided /\ is even in fL ' (7.2.25) agree s with the parity of the

Braginski't solutions of :f 4. 7.
According to (7.2. l2),

-..- i -r ~

- - _. -

j X "ê = J )( ': + ¡ix ~ == J )( ~ .. 5 ,

giving, by (7.2.24),
(¡ t~)9' = ~ Be",'? (w13/f)+ ;.. ('wi1p)+/\ ,

(7.2.28')

If we integrate this equation over the Taylor cylinder d of 9' 7. i we
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find, in place of (7.l.9),

i i ~ .

(.~ f- ïF) J B~~JS" -~ (jX~l dSf-1AdSWrLBf f.(io A,)+WW¡¡t (7.2.29)
Next, extending an argument due to Stephen Childress (l967), multiply
(4.2.l9) by B~¡la1~ and integrate over the interior region. After some
reductions we obtain
ifi(~(D \~J. v= _(r\J(ÅJ1'iolV_ (' g(ai)dø (B dAe oLS + Q ,

t) ~

dt: 2. 0i l: 07JJ J o:. )nr¡ ~z

(7.2.30)

where Q is the contribution from the integrated parts:
(7.2.3l)

(7 . 2 . 32)

zero, and

'i~ J ~ ( ~riL V : - r r S!(ljj'0J V.

(7.2.33 )

Thus 13~ declines monotonically to zero, and dynamo action is impossible

even though r may be non-zero!
The result just proved again highlights the essential rôle played

by the boundary layer on ~ .

For ease of re~~ence we collect together the basic equations for
the interior flow, as found in this section and in

14:
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- :a

Ü-rp .( 'Btp ) .\

~ = (J = ro + ~ (tAl ,

(7.2.34)

Æle~ = ~ BeM, '1 (w Brp) +!\ )

(7.2.35)

V'.
u = 0,
- -e

(7.2.36)

dÀ "R.. r. - - -

(7.2.37)

'?t + G; l.e/l · 2 \fX Ae) = ti tie. t r Brp ~

;~~ + 'R at ~'M. 2 (~~ = lj Brpi- R Ln x '1 (wAe)JI' '

(7.2.38)

the sources /\ and r being given, in this level of approximation, by

!\ = J(u!-- F')
Urp
- ~

(7.2.39)

tv Ur '/ M -M of( ~ -fi IJf( -ft /Jrpl

r = I:i (ti X Q. + ii X ~~~ ì + 2. \! (l:u5i). \j ( ~l. \ ,

(7.2.40)
I

And to determine these quantities for given U-ri and ~ (also given f ),
we solve (7.2.2l - 23). Thus, /\ and r arE; complicated functionals

of rirp and ~ . Equations (7.2.34 - 38) determine Up,y./i1Brp and'§M

for given ~ ' 1\ and r Thus they provide a complicated functional
relationship between llrp and 3 . Once ~ is determined from the boundary
layer equations, i¿9 and hence all other quantities are known (in

principle!) .

7,3 The boundary layers
The bas ic flow

-I

U = ü.cp Itl t Y!J B:. BCf lep r B '. (7.3.1)
of the Braginski~ dynamo is alignedr.~xS:O(R-I), d. (7.2.20)). It
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obeys the equations of motion for a steady, highly rotating, inviscid,

perfectly-conducting, fluid. It does not, in general, satisfy the

boundary conditions on S , viz. the no-s lip conditions on ~ ' and
the continuity of ~ to a suitably constructed potential field in the
1\

external insulator, V

It is the boundary layer, ~ , on 5 which

effects the adjustment of the interior flow (7.3. l) to these conditioq:s.
We have already commented on the similarity of GÊ to the Ekman

layer familiar in the hydrodynamics of rotating systems. Its thickness

f

is OeE). The role of the magnetic field is more equivocaL. We are
familiar in magnetohydrodynamics with boundary layers of two main types.

The first of these is the layer of the Hartmann type associated particularly with crossed flows(g.¡.~:f 0) in ducts. In this "(.13 is non-zero

(except usually at isolated points on 5 ) as the limit V-7 0 )?~O is
taken. Like the Ekman layer, the Hartmann layer is local in the sense
that the jump conditions across it are determined by the adjacent in-

teribr flow and not upon the previous "history" of the flow. Also like
the Ekman layer, the Hartmann layer controls the interior flow since it
selects which, of an infinite sequence of possible flows satisfying the

interior equations, is actually realized. The second type of magnetohydrodynamic boundary layer is the magnetic and viscous diffusion layer
associated (mainly) with aligned flows: the magtletohydrodynamic Blasius

flow is a good example (d. e.g. Roberts, 1967,g6.3). This layer is
historical, in the sense that the local conditions in the interior are not
sufficient to determine its structure; the conditions previously encountered

by the flow enters the boundary layer description. It is also passive, in
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the sense that the interior flow can be determined uniquely as a first

step, and the boundary layer may be matched to it later. In the present
situation, it is not clear which case (if either!) we are dealing with.

For, when)) and? are finite,!!.~(=~.t)is non-zero; but, as V and ~
tend to zero, so does n.'ê. In some sense, we are dealing with a

triple limiting process, viz. V-lO, ~~ OJ '!. '§ -~ 0 l
Let n be the inward normal at a point, 'P , of 5 and let )I

and e be tangential coordinates at P. Use YJ , ~ ' and e to dis-

and also of vector equations. By (7.2.4,n),

tinguish components of vectors

the total pressure l' is constant across the boundary layer in the first

approximation; also we note that (7.2.5,n) is essentially a consequence
of (7.2.5, q;, 9) and the continuity equation div B= o. We may concen-

trate on (7.2.4,rp , B ) and (7.2.5, rp, 9 ). We observe that the
Bn d /a part of the~. \l operator in these equations is, at most,

i ..
ot'iBf) times its operand, since?J..S=Oto leading order. In fact, if

the boundary layer is of Hartmann character, the "Bl'd/~n terms in (7.2.4,
rp, e ) and (7.2.5, rp , (; ) must be of the same order as the diffusion

terms, requiring

~8

,J rp

where

-,. 72£ Li- )

B't -

-r Ur¡

,,.

I'R tJ~ Brp )

(7 . 3 . 2)

Ó is the boundary layer thickness. This gives
,

(7.3.3)

Ó = (R ~L ) J
YI

i.e. if

l

"En= OCR-i),

parison of

thèn

the lz'l !: and

d:: O(E~),

and

is greater

E 'V':~ terms of

(7.2.4)

otherwise 0

shows

Now com-

that the flow

adjusts to the no-slip conditions on 5 in an Ekman distance of E;4..
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Thus, if BY)": O(1(~, the boundary layer just discussed must really be a
composite Ekman-Hartmann layer. If, however, Bn=O(R.)) for example,
there must be a second (inner) boundary layer of Ekman character within

the (outer) boundary layer jus t des cribed.
i

The radial flow in or out of the Ekman layer is O(ilflJ) = O(£"3ii),
which will, in general, have an axially symetric part. In the Braginthe largest radial flow

ski! theory as we have developed it, however,

is O(R-'al)

It follows that**

r/E Vø ~ limit (/i i oS wa) i: 00) (7 . 3 . 4 )
as t ~ 0 and R. ~ 00. This goes against the grain: one usually expects

to be allowed to let 'Y-7 0 and,? --0 in any order, and quite independently. This does not seem to be the case here. One must conclude

that if, for example, E'R ~ limit as c--O and R-,oo, the resulting
dynamo, if one exists, will not be of the Braginski~ type.

Suppose B~ = O("R -i:) .
o

(R-klÁl") . In other words,

is

- '*

By (7.3.2), the jump in Bt¡ acrosst;

B1J must in the interior flow satisfy on S:

the boundary condition required on S , viz. Btp:: O. Thus?( = 0 on 5 ,
where, it is recalled (cf. 7.2.20)
Brp = X Uri )

I-i

EM :: X ~M

We have, however, already seen that !!.~::O(ir')on

t' *1

(7.3.5)

;: , i.e. '?,y. vanishes,

,

despite the fact that 12" ~ does not. In other words, the second of
~b\f we take 'R:.IO'land.ì; 1, this gives V = 1.8 i03 m21s for the Earth's

core (L~3.5.i06m, 2Q = 1.4 iO-4s-'l). This is rather large by usual geophysical reckoning, though well within the generous uncertainties familiarly
quoted; it may imply, if taken seriously, that ~ is a turbulent viscosity.
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(7,3.5) requires that Ã--00 on 5* .

This contradiction shows that

the supposition that:o.:s::O(R-~hs incorrect: .:.:svanishes to a higher
order. In fact, we may now go

further . The boundary layer has the

double structure mentioned below (7.3.3), the inner layer being, to

the first approxliation, an axisymetric Ekman layer.

The radial in-

flux or efflux created by LL, is therefore axisymmetric also. Thus,
(

the first non-vanishing component of '3' on S.¡ will be !:3 ' at most.
,

This supports Braginskit's contention that ~3 is the largest asymmetric field escaping the fluid.

Sumarizing our findings so far: there is a double boundary layer

on S consisting of (i) an inner layer, of thickness t:~ , which is to
first approximation an axisymmetric Ekman layer. It is local and controls

the flow in the outer boundary layer and interior region. The no-slip

conditions are satisfied on S , its outer edge, but not on its inner
edge. There is also (ii) a magnetic diffusion layer iq which the
aligned flow in the interior region adjusts to the potential field in

the surrounding insulator. In this layer, which is passive and historical,
the flow and field become, to some extent at least, crossed in direction.

If we examine (7.2.5,~ ), however, we soon convince ourselves that there

is no such boundary layer for B~; for the notion that the layer thickens
by diffusion in the direction of field and flow (as in the mangetohydrodynamic Blasius situation) is inconsistent with its necessary period-

icity in ~. The outer boundary layer is, then, associated with B'
only. It is given presumably by a theory akin to that developed by
Braginski'f Ll964, p.733; see circa eq. (4.l8)J.
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Since the inner boundary layer is an Ekman layer, we may apply

the usual jump conditions on n.'!b across it. Consider a point -p on

5 at which the angle between f2 and the outward normal to 5 is G
Let Yl be a coordinate drawn inwards alongYl from.P (see Fig. 7.2).
Let I1m(e)andJte (e) be the radii of curvature of the meridian section
A

V

of

5

at P

and the

circ le

of latitude

l)enoting. by a superim-

posed tilde the boundary layer
variables and by a superfix zero
the corresponding values in the
outer ryoundary layer and interior

Fig.

region, we have, in the usual way,

7.2
'2

':n~ (lJl + L U(7) == - i ~ e (l¡~ + C rig ) ,

(7.3.6)

Defining À :.À (e) by

o.l Be: ~ iF )
ÌI= - /\ 1Ì\ ::
I ¿''i

(-J-¿)j-ere; J.íT¿G¿7i;
.2

(7.3.7)

t (-I+i.)W )

we find, from (7.3.6) that
Uf + ¡ ü.() :: - ( u. + ¿ U;) e Ìi n ~

From the equation of continuity

(7.308)
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I ëiQ:" i ('ò ( ~) d ( ,.) J

E~ f)'f := -~Jlm 'aGIlUB + W IirnUcp

= %~(&rne1(U;+¿u;)èn)+l1md~f~(4T¿~~)èY1lJ' (7.3.9)
Integrating this equation from ri:: 0 to Y1 ~ 00 , recalling that an

must vanish as ri ~~, we obtain

M'f
elm
Ì\ ' 1- +,_~J..ltJ..(.
acp LIf,.. Àu;+iu~)J.J.
- (0) nt
= ë"r
-l ae
1. rLnt
~ (. '.;¡
u~+iu.;)i)

(7.3.10)

- on5, we have
Since,e
l.~ = - u.n

- 11,/ ( (I - II J

" 7f- _J1i~a-1/.."6
.¡1 .£,:E2..l-h)'.e "+ i.)l
D lUrp
+ 1.9 e)J l
u.ls')
+ Òl L/e;!~..

(7.3.11)

where here (and below) the upper sign is to be taken for 0 c: e ~ :: if "
and the lower sign for ~ Tf ~ e c( 17.
In our application, we have 1.1) = 0, and
fJ

.u;:: ü.cp = 1J~ (~)¡ OÎ S~

(7 . 3 . 12)

Ccf. (7.3.35)J. Thus, (7.3.ll) gives

fJ (S*L+. / i f l10:~~) L

,uYl )- - Ì\"R rLi nrn ae I (-i.2c. e) f

(7.3.13)

For the particular case of a unit sphere'W::J1t=~e,nrn=l~so that (7.3.13)

becomes
Ue.i
l- le:i
2. ~9~
e)J ..
- (S 1-,.
li\ -ì:T?Mre
- , i ~d~/w-t
e ~ (tJ

(7.3. l4)

(This result, and the boundary layer theory which gave rise to it,

break down near the equator. One may expect, however, that the boundary

5* - S~ .

layer singularities in these regions will be passive.) Since W =0 on

, there is no difference between Ufr and .!e.A on We have
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therefore used f.elz rather than ¡¡It in (7.3. l4).
The flow (7.3. l4) is either inwards at each end of the cylinder

~ (see Figo 7. l), or outwards at each end. This again agrees with
the parity of the Braginski~ solution of § 4.7. The net inward flux
into l; through its ends by (7.3. l4) is compensated by a net outward

flux through its curved facest:andtJo+d.o:, Thus (7.3.l4) and
(7.2.35) provide the required equation determining 2

It is not,

however, a straightforward matter to find it, since the flow gem itself is a functional of ~ ' as we pointed out below (7.2.40).

At

least, however, we now have a closed problem. Graham Tough and I are
looking for simple solutions, without cheating! By this I mean that,
by working backwards there is little doubt that we could find a J\ and

~ such that the equations have a solution. From these it would probably

be easy to find a sufficiently artificial F1 to do the trick. The
same is true of the kinematic dynamo; once one has a working model, he

can substitute the £L into the Navier-Stokes equation and define the

body force as that force required to satisfy that equation. But one would
hardly feel one had furthered the cause by doing so!
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8. Reversa ls

80 1 Introduction: some facts about reversals
It is now plainly established by palaeomagnetism that the Earth IS

field has reversed its polarity many times in the past. The reversals
occur irregularly, the length of time between them ranging from 105 to

i07 years. The time that elapses as the field actually undergoes one

reversal is of the order of i04 years. Many of the facts about reversals are not known in detail. for example, does the axial dipole reverse
sign,the equatorial dipole remaining more or less fixed in magnitude?

Or does the whole dipole moment of the Earth swing through l800? Again,
is the reversal one which affects the entire geomagnetic field, i,e. do

both poloidal and toroidal components reverse? Bullard and Gellman
(l954) (see also Runcorn, 1955) have suggested that quite small changes

in the nature of the poloidal velocity could change the poloidal field

quite appreciably. The idea being, essentially, that the dipole field
and its reversals are mere perturbations of a much larger toroidal fièld
in the Earth. This view is not easy to accept in the Bragniski~ mode 1

where regeneration requires that rr-ad r remains "of one sign". It is
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true that quite small changes in ~' will reverse r , but the dynamo

would then become degenerative unless rial r also reversed sign, and
it is not clear how this would come about. It is clear, nevertheless,
that the time-scale between reversals rules out a purely electromagnetic

theory of the phenomena. It is virtually certain that the reversals
are a magnetohydrodynamic phenomenon, i. eo a process in which both the

electromagnetic induction and mechanical processes playa part. Moreover, the irregularity and amplitude of the oscillation suggests that nonlinear effects play an important role (cf. the van der Pol oscillator).

This raises the order of difficulty of the problem substantially. For
this reason, the only attempts that have been made to understand the

process have been extremely qualitative and have been based on the crudest

of mode ls .
8.2 The Bullard single rotor model
A disk rotates about its axis in a
field parallel to its ax~s, and the

current (drawn from two brushes, one

on the periphery and one on the axle
of the disk) pass through a coil to

produce the magnetic field. The
behavior of this homopolar dynamo is

~G
Fig. 8.l

governe~ by a pair of differential

equa t ions:
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1 I -I

d-I
L rle + RI =Mw'l ~

-' i

(8.2.1)

dw' G I~

C rLt' = - M I ..

(8.2.2)

Here 1 and uJ are the current flpwing in the circuit and the angular
velocity of the disk; L. is the self-inductive and l? the resistance

of the current; M is the mutual inductive between the coil and disk;

c: is the moment of inertia of the disk, and Cî is the torque driving

it.
Introduce non-dimensionless variables by

x.

X

I~(*)"i)

L y~
w I=.(G.C/'IW,

t/ = ( ~ ~ ) t .

(8.2.3)

Then (8.2. l) and (8.2.2) reduce to

dT'+)LI: WIjl

(8.2.4)

d t

rlt - ,

dW::l_T'J

(8.2.5)

where

(8.2.6)

~ .(~~t/t~ /

The critical points (or equilibrium states) of (8.2,4) and (8.2.5)
are given by
'2

I ~ 1)

T (W-JL)

=

0,

i.e.
W=-¡U) 1=-::1..

(8.2.7)

It is easy to perform a partial integration of (8.2.4) and (8.2.5).

We see from these equations that
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cLuj

d:t

~ dw/t: '" I-I£- .
cLI dt: rCw'/)

or

(w-p)dw -: (:1 -1 )d.I 7
giving

2. ; A, 2.

(8.2.8)

~ (W-l) = Vod.r-~ T + LA _
where A = constant. In the (w)I)

phase plane these solutions are

represented by closed curves about the equilibrium solutions A = 2,
showing these to be stable ,(see Fig. 8.2). When A is large, the large

currents only occur in short bursts which serve to decelerate the disk,

1:

Fig. 8.2
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speed of which, up to the time of a burst, grows more or

the angular

less linearly (see Fig. 8.3). Indeed the burst reverses the directioh

of the di.sk i smotion. Since no curve in Fig. 8.2 crosses I:: 0, no

reversal can occur. For A close to 2, the oscillations are sinusoidal
witll periods ii /2.. For large A , the oscillations are far from
. sinusoidal (as

we have seen) and the period is* of order

A~.

~.f

I

2.

,
- J.A

/e l.

-t
Fig. 8.3

Returning to the physical variables, the equilibria (8.2.7) are
i

w'=p.(G.L)~= JL)

c fI lV

l" j: ( ~ t.

(8.2.9)

From a state of rest in the absence of a magnetic field, the disk would
attain this angular velocity under the action of Gr in a time of order
'ltIfe:~r, it is easily shown from (8.2.4) and (8.2.5) thatd?.f./dt..I..e;'2ß

so that, ifx-:dllrlt)xd'tjd.f=r-¿.e. Thus (d)(/d.t)~'-((-*e2e+~AJJ

:: .A + L-t-i.e J ~ -X¡A

giving Period = Jî,t ~ d.B 2.f y: . The greatest contribution to
this integral is in the region where r.~1. This gives Period:: :lJîr.~~J2A '
0' Ati+c.

The rest givès a contribution which is

O(A-Y~).
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\. M::

-,
CR

G.M

(S.2.l0)

which we might term 'the mechanical response time '. If the disk were
stopped with a magnetic field present, that field would decay according

to (S, 2. l) in a time of order

LE:'R) (S.2.ll)
L

which we might term i the electromagnetic diffusion time'. It is clear

that
')A ==

mechanical response time
electromagnetic diffusion time

(8.2.l2)

Moreover, the ratio of stored mechanical energy to stored electromagnetic

energy is

:i ,

J. C W' ~

t C 1/2-

which, for solution (S, 2.9) is simply CR/LGM, i.e.
-i

stored mechanical energy

¡U =: stored electromagnetic energy

(S.2.13)

giving a second interpretation of ¡U .
The time-scale (S.2.3) is seen to be
Y:i
t 1= (r M r t:) t.-

(S.2.l4)

the geometric mean of the two characteristic times. This determines the

oscillation period for small A , while for large A it is (r¡v r£A)~
essentially.
It is very difficult to know what the parameter )1 will be for the

Earth. If we used (S.2.L2) taking for (S.2.l4),the time-scale of slow
Alfvèn waves across the core, we might guess that
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r=Lr\!2.+(('f¿tJY~ if¿ :: (3.lDb)b"Ó:1.JO/~::)(;' ~

~ VA" L A \i- Y ~2. :;.s /O-s- '! ~

taking J. = 3oi06m and a poloidal field of 5 gauss as approp;riate for

VA' And, if Le = i04 years, we wøuld find )J = 10. On the other
hand, we might use (9.2.13) and, following Bullard and Gellman (l954,

p.272), guess thatfL2:(3oiO-3erg/cm3)/(2oi03erg/cm3) = iO-6, leading

to )J = iO-3. Both Lowes and Allan have argued thatj-~. 3 dO-3 is
plausible, although Rikitake (l966) does not seem to feel the value con-

vincing. At any rate, values of ,M in the range iO-3oe l/ ~ lO seem

appropriate.
We may ask what would happen to the model if the coil were wound
in the opposite sense, or if the dynamo was driven by a reversed couple.

The system would not act as an anti-dynamo, and would destroy flux

more quickly than ohmic diffusion would unaided. The sign of M in
(9.2. l) would be reversed (or w\ and G would be reversed, which has
the same effect). Equations (8.2.4) and (8.2.5) would be replaced by

fir 1+ 1.I :: - wI ,
dt
roLw I

':

cLt = 1 + ·
There

Fig.

(8.2. l5)

(8.2.l6)

are no equilibria and the (w. I ) phase plane becomes that shown in

8.4. As t~OOthe system tends to a state inwhich(W+,.)~+~

and I -- 0 .
Reverting to the regenerating case, if a small viscosity is added

to the model, the equilibria (A = 2) are slightly displaced, and the
solutions spiral down onto them in time.
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Fig. 8.4

8.3 The Rikitake two-rotor model

o
W2

Wi

o
11

DISK I

~G1

i2

Fig. 8.5

~G2
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of two disk

was the first to consider a system

Rikitake (l958)

dynamos coup led in such a way that the current from each feeds the

field coil of the other. This is an attempt to picture the dynamics
of two large eddies in the Earth's core and the energy exchange between

them. Crude though it is, the model is surprisingly suggestive.
The governing equations are

i

LI-W+
rIl, R11,=
-I M.iIWI~'l
. , TI

(8.3.l)

.J 7'

L ~ "t i' - AA o.'II

(8.3.2)

C I d. t' - J ~ I i .2'

dw~ - G - M i' 11

(8.3.3)

C:: dt' = G-iM,1-'J Ii )

(8.3.4)

:: clt' + 1\:2 i.-/YI,2. 2. I')

dw~ T i I

where now ~~j is the mutual inductance of the dynamos defined as the
.

e.m. f. induced in dynamo J when the current in dynamo ~ is unity and

/

Wj = l. It may be noted that, unless
G, :: Mo,)

(i~ M,')

-I, _,. )
( - i T'" )

(8.3.5)

there is no possibility of obtaining stationary solutions at all! Some
of the more interesting results are obtained, however, by making the

rotors and applied couples identical. Then, on introducing the scaling
(8.2.3) and (8.2.6) we have

i;' + p.I!:. WI I:a 9

(8.3.6)

t; + p.I~ ":w~11 )

(8.3.7)

cLwl d. wa. I 1-: I
cLt ;: rL"' = - i :i'

(8.3.8)
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It is clear from (8.3.8), that the difference in the angular velocity of
the two rotors is a lways constant:

w,- W:¡ = Gl = constant.

(8.3.9)

The steady states of (8.3.6) to (8.3.8) form a one-parameter

family

'l:: :! -k) I;i:::: k? Wl=lJ A~, W~= ~ ~
where 1l is arbitrary, and

is

(8 . 3 . lO)

related to a. by

p.(k:.~-~)= ~,

(8.3.11)

1\ = -J ~ + j (1 + (;J J ·

( :aJK

Thus one value of GL determines two equal and opposite values of

(8.3.12)

i,

and one value of It determines one value of a.. Of course, the initially
assigned values of W, and Wi. determine the relevant values of I ~l and et .

The normal modes (est) of infinitesimal perturbation about the

state:t~ can be shown to be

5=0) S=-1P.) S:::tLCrc+f( .

,fA. 'L J_-'3)Y2-

(8.3.13)

(There is a slight error in Rikitake' s work here, as was pointed out first

by Gjellestad, and later by Barr and Allan independently.) The J = 0 in
(8.3.13) reflects the existence of the neighboring steady states (8.3.10)

of slightly different k, and, in fact, this normal mode does not conserve Wi - W2.' The other roots do. these show that each equilibrium
(8.3.l0) is stable to infinitesimal perturbations, but this, of course,

does not settle the question of stability to finite amplitude distur-

bances. The numerical results, to be described presently, suggest a
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measure of stability.

Equations (8.3.6) to (8.3.8) have some nice properties. If we

space as describing a fluid,

consider the trajeçtories in (Ii '~lW, )w2)

its specific volume,

j=

ry (Ii ¡I,.,w, 1 (),.)

)

(803. l4)

d(I/D,L2/),WIO' Wi,o)

where the suffix zero denotes initial values, satisfies the equation
of continuity

IH: -'

.Dr :: rJ lV u.

(8.3.l5)

where ~ denotes "Eulerian velocity" in (II.)I~' W, )Wi,) space. According

to (8.3.6) to (8.3.8), written as

dI T I J.I~ T I
:;:. -p. i + Wi .2' ri:t:: -~-:J+W2. , ,

i~'=J-III~~ 1~'-:1-I'I:l)

(8.3.l6)

this t;ulerian velocity -is

~::(-,lIltw,I.a) -,iIi+ w..I" 1- Ii IJ ~

(8.3.l7)

from which it is apparent that
cUv I.:' -ft -, + 0+ 0 = - '-fJ l

(8.3.18)

So, by (8.3. l5), we have

J::J e .

-i - - ~~ t'
o

(8.3.l9)

Thus, if we take a blob of solutions dr, cfi2. ów1 cfw,2 at C;.O,

its

volume in this four-dimensional space will decrease exponentially

in,

essentially, at the beginning of any numerical integration, we must expect
a transient "shake-down period" lasting a time of under rE' in which transients are important.
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The casep=a=O may be integrated exactly. First suppose only

that O-=ó(L.e../~J:: i), Then Wl:' W~=W, (say), and (8.3.6) to (8.3.8)
gives

rlI1.+ I - wI

d.~ ~ r

c:t ¡. 1- :2)

Put

tit +p.l.~= w,)

Ii +I:i
oU=
'2 ?

i~ :: 7 - Ii I~ ·

i-I

1f== i ~ 2. ,

(8.3020)

(8.302l)

Then (8.3.20) gives

J.(; 2.""

~t :- ~-w)(¿) j~:: -Çi+w)v)

?;= 1-1£ +V'.

(8.3.22)

It is clear that

ddr (u Îf) = f -Çu-w) - Çu+wil-uv= ...tU.V,
i. e.

U. V '. If A e. - ~ (8 .3 .23)
1- i. 2.p.t'

where )i is a constant.

This is essentially the integràl (8.3. 19). It

shows that, for t ~? ~, either U~ 0 or "ti: O. If V~ 0, we essen-

tially return to the regenerative case of (8.2.4) and (8.2.5)0 IfU~OJ
we are dealing with the degenerative case of (8.2. l5) and (8.2. l6). The

solutions do not, however, necessarily tend to remain on one or other

branch. There is the possibility of a switch-over from one kind of tra-

jectory to the other, and back. And this kind of reversal does, in fact,
seem to occur.

By (8.3.23), we may write

.2 )

u. =.L A e t;-)-t

.2 J

i A -ø-)Lt
ir::e

(8.3 .24)

apd (8.3.22) then gives

dtl :. w) d.w 1 I A'2 . 0 ). -~,. t

dt

(I= -;: 4V 2'fe .

(8.3.25)
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except in the

These cannot be integrated in closed form

for which

case ). = 0 ,

1i r .'2 J l+

-jW = B+CP --rA ~ 2'1

giving solutions in closed trajectories about the point

L2 A~(i-.)
~ ~01 '
r l.~ -I

in the (tp) w) plane.

For small W )it is possible to solve the motion

in terms of a slow drift for one of these trajectories to another.
¡
On the numerical side most atten1tion ,has been focussed on

the

I
case of large l. in

which the initial phase (in which the initial Jo

dies to zero) is over rapidly*. The oscillations occur about ode or
other of the two states (8.3. LO) . Let us, for definiteness, suppose that

ia 'J) 1. (If this is not the case, interchange the suffice i and 2 in

the following discussion.) In °a large amplitude oscillation Ii tends to
resemble the solutions in the Bullard single rotor model, L e. its graph

against time has flat bottom, and sharp peaks. During these oscillations 1.1 shows a similar behavior, but may be reversed in sign from
(8.3. LO) during an inward excursion. The velocity oscillations tend to

a saw-toothed form in which the accelerations are practically constant

while the currents are small, rapid decelerations occurring during current
peaks. One or both velocities may become negative on the inwatd excursions 0

A.8 the amplitude of oscillation increases, and inward excursion of ~

comes nearer to I i = 0 and eventually it crosses this axis. When this happens,

~\ikitake (1958) who considered the case ß:: 1 ) it"': if did not, however, follow
the system past this initial period. The results he obtained were not, therefore, really typical of the late behavior.
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I,1 is already reversed, and both currents are now amplified in their
new sense, and an oscillation about the other steady state commences;

the velocities oscillate about the same positive value as before. The
reversed sign of Ii may persist for one, two or more oscillations, in-

creasing in violence, until there is another instability, The nearer
any inward excursion to I :: 0 comes, without crossing the axis, the more
\

certainly it crosses the axis on the next oscillation, and the smaller

the initial oscillation about the reversed state. This means that it
stays in the neighborhood of that state longer than average before rever-

sing again. If, on the other hand, I, only "just" crosses its axis on
one excursion, it may oscillate only once about the reversed state before

returning. There is, in any case, no regularity or repetition in the
pattern, and there is no ~vidence that a particular sequence- ever repeats.

Fig. 8.6 shows a reversal occurring (Allan, 1962).

Although, as we have already remarked, systems of disk dynamos appear
to model the Earth's core extremely indirectly, if at all, the very fact
that they, too, suffer irregular r~versals is an encouraging

sign which

should not be underestimated. Also they are rather simple to treat analytically and numerically, and further work, particularly that of examining the

statistics of their reversals (as deduced from many integrations at each

)L and cL) might be revealing without being too tedious. It might, for
example, help to decide on the most plausible value of ~ for the Earth

(d. eq. 8.2.6). Also generalizations of the coupled dynamos might be considered; for example, the effects of self-inductance (Matthews) or of time-

delays (Lowes) between the two rotors could be examined. The former is
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obviously present in the two eddies in the case which the stars are

meant to imitate, and the latter might simulate the time taken for

electromagnetic energy to pass from one eddy to the other. Also, the
generalization to more than two rotors might be rewarding, In this connection, we should note that Lebovitz (l960) has shown that a chain of

IV identical disk dynamos, each linked to its two neighbours electromag-

netically is linearly unstable if N /' 2..
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